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Abstract

Numerical electromagnetic (EM) simulations are an important tool for the design, anal¬

ysis and optimization of electronic devices; simulations assist an engineer to minimize

time and cost necessary to reach the maturity phase of a device. Thereby, the goal of the

computational electromagnetics (CEM) tool is to guarantee accurate simulation results

as well as an easy and faultless operation. Nowadays, many simulation tools based on

different numerical techniques are commercially available. Nevertheless there are still

more promising numerical methods to be explored in the frame of EM. In order to ful¬

fill the requirements imposed on the CEM tool, the employed numerical method has to

provide the following characteristics: The basic requirement in order to achieve accurate

simulation results is the precise modeling of the investigated problem. Not less impor¬
tant however is the error introduced and the stability provided by the approximation of

the Maxwell's equations in the numerical method.

In this scope, the Finite-Volume Time-Domain (FVTD) method shows very promis¬

ing prospects: On the one hand, the method exploits an unstructured, inhomogeneous

polyhedral mesh capable of accurate approximation of complex geometries. Curved and

oblique surfaces can be modeled with a high accuracy, and small details in close prox¬

imity to a large overall structure as well as high dielectric contrasts can be modeled

without difficulties. On the other hand, the chosen FVTD formulation is second order

accurate both in time and in space, and the explicit time domain (TD) formulation of

the method allows for a comfortable treatment of inter-cell relations such as boundary

conditions, excitation schemes and ports.

The FVTD method takes its origin in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and is

applied to the solution of the Maxwell's equations since the beginning of the 1990s.

Many implementations of the method exist, all of which show different characteristics

and advantages. Nevertheless, FVTD is still in its infancy for the application in CEM,
and only a few groups worldwide perform investigations of the method.

In this thesis, the implementation of the FVTD method and the application of FVTD

to the analysis of complex, real-world EM problems are presented. Relevant aspects in

order to yield a practical CEM tool are discussed and verified: Among other things,
the definition of a source plane with a built-in absorbing boundary condition (ABC)
and a novel field-based scheme for the extraction of a generalized scattering matrix are

proposed.
In the beginning of this thesis, the hyperbolic Maxwell's equations are written in a

conservative-law form and the explicit update equation used in FVTD is derived. Special
attention is paid to the flux-splitting procedure which separates the flux through a cell

face into an incoming and an outgoing part. The flux splitting is one of the main cha¬

racteristics of the FVTD method: As demonstrated in the continuative parts of the

thesis, the separated fluxes are exploited for important numerical procedures such as for

example the extraction of scattering parameters.
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11 ABSTRACT

In addition to the FVTD core algorithm, a numerical method requires further modules

crucial for an EM simulation. A non-comprehensive selection of the non-core modules

that are investigated in this thesis is given in the following: the limitation of the compu¬

tational domain with appropriate ABCs, the transformation of the TD data to frequency
domain (FD) quantities by means of a discrete Fourier transformation (DFT), the com¬

putation of the far-field radiation patterns on the basis of the available near-field data,
and the increase of numerical efficiency with the help of symmetries. Furthermore, the

appropriate impression of energy into the computational domain in arbitrarily oriented

source planes is demonstrated, as well as the accurate extraction of generalized scattering

parameters based on the flux-splitting scheme. Appropriate simulations are performed
in order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed algorithms. At the end of the

thesis, the general applicability of the FVTD method is proved by simulations of com¬

plex real-world problems, such as for example dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) or

a broadband double-ridged horn antenna. Thereby, the FVTD results are successfully
verified with reference solutions obtained by commercial EM tools and by measurements.



Zusammenfassung

Numerische elektromagnetische (EM) Simulationen stellen ein wichtiges Werkzeug für

das Design, die Analyse und die Optimierung von elektronischen Bauteilen dar; Simu¬

lationen unterstützen den Ingenieur, um die notwendige Entwicklungszeit zu verkürzen

und Kosten zu senken. Das Ziel des numerischen Feldberechnungs-Werkzeugs (Compu¬
tational Electromagnetics, CEM) ist dabei, präzise Simulationsresultate zu erreichen und

eine einfache und fehlerlose Bedienung der CEM zu garantieren. Heutzutage existieren

viele kommerzielle Simulationswerkzeuge, die auf verschiedenen numerischen Methoden

basieren. Darüberhinaus gibt es noch andere vielversprechende numerische Methoden,
die darauf warten im Rahmen von CEM erforscht zu werden. Eine numerische Methode

muss folgende Eigenschaften vorweisen, um den Anforderungen eines Feldberechnungs-

Werkzeuges zu genügen: Die Grundvoraussetzung für ein akkurates Simulationsergebnis
ist die genaue Nachbildung des zu untersuchenden Problems. Nicht weniger wichtig ist

jedoch die Stabilität einer Simulation und der Fehler, der bei der numerischen Approxi¬
mation der Maxwellschen Gleichungen gemacht wird.

In diesem Zusammenhang zeigt die Finite-Volume Time-Domain (FVTD) Methode

vielversprechende Aussichten: Auf der einen Seite werden in der Methode unstruk¬

turierte, inhomogene polyhedrische Gitter verwendet, mit denen komplexe Geometrien

mit einer grossen Genauigkeit angenähert werden können. Auf diese Weise können ge¬

krümmte und schräge Flächen akkurat modelliert, kleine Details innerhalb einer grossen

Gesamtstruktur aufgelöst und hohe dielektrische Kontraste problemlos modelliert wer¬

den. Auf der anderen Seite zeigt die hier gewählte Formulierung der FVTD Methode

sowohl in der Zeit als auch im Raum eine Genauigkeit zweiter Ordnung. Ihre explizite

Formulierung im Zeitbereich (TD) ermöglicht eine einfache Handhabung der Randbe¬

dingungen, der Anregungsschemen und der Ports.

Die FVTD Methode stammt aus der Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) und wird

seit dem Anfang der 1990er Jahren auch auf die Lösung der Maxwell Gleichungen

angewendet. Es existieren viele Implementierungen der Methode, die jeweils eigene
Charakteristiken zeigen und entsprechende Vorteile haben. Trotzdem steckt FVTD für

die Anwendung in CEM noch in den Kinderschuhen und weltweit stellen nur ein paar

Gruppen Untersuchungen über die Methode an.

In dieser Arbeit wird die Implementierung der FVTD Methode und ihre Anwendung
auf die Analyse von komplexen EM Problemen aus der Praxis präsentiert. Die notwendi¬

gen und relevanten Aspekte, um ein allgmein anwendbares Feldberechnungs-Werkzeug zu

erhalten, werden diskutiert und überprüft: Unter anderem werden eine Definition einer

Quellen-Ebene mit einer eingebauten Absorbing Boundary Condition (ABC) und ein

neues, feldbasiertes Schema für die Extraktion der generalisierten S*-Matrix vorgeschla¬

gen.

Am Anfang der Arbeit werden die hyperbolischen Maxwell Gleichungen in einer kon¬

servativen Form präsentiert und die explizite Update-Gleichung, die in FVTD benutzt

m
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wird, hergeleitet. Besondere Aufmerksamkeit wird dem Flussteilungs-Verfahren gewid¬

met, welches die Flüsse durch die Zellflächen in einen eintretenden und einen austre¬

tenden Teil separiert. Die Flussteilung ist eines der Hauptcharakteristiken der FVTD

Methode: In den folgenden Teilen der Arbeit wird gezeigt, wie die separierten Flüsse in

wichtigen numerischen Prozeduren, beispielsweise bei der Extraktion der ^-Parameter,
benutzt werden.

Neben dem Kernalgorihmus gibt es viele weiter Aspekte einer numerischen Meth¬

ode, die äusserst wichtig für eine erfolgreiche EM Simulation sind. Eine Auswahl der

Module, die in dieser Arbeit untersucht werden, sei im Folgenden aufgeführt: die Be¬

grenzung des Rechenbereichs mit einer geeigneten ABC, die Transformation der Simu¬

lationsdaten mittels einer diskrete Fouriertransformation (DFT) vom Zeitbereich in den

Frequenzbereich, die Berechnung von Fernfeld Strahlungsdiagrammen auf der Basis von

Nahfelddaten und die Steigerung der rechnerischen Effizienz mit Hilfe von Symmetrien.
Darüberhinaus wird eine geeignete Energieeinprägung in den Rechenbereich mit Quellen-
Ebenen aufgezeigt, die eine beliebige Ausrichtung im Raum aufweisen können. Weiterhin

wird die präzise Extraktion der generalisierten S*-Matrix vorgestellt. Geeignete Simula¬

tionen werden durchgeführt, um die Genauigkeit der FVTD Methode zu überprüfen. Am

Ende der Arbeit wird die generelle Anwendbarkeit der FVTD Methode durch Simulatio¬

nen von komplexen Problemen aus der Praxis getestet, zum Beispiel werden dielektrische

Resonatorantennen (DRAs) und eine Doppelsteg Breitband Hornantenne untersucht.

Zur Überprüfung werden die FVTD Resultate jeweils mit Referenzlösungen verglichen,
die entweder von kommerziellen CEM Werkzeugen oder von Messungen stammen.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and objective of this thesis

With the availability of inexpensive and powerful computers CEM has become an in¬

dispensable tool for research and development in the engineering domain. Increasing
random-access memory (RAM) and central processing unit (CPU) power enable the

simulation of increasingly large and complex structures. In general, for the numerical

simulations of electromagnetic fields different numerical methods are available, each of

which shows certain advantages and limitations. From the variety of existing methods,

nowadays the most widely spread - and commercially available - methods are: Finite-

Difference Time-Domain (FDTD), Finite-Integration Technique (FIT), Transmission-

Line Matrix (TLM) method, Method of Moments (MoM) and Finite-Element Method

(FEM). When deciding which numerical method is the most appropriate for modeling
a certain electromagnetic structure, principally two factors have to be taken into con¬

sideration: first, it has to be decided wether a TD or a FD formulation should be used.

Second, the kind of mesh employed by the method should be particularly suitable for

the investigated problem. In the following these two aspects are discussed in detail.

The EM simulators are applied either in TD or in FD. TD simulations are in particular
useful for broadband analysis of large structures, as, for example, for the investigation
of complex antennas. Through application of a Gaussian pulse excitation and a Fourier

transform, the broadband response of the system can be obtained in a single computa¬

tional run. Concerning the computational effort the following observations can be made.

On the one hand, the memory and CPU requirements of a TD solution grow linearly
with the size of the problem, but on the other hand long simulation times might be

necessary for highly resonant problems in order for the energy to leave the system. In

contrast, problems characterized by a high Q factor are advantageously treated with FD

solvers. As a drawback, commonly a broadband response of the investigated problem
comes with an increased computational load. In a straightforward implementation, a

FD solver computes the electromagnetic field at one frequency in a single EM simulator

run. Hence, in order to obtain a broadband response or to resolve sharp resonances the

solver needs to compute the solution at a high number of frequency points. In addition,
the memory and CPU requirement of a FD simulation might grow faster than linearly
with the problem size, if the numerical method involves a sparse or a full system matrix.

Further, convergence problems when inverting the system matrix may occur if an itera¬

tive solver is used. In order to overcome these problems and to increase the numerical

efficiency, model-order reduction (MOR) technique approaches are employed by the most

advanced FD solvers.

The CEM tool can employ a numerical model where either only the boundaries or

the whole volume computational domain are discretized. Methods relying on a surface

discretization, as for example MoM, are advantageously used for large scale problems

1
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Figure 1.1: Cut through the tetrahedral mesh of the model of a hemispherical dielectric resonator

antenna (DRA) mounted on a ground plane. 1. Curved surfaces, 2. small details, and 3. high
dielectric contrasts can be advantageously modeled using an unstructured and inhomogeneous
mesh.

since they require less memory compared to volume-discretizing methods. However,

commonly a high effort is necessary in order to handle problems containing dielectric

materials. In contrast, such structures are handled easily with methods that employ
a volume discretization of the computational domain, such as FDTD, FIT, or FVTD.

These algorithms use volume meshes that are composed of an either structured (cubic),
or unstructured (polyhedral) mesh. Whereas problems that fit in a Cartesian coordinate

system are preferably solved using a structured grid, more complex structures, employing

e.g. curved or oblique surfaces, can take advantage of unstructured meshes.

A method employing a structured mesh applied to a complex problem with curved or

slanted surfaces might yield unsatisfactory results. This is because a staircased approx¬

imation of curved surfaces in the model represents a different problem than the physical

reality. The staircasing might result for example in a a/2 lengthening of an edge (e.g. the

arms of a spiral antenna), or in a change of the boundary conditions (e.g. the walls of a

corrugated circular horn antenna). In order to cure these disadvantages introduced by
the structured mesh corrective schemes have been developed for FDTD and FIT, such

as for example the perfect boundary approximation (PBA) in CST Microwave Studio®
.

Methods applied in an unstructured mesh do not need corrective schemes, since the
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mesh naturally follows curved and oblique surfaces No artificial altering of the core

algorithm is required in order to accurately approximate the physical model This repre¬

sents an advantage regarding the computational overhead required for artificial correction

schemes Additionally, possible instabilities introduced by the modified algorithm are

avoided In this scope the FVTD method, since applied in an unstructured, inhomo¬

geneous mesh, exhibits a high flexibility and shows a big potential to deliver accurate

results when applied to highly complex structures The mam advantages inherent to the

inhomogeneous tetrahedral mesh can be summarized as follows

1 Curved and oblique surfaces can be approximated with a high accuracy

2 Small structural details can be resolved in close proximity of large structures

3 High dielectric contrasts can be modeled accurately

As an example, Fig 1 1 depicts the model of a hemispherical DRA that illustrates all

these mam advantages First, the tetrahedral mesh permits to accurately approximate

the curved surface of the DRA and of the coaxial probe Second, the tmy cells necessary

in order to resolve the coaxial feeding are restricted to a small volume in the immediate

vicinity of the coaxial feed The transition from these small tetrahedra towards the larger
cells inside the DRA is accomplished very fast, avoiding a three dimensional (3-D) explo¬
sion of the total number of cells necessary to discretize the whole computational domain

Third, in order to take into account the high dielectric contrasts that exist between the

DRA and the surrounding air, a different typical cell size of Ar/10 is required in the two

regions Furthermore, regarding the characteristics of the employed FVTD algorithm,
the cell-centered scheme with the electromagnetic field collocated in the barycenter of

the elementary cells provides a comfortable preservation of the boundary conditions

In addition, the separation of the fluxes through the cell faces, inherent to the chosen

FVTD scheme, constitutes a versatile tool that is exploited for many purposes

The FVTD method is a relatively new technique for the numerical solution of Max¬

well's equations The method takes its origin in CFD, and was adapted to CEM at the

beginning of the 1990s Hence, FVTD is still in its infancy for the application in CEM

and it is not as widely spread and understood as the more popular numerical techniques
mentioned above Nevertheless, a variety of different FVTD approaches exist, but world¬

wide only a few groups are investigating the FVTD method for the solution of Maxwell's

equations The objective of this thesis is the further investigation of the FVTD method

with the aim of obtaining a 3-D EM field solver A CEM tool assists the development en¬

gineer during the design, evaluation and optimization of an electromagnetic device until

the required specifications are met Along the way of this process, the electromagnetic
simulation tool should exhibit a low risk of a faulty operation and necessitate a minimal

number of interactions between user and CEM tool In order to achieve these require¬

ments first, the structure that should be simulated has to be approximated accurately

by the numerical model Second, the accuracy of the simulation must be ensured by a

correct operation of the numerical modules as e g ,
the DFT in order to yield FD quan¬

tities, the excitation the electromagnetic field, or the termination of the computational

space with an ABC Third, the simulation tool should provide all necessary modules
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for the computation of relevant parameters, such as scattering parameters and radiation

patterns. All these issues that are required in order to obtain a fully operational EM

simulation tool based on the FVTD method, are addressed in detail in this thesis.

1.2 Outline

The outline of this thesis is as follows: In the first chapter, the theoretical background
of the FVTD method is presented. The method is derived starting with the definition of

hyperbolic systems in a conservation-law form. While some known results of derivations

are only mentioned for completeness, others, such as the flux-splitting scheme, are dis¬

cussed in detail. The reason for complete treatment lies in the fact that the separation
of the fluxes forms a crucial FVTD characteristic exploited for several purposes: the

excitation scheme, the ABC and the 5-parameter extraction.

Important modules which are required along the core FVTD algorithm in order to

yield a practical simulations tool are presented in Chapter 3. The chapter starts with a

brief discussion of the computational costs of the FVTD method and then takes a glance
at the requirements of the tetrahedral mesh generation. This mesh, which defines the

computational domain, has to be confined with an appropriate ABC, since computer

resources are limited. Two possibilities for the realization of practical ABCs, the Silver-

Müller and the Engquist-Majda ABC, are presented. Thereafter, for the purpose of

representation and further processing of the simulation results, a linear fitting procedure
with quadratic functions is outlined. After explaining the interpolation of scattered data

in the unstructured mesh onto a regular grid, the application of a DFT on the fly is

introduced. Since the simulation data obtained by FVTD are directly only available in

TD, but very interesting electrical characteristics are defined in FD, the application of

a DFT is required in order to obtain the FD data. Afterwards, the near field to far

field (NFFF) transformation is introduced yielding the far-field radiation pattern on an

antenna. Although representing a known procedure in the framework of other methods,
the NFFF transformation performed in the unstructured FVTD mesh needs to be carried

out with special care. At the end of this chapter, the possibility of saving computational
resources by exploiting the symmetries in a simulation model is demonstrated.

The excitation scheme employed in the FVTD algorithm is explained in Chapter 4.

Two possibilities for impressing energy into the computational domain are introduced.

First, the implementation of hard and soft point sources located either in a tetrahedral

barycenter or in a triangular face center is described. Second, as a generalization of face

center point sources the constrained-fields excitation scheme is introduced for the most

common source structures of microwave technology, such as coaxial cables, waveguides
and microstrip transmission lines. Thereafter, the realization of arbitrarily oriented

source planes in the unstructured mesh is outlined. Furthermore, the unique capability
of the FVTD source planes for suppression of unwanted reflections is demonstrated.

The extraction of the generalized scattering matrix exploiting the flux-splitting scheme

is presented in Chapter 5. The mode orthogonality, which is advantageously applied in

a monomode environment in order to minimize numerical noise, but which is indispens¬
able in a multimode structure is introduced in the beginning. The FVTD flux-splitting
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algorithm is advantageously exploited for the purpose of the 5-parameter extraction

However, since the flux separation is based on a plane-wave approach, a correction fac¬

tor is required in the flux matrix in the frame of the scattering parameters determination

Finally, Chapter 6 gives a variety of challenging simulation examples that validate

different aspects of the techniques developed in the frame of the FVTD method The

applicability the 5-parameter extraction scheme is demonstrated and the accuracy of

the FVTD scheme is illustrated with appropriate simulations In real-world examples
the comparison of the simulation results with reference solutions, either obtained by
measurements or by numerical methods, proves the qualification of FVTD as a all-

purpose solver for successful simulation of complex problems Thereafter, the FVTD

method is utilized in an investigation of fractal antennas

At the end of this thesis, suggestions are proposed for further work and possible
extensions of the FVTD method
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2 The FVTD Method

Abstract— The Finite-Volume Time-Domain (FVTD) method is a relatively new technique for the

numerical solution of Maxwell's equations The method takes its origin in CFD, and the first steps

to CEM were taken at the beginning of the 1990s Hence, FVTD is still in its infancy in CEM and

it is not as widely spread and understood as other, more popular, numerical techniques For this

reason, in this chapter the FVTD method is derived from the beginning, starting with the general

description of hyperbolic systems in conservation-law form Thereupon the Maxwell's curl equations

written in a conservative form are integrated over a finite volume and discretized in space and time

The resulting scheme is second-order accurate in space and time employing a monotonie upwind

scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL) and a Lax-Wendroff temporal discretization The FVTD

method is applied in an unstructured tetrahedral mesh with a collocated field vector located in

the barycenter of the elementary cells The hyperbolic nature of the Maxwell's equations allows a

separation of the fluxes through the cell faces in an outgoing and an incoming part Special em¬

phasis is placed on the flux-splitting scheme since it plays a major role in various numerical aspects

ranging from the excitation over boundary conditions to the extraction of the scattering parameters

Eventually, at the end of the chapter the explicit update equation used in the FVTD scheme is given

2.1 Overview of existing finite-volume formulations

The Finite-Volume Time-Domain (FVTD) method takes its origin in the CFD and is

applied to the solution of the Maxwell's equations since the beginning of the 1990s [1, 2].
A variety of alternative approaches of finite volume schemes exist. In order to classify
the FVTD formulation that is chosen in this work a short, non-comprehensive overview

over the most popular existing FVTD schemes is given in the following.

Commonly the finite-volume method is applied in unstructured, inhomogeneous me¬

shes. These grids are composed of polyhedral cells, which can be of any kind starting from

hexahedral over prism to tetrahedral shapes. The discretization in space can be based

on a cell-centered, cell-vertex or staggered grid formulation, resulting in a collocated or

a leap-frog sampling of the electromagnetic field in space.

Madsen et al. propose a variation of FVTD that uses a staggered grid of hexahe¬

dral cells which represents a generalization of the finite difference method [2]. In fact

this implementation reduces to the ordinary FDTD method if applied to an orthogonal

grid. In another approach, Remaki [3] employs a formulation where the electric and

magnetic fields are collocated in a structured mesh combining a leapfrog in time and

a field averaging on the inter-cell boundaries. Shankar [4] and Bonnet [5] use a FVTD

formulation in an unstructured polyhedral mesh, where a collocated electromagnetic
field is evaluated in the barycenter of the elementary cells. This approach employs a

separation of the fluxes through the cell's faces based on characteristics theory, and is

7
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second order accurate in space by employing an upwind scheme. The temporal dis¬

cretization is performed using a Lax-Wendroff predictor-corrector scheme. In addition

to these pure FVTD approaches, there exists a variety of hybrid finite volume/finite dif¬

ference formulations. These schemes enhance the efficiency of simulations by combining
an unstructured FVTD with a structured FDTD mesh [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In these simu¬

lations, structural details or objects with tilted and curved surfaces are incorporated into

a large overall domain. Those details are approximated with an inhomogeneous finite-

volume mesh, whereas the surrounding areas (free space) are modeled with a structured

finite-difference grid that is computationally less intensive.

The approach chosen in this thesis for the implementation of the FVTD method is

mainly based on the work of Bonnet et al. [5]. The algorithm is applied in an unstructured

tetrahedral mesh with a collocated field vector located in the barycenter of the cells.

A splitting of the flux through the triangular tetrahedral faces is performed based on

characteristics theory [12]. The temporal discretization is realized with a Lax-Wendroff

predictor-corrector scheme [13]. The notation used in this chapter is kept close to [5].
While some parts of the derivation of the FVTD method are dealt with quickly or are

even only suggested, other parts that are relevant for the main work of the thesis are

explained in detail. The reader interested in further details is referred to the given
literature.

2.2 Hyperbolic systems in conservation-law form

In general, the Finite-Volume Time-Domain method is used for the numerical solution

of hyperbolic systems in a conservation-law form [14, 15]

Often, an explicit second-order upwind difference scheme is used to solve such systems.

Upwind schemes are characterized by the following features [16]:

• An upwind scheme shows a certain dispersive and dissipative behavior, beneficial

for the numerical stability.

• Using the same number of mesh points, an explicit second-order upwind scheme

shows twice the stability limit than a centered scheme.

• One-sided difference schemes are advantageously applicable at boundaries, since

spatially centered schemes require one ore more points on or outside the boundary.

The application of the FVTD method to CEM is possible since the Maxwell's equations

are of hyperbolic nature and can be cast in conservative form. In the following, the

Maxwell's equations are prepared for the use in a FVTD scheme; the spatial and tempo¬

ral discretization of the conservative equation are discussed, and eventually an explicit

update equation is derived for the numerical solution of the Maxwell's equations with

the FVTD method.
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2.3 Maxwell's equations in a conservative form

In a source free region (J = 0) Ampere's and Faraday's law in their vector form are

given by

dD

~dt

dB

~dt

= Vx H

= -Vx Ê

(2.2)

(2.3)

where the vector quantity E = (Ex, Ey, Ez) represents the electric field and H =

(Hx, Hy, Hz) the magnetic field. Assuming a linear and isotropic material, the elec¬

tric (displacement) flux density and the magnetic flux density can be written as D =

(eEx,eEy,eEz) and B = (pHx, pHy, pHz).
To start with the derivation of the FVTD method, the Maxwell's curl equations (2.2)

and (2.3) are written in conservative form

dU

~dt
E^(L0^o
t=i

da

where Ü is the collocated field vector

U = (Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz

(2.4)

(2.5)

and Xj (« = 1,2, 3) is representing the Cartesian coordinates (xi, xi, X3) = (x, y, z). The

vectors Gt(U) (1 = 1, 2, 3) are written as

/

Gx{U) =

V

0

Hz/e

-Hy/e

0

-Ez/p

Ey/P

\

G2{U) =

-Hz/e

0

Hx/e

Ez/p

0

-Ex/p\

G3(U) =

/
,

\
Hy/e

-Hx/e

0

-Ey/P

Ex/p

0

(2.6)

In a condensed form equation (2.4) can also be written as [5]

8Ü

m
DivG(lT) =0,

where the matrix G is constructed by (2.6)

G=(g1(Ü) G2(Ü) G3(Ü)

(2.7)

(2.8)
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Here the divergence operator Div for the application on a matrix Div G is defined by

computing the divergence div for each row of G as

DivG =

/ dGi(l)
dx

<9Gi(6)

\ dx

dG2(l)

dy

dG2(6)

dy

dG3(l) \
dz

dG3(6)
dz

(2.9)

/

In order to obtain a finite-volume scheme, the conservative form of the Maxwell's equa¬

tions (2.7) is integrated over the volume V exploiting the divergence theorem

dU

~dt
dV = G(U)ds, (2.10)

v av

where dV is the boundary of the volume V.

2.4 Spatial discretization

In order to enable the numerical approximation of (2.10), the computational domain

is subdivided into an unstructured, inhomogeneous polyhedral mesh consisting of finite

volumes i. In the implementation chosen here, tetrahedra are used as elementary vol¬

umes which are characterized by their volume Vt and their four faces Fk (k = 1,... 4).
Figure 2.1 depicts a two dimensional (2-D) representation of the FVTD mesh (i.e. with

triangles instead of tetrahedra), putting a special emphasis on two neighboring cells i

and j with the volumes Vt and V3, sharing the common face k. The collocated field

vector Ut is located in the barycenter of the tetrahedron i and is approximated by a

spatial average over the volume Vt

u = UdV (2.11)

The numerical representation of (2.10) in a tetrahedral elementary cell i is given by

-,
4

J2(G(Uk)-nk)Fk, (2.12)
dt V

k=\

where Hk = (nkx,nky,nkz) is the outward pointing unit normal vector of the kth face.

Uk represents the surface-averaged value of U in the face center of the triangle k. The

computation of Uk is one of the main difficulties in FVTD and will be discussed in

section 2.4.2.
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Figure 2.1: 2-D representation of the tetrahedral FVTD mesh. The two adjacent cells i and j

share the common face k. The collocated field vector U is located in the barycenter of the

cells.

The summand in (2.12) is representing the flux through the face k [5]

$fc = G(Uk) -nk

-nk x -Hk
e

\ nk x —Ek
p

(2.13)

/

and it is constructed only from the tangential fields on face A;. In a condensed form the

flux can be written as

$fc = F(nk) • Uk
,

where the flux matrix F is defined as

/

F(nfc) =

0 0 0 0 nkz/e -nky/e

0 0 0 -nkz/e 0 nkx/e

0 0 0 nky/e -nkx/e 0

0 -nkz/p nky/p 0 0 0

z/V 0 -nkx/p 0 0 0

kvl'ß nkxl ß 0 0 0 0

(2.14)

(2.15)
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The flux matrix is built with the normal vector Hk and the material parameters e and

p. Now, the FVTD equation (2.12) can be written as

4
,

4

*
fc=i

*
fc=i

using the flux definition (2.14).

2.4.1 Eigen decomposition

The flux $ can be split into a positive and a negative part based on characteristics

theory [12, 17]. In order to accomplish a flux splitting, an eigen decomposition of the

square matrix F is performed [14]

F = PAP"1, (2.17)

where P is a matrix composed of the eigenvectors of F, and P_1 is the inverse matrix of

P. After computing the eigenvalues A; (/ = 1,..., 6) of the flux matrix F, the diagonal
matrix A can be constructed [18]

A = diag (Ai, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6) = diag (0,0, c, c, -c, -c) , (2-18)

with the velocity of light in the medium c = 1/ ^fpë. Any eigenvalue can be written as

A, = A++Aj-, (2.19)

where

A' +M and
a- = _lHa«|

2
'

2

A+ = ^I_Ü
and

Ar
=

^^, (2.20)

in order that A^ = A; if A; > 0, and visa versa for A; . Using (2.19), the diagonal matrix

A can be split into

A = A++A~, (2.21)

where A+ and A~ have A^ and A;~ as diagonal elements. With (2.21) the flux matrix

F (2.17) can be split into a positive and a negative part

F = P(A++A-)P~1 , (2.22)

which can be also written as

F(nfc) = F+(nfc) + F-(nfc). (2.23)

The two parts of the split flux matrix are related by

F-(nfc) = -F+(-nfc), (2.24)
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where the positive flux matrix is given by

F+(nfc)
aie nky/e -nkx/e

a3c —a^c

—a^c a2c

—C15C —age

0 -nkz/p nky/p a3c

nkz/p 0 -nkx/p -aAc

. -nky/p nkx/p 0 -a5c

In (2.25) the following abbreviations are used

a5c 0 nkz/e -nky/e

a&c -nkz/e 0 nkx/e

0

-04c -a5c

a2c —age

-age a\c

(2.25)

«!=<+< °2=< +< «3=<Wfc

a4 — nkxnky a5 — nkxnkz (iq nkynkz

(2.26)

Plane wave approach

If only field variations with respect to Hk are considered [5], equation (2.7) can be written

as

dÜ
„_ ,

dÜ

dt =-F{Hk)dnk (2.27)

where the notation dU/drik is used for the directional derivative of U along Hk and is

identical to Hk VU. By virtue of (2.18), equation (2.27) can be transformed in a system

of 6 uncoupled equations

dui
,

dm
^T + A^ = 0> / = 1>2>
at dnk

,6 (2.28)

with the new vector u = P_1 • U. The solution of equation (2.28) represents a plane
wave travelling in direction of the normal vector Hk It can be shown that the differential

equation is stable if and only if A > 0 [14]. Consequently, only plane waves propagating
in +Hk are considered in the scheme.

In order to connect the barycenter fields to the face center fields in a first-order approx¬

imation, the propagation time necessary for a plane wave to travel from the barycenter
to the face center is neglected

«!,*(*) = «!,,(*)• (2-29)

This approximation is justified, as long as the employed elementary cells are small with

respect to the shortest wavelength occurring in the simulation. The relation between the
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/ tetrahedron i
\ face k

Figure 2.2: 2-D representation of the cell i and its three neighbors. The approximation of the

fields on the face k is performed on the basis of the fields Ur and U3 in the cells i and j,

respectively. This circumstance results in two different boundary field estimations Urk and

Ujk on both sides of the face k.

electromagnetic fields in the barycenter Ul and in the face center Utk can be established

by multiplying equation (2.29) with PA+ on the left side

F+(nfc) • Ulk = F+(Hk) Üt . (2.30)

As a consequence, two different boundary fields Utk and U3k exist on the face k. Utk

is the boundary field on the side of k where the tetrahedron i is located, and it is

approximated by the field Ut inside the cell i. Accordingly, U3k is the boundary field

on the side of k where the tetrahedron j is located and estimated by U3. This relation

is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, which shows a 2-D representation of the cell i with its three

neighbors. Emphasis is put on the face k with the adjacent cell j. The figure reflects

the relation between the barycenter fields (denoted by circles) in cells i and j, and the

two (different) boundary fields (marked with rectangles) on the two sides of the face k.

These two sides of k are indicated by the subscripts ik and jk.

The presence of two different fields Ulk and U3k on the face k is contradictory to the

boundary condition of the tangential electromagnetic field. Unfortunately the correct

boundary field Uk with a value close to Utk and U3k is unknown. Nevertheless, the a

connection between Uk, Ulk and U3k will be established in section 2.4.4 in order to derive

the explicit update equation.
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2.4.2 Monotic upwind scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL)

How can the tangential fields Utk and U3k on the triangular face k be estimated from

the fields in the barycenter in a more accurate way as done in (2.30)? A higher accu¬

racy is obtained by a second-order approximation of the boundary fields employing the

monotonie upwind scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL). In MUSCL the gradient of

the electromagnetic field in the barycenter of cell i is estimated. With the help of the

gradient the fields on the face k are approximated by

Ülk = Üt + VÜt dhk . (2.31)

The vector dltk between the barycenter i and the face center k is given by

^%k X^Kkxi ^%kyi ^tkz) • yZ.oZ)

The field vector U3k on the other side of the face k is computed analogously.

Gradient determination

The gradient VUt in the barycenter of cell i is approximated by a spatial average of VU

over the volume Vt

VÜt = -^ fvÜdV= -^ / (p -H)dS (2.33)

4
F

= EtT^.'*-«*- (2-34)
k=\

l

Here, the preliminary estimation of the field value on the face k is obtained by a weighted

average

jji =

dl3kUi + dllkU3 _

35-
dltk + dljk

where the distances between the barycenter and the face center are denoted with dltk =

\dltk\ and dl3k = \dl3k\, respectively. This means that in (2.34) a first approximation

(2.35) of the triangular face center fields is used to obtain a second, more precise, ap¬

proximation of Utk with the help of equation (2.31).
The relation between the electromagnetic fields in the barycenter i and in the face

center k can now be formulated with a second-order accuracy

F+(Hk) • Ulk = F+(Hk) • (Üt + VUt • dkk) (2.36)

A similar expression can be found for flux F+(—Hk) U3k on the other side jk of face k.
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Figure 2.3: The outgoing flux «5^ and the incoming flux &~k are computed on the basis of the

fields in the cell i and j in the face center of the triangle k. The fluxes are responsible for the

information exchange between both tetrahedra.

2.4.3 Separated fluxes

With the help of F+(Hk) and F~(Hk) the flux can be separated into an outgoing part

(+) out of the cell (in direction of +Hk), and an incoming part ( —) into the cell (in
direction of —Hk)

$k = $t + $k- (2-37)

The outgoing flux is computed on the basis of the fields in the tetrahedron i, and the

incoming flux is determined with respect to the fields in the neighboring tetrahedron j :

outgoing flux $+ = F+(nfc) • Ulk (2.38)

incoming flux $~k = F~(nfc) • U3k • (2.39)

The flux-splitting scheme is graphically illustrated in Fig. 2.3, where the tetrahedron i

shares the face k with the neighboring cell j. The outgoing flux $^ and the incoming

flux <P~~fc with respect to the cell i are computed in the face center of k, and they are

responsible for the information exchange between the two cells i and j.

The outgoing and the incoming part of the flux can also be written in terms of the
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electromagnetic fields obtained with MUSCL

$+ = F+(Hk) Utl
Hk x Hlk + Hk x (Hk x nt 1Elk)

Hk x Êlk -Hk x (Hk x r]tHlk)

<£-k = F-(Hk)-Ujk w
Hk x H]k -Hk x (Hk x r\3 lE]k)

Hk x Ejk + Hkx (Hk x r/jHjk)

(2.40)

,(2.41)

where the diagonal matrix

Qiag^-j, £-ii £-ii f^ii f^ii fti (2.42)

specifies the material parameters et and pt of the tetrahedron i and analogously cx3 of

the cell j. oÇ is the inverse matrix of a„ and accordingly aT .

In general, the flux-splitting scheme is advantageously exploited for different purposes

in the FVTD algorithm:

• absorbing boundary condition (ABC): The separated fluxes enable the implemen¬
tation of an easy and efficient Silver-Müller ABC. The Silver-Müller ABC forces

the incoming flux to zero $~ = 0 in order to avoid numerical reflection of waves

impinging on the computational boundary. This approach yields reflection coef¬

ficients down to —50 dB for perpendicular incidence (section 3.3). For radiating

structures, a spherical boundary at a distance between one and two Amax at the

lowest frequency is a good choice to assure near normal incidence on the ABC.

• source: The incoming fluxes in a predefined source plane are used as an excitation

mechanism, where the a-priori known mode distribution in impressed upon those

fluxes (chapter 4).

• port: The separated outgoing and incoming fluxes are uniquely associated to the

incident and reflected waves in a predefined port plane (chapter 5). This is ex¬

ploited to extract the generalized scattering matrix [19].

2.4.4 Treatment of boundaries

In the following, the relation between the fluxes in the face center and the fields in the

barycenter on the basis of (2.36) are derived for different types of cell boundaries. In

general, the fluxes are connected to the electromagnetic field in the barycenter i by

d_lh
Xl

dt
-t

1
fc=i

at<f>kFk (2.43)

where at is the matrix defined in (2.42) containing the material parameters of the cell i.
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Dielectric contrast

The boundary condition for the tangential electric and magnetic field at the boundary
k between two cells i and j with non-conducting materials (a = 0) is given as

Hk x Ek

Hk x Hk

Hk x Etk

Hk x Htk

Hk x Ejk

Hk x Hjk

(2.44)

(2.45)

In other words, the fluxes computed on both sides of face k must be the same. From the

point of view of the tetrahedron i this can be written as

F+(Hk)Uk = F+(Hk)Utk

F~(nk)Uk = F~(nk)Ujk

(2.46)

(2.47)

and hence

V

Hk x Hk

Hk x Ek

( 1

Vt + V]

1

Hk x [ritHtk + VjHjk ) -Hk x [Hk x (Elk - Ejk)

Hk x (nt 1Êlk +n 1Êjk) - Hk x (nk x (Hlk - Hjk)

(2.48)

/

In (2.48) rjt = ^/pl/el and r\3 = \Jp3/e0 is the intrinsic impedance of the cell i and j,

respectively. In order to be used with the conservative form of the Maxwell's equations,

(2.48) can be written in terms of fluxes

at®k =
-nk x Hk

Hk x
Ek

= a,T,F+(nfc)tf,fc + a3T3F-(Hk)U3k , (2.49)

\ nkx £jk J

where TltJ is a diagonal (6, 6) matrix constructed from transmission coefficients

/ 2^
n

\

V
0

2<3 (2.50)

vt1 + v31 J

Now the Maxwell's equations in conservative form can be written as

4

a,
dlh

dt
~E ajTj$jfc a,T,$,fc )F, (2.51)

k= \
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If there is the same material on both sides of face k, (2.51) can be simplified

-,
4

V12($tk

+ *7k)Fk- (2-52)
dt ta /_ y \ %k '

jk
1

k=\

Before (2.51) can be used in a numerical algorithm, an appropriate discretization of

the time d/dt has to be introduced. This temporal discretization will be performed in

section 2.5.

Perfect electric conductor

In case face A; is a perfect electric conductor (PEC), the tangential electric field at the

boundary has to vanish

Hk x Ek = 0
.

Hence, the flux for a PEC boundary can be written as

a,.$i^k

-nk x Hk

0

a,TPEC$
ik '

(2.53)

(2.54)

with the transmission matrix

Tr^ = diag (2, 2, 2, 0,0,0) (2.55)

Perfect magnetic conductor

The boundary condition for a perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) at face k can be written

as

Hk x Hk = 0
.

This translates into the following flux formulation

(2.56)

a,.$\^k

'
0

^

Hk
x

Ek

a,TPMC$
k i (2.57)

\ nk x £jk i

where the transmission matrix is given by

TPMG = diag(0,0,0,2,2,2) (2.58)
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2.5 Temporal discretization

The temporal discretization of the time derivative in (2.51) is obtained by a Lax-Wendroff

scheme [13, 20]. The Lax-Wendroff algorithm employs a predictor-corrector scheme

yielding a second-order accuracy in time:

ffn+l/2 _ fjn
predictor — = f(Un) (2.59)

77«+1
_ fjn

corrector = f(Un+1/2) . (2.60)

The superscript n denotes field values at time t = nAt, where At is the fundamental

time step given by the stability criterion [5]

At<-min( —J^ |. (2.61)

The function f(U) represents

,

4

f(U) = -- Y,a7l (a.T,£,fc + <x3T3$3k) Fk . (2.62)

4

1
k=\

As can be seen from (2.61), the fundamental time step depends on the volume and the

surface of the tetrahedra. Hence, the smallest cell in the mesh is responsible for the limit

of the fundamental time step, but the condition (2.61) provides an even lower limit if

the smallest cells additionally are spiky, needle-like or flat. However, At should be as

large as possible for an efficient simulation with respect to CPU time. A novel approach
to increase the computational efficiency is proposed in the following section exploiting
the inhomogeneity of the FVTD mesh.

2.5.1 Local time-stepping scheme

One of the main characteristic of FVTD is the inhomogeneous tetrahedral mesh. FVTD

reveals its full strength in simulations where small details are in close proximity to an

overall large structure. The inhomogeneity of the mesh allows an accurate modeling of

the details with small tetrahedra, whereas the rest of the model are discretized using

larger elements. Unfortunately the length of the fundamental time step At (2.61) is

limited by the smallest cells usually located in the region containing the structural details.

Commonly the number of those small cells is low compared to the overall number of

tetrahedra and hence the CPU time might drastically increase because of those few

small cells.

In order to overcome the disadvantage of using a single small time step in the whole

computational domain, a local time-stepping scheme is introduced for FVTD [21]. This

scheme uses different levels I of time steps based on power-of-two multiples of the fun¬

damental time step

Ate = 2£-1At ^=1,2,3,.... (2.63)
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Figure 2.4: (a) Sub meshes for the use of different time steps, (b) practical example of an

inhomogeneous mesh with the use of the local-time stepping scheme.

These local-time steps are applied in subdomains Ü£ of the computational space, in

which all cells satisfy the stability condition (2.63) of level £. The partitioning into

local subdomains is an automatic procedure that takes into account only geometrical
characteristics of the mesh. As depicted in Fig. 2.4 (a) there may exist several nested

subdomains in a computational domain, but the automatic partitioning prevents direct

double jumps of the time step between adjacent domains. This procedure leads to only
three different types of cells which can be present in a domain Hi [21]:

1. bulk tetrahedra that are surrounded only by adjacent tetrahedra belonging to the

same level £,

2. low-boundary tetrahedra that have at least one face in common with a cell of the

next higher level ile+i,

3. high-boundary tetrahedra that have at least one face in common with a cell of the

next lower level il^-i-

Following this approach only a simple time average of the fields is required in order to

obtain the predictor step of low-boundary tetrahedra. The therewith introduced error

stays below —50 dB [22]. However, a careful book keeping must be maintained in order

to coordinate the local-time steps with the Lax-Wendroff scheme. At each time step n,

only the appropriate subdomains are updated which accelerates the computation about

three to five times, depending on the problem.

2.6 Explicit update equation

This section provides a summary over the iterative procedure of the explicit FVTD

update scheme. The attention is drawn on the main operations that have to be performed
at each time step, and at the end of this section the explicit FVTD update equation is
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Figure 2.5: A 3-D representation of a tetrahedron i (in the center) with its four neighbors. The

explicit update scheme cycles through all four neighboring cells in order to update the field

in the actual tetrahedron.

given. The algorithm iterates through all time steps, but in each time step n only cells

in appropriate subdomains Ü£ (when nAt = 2e~1At) are updated. As an example of

the update procedure, Fig. 2.5 illustrates an exploded drawing of the cell i and its four

neighbors. Assuming the tetrahedron i is the actual cell in the loop at time step n, the

fluxes through all of its four faces k are evaluated separated into an outgoing (+) and

an incoming (—) part

$+ = F+(Hk)-Utk (2.64)

$-k = F-(Hk)-Ü]k. (2.65)

If needed for a certain task, the fluxes can be stored in the memory (see e.g. the

extraction of the scattering parameter in chapter 5). If the tetrahedron i is located

on the computational boundary, what means that one or more of his neighbors do not

exist, the incoming flux through the corresponding face is substituted by either a source

excitation scheme (chapter 4) or by an appropriate boundary condition (section 2.4.4

and 3.3). The following procedure summarizes the operations performed at each time

step n:

1. Compute the flux $+,n and $~,n through all faces at time step n.

2. Perform the explicit update equation for barycenter fields in the predictor step
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at n + 1/2

Ü:+1/2 =K-^JZ «T* («.T.*+,B + a,T,^r) Ffc . (2.66)
*
fc=i

3. Compute the flux $+>n+V2 and $^'n+1/2 through all faces at time step n+ 1/2.

4. In the corrector step, the barycenter field vectors are updated to the new time

step n + 1

K+1 = U"-ft a,"1 (a*T^+fc"+1/2 + aiTß;r1/2) tt • (2.67)
*

fc=i

5. Start with the first operation (1.) for the subsequent time step n + 1.

The fundamental time step At, the matrices T and a, and the fluxes <I>^ and ^k are

defined in equations (2.61), (2.50) and (2.42), (2.40) and (2.41).

2.7 Conclusion

The mathematical derivation of the Finite-Volume Time-Domain (FVTD) method was

presented in this chapter, and the most important aspects of the scheme - relevant in

the context this thesis - were discussed in detail.

Different variations of the FVTD method exists, exhibiting certain advantages and

disadvantages. The algorithm implemented in this work is briefly characterized in the

following. The FVTD method is applied in an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. A cell-

centered formulation is employed which exhibits two main advantages: first, the trian¬

gular faces of the tetrahedral cells coincide with the model's boundaries providing easy

handling of the boundary conditions. Second, the electromagnetic field is collocated in

the barycenter of the tetrahedra, which is e.g. beneficial for the excitation (chapter 4) or

for the extraction of the scattering parameters (chapter 5). A disadvantage of the cell-

centered formulation is the necessity of a one-sided difference scheme which inherently
shows a dissipative behavior. However, convergence is achieved when the tetrahedra

are sufficiently small. Usually a discretization in the order of Amm/10 to Amm/30 is

adequate in the crucial parts of the model. The FVTD scheme is second-order accu¬

rate, both in space and time by virtue of the monotonie upwind scheme for conservation

laws (MUSCL) and the Lax-Wendroff predictor-corrector scheme.

In order to increase the efficiency of the method in terms of CPU time, a local-

time stepping scheme was introduced in FVTD. Because of the inhomogeneous mesh,
different time steps can be applied in different regions of the model. The local-time

stepping scheme automatically partitions the computational domain into subdomains,
where a power-of-two multiple 2£~1At of the fundamental time step is employed. At

each time step n only the cells in the appropriate subdomains are updated and hence

improvements in the simulation speed in the order of three to five are achieved, depending
on the problem.
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Special attention was paid to the computation of the fluxes through the cell faces.

Based on characteristics theory and a plane-wave approach, the flux is split into an

outgoing and an incoming part with respect to the considered tetrahedron. Following
this approach, the information exchange between adjacent cells is realized by plane waves

traveling in direction of the positive outward pointing normal vectors of the triangular
faces. The FVTD flux-splitting scheme is advantageously exploited in the following

procedures:

• implementations of boundary conditions,

• excitation procedures,

• and ^-parameter extraction.

These topics will be discussed in detail in the following chapters of the thesis.



3 Important FVTD Modules

Abstract—This chapter describes important aspects required for successful FVTD simulations In

the beginning, general issues regarding the computational cost of FVTD, as well as the generation of

the tetrahedral mesh are considered Thereafter, a detailed view on five important modules required

in CEM is given First, two different implementations of absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) are

presented the Silver-Muller ABC and a novel adaption of the Engquist-Majda ABC Thereafter, a fit¬

ting procedure in order to interpolate the scattered data from the tetrahedral mesh onto a structured

mesh required by post-processing tasks is described Subsequently, the translation from time-domain

to frequency-domain values based on a discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) is introduced After¬

wards, new FVTD adaptations of the near field to far field (NFFF) transformation which is employed

in order to compute the radiation pattern of an antenna is presented At the end of this chapter, the

possibility to increase the computational efficiency through exploitation of symmetries is illustrated

3.1 Computational costs

Since the FVTD scheme is applied in an unstructured mesh, more geometrical data

needs to be stored than in the classical FDTD scheme [23]. Additionally, for second-

order accuracy in time and space the field components at three different time steps as

well as the field gradients have to be stored. This results in an approximately ten times

larger memory required per cell in comparison to FDTD. However in spite of the larger
cost per FVTD cell, a significant saving of resources in comparison to classical FDTD

can be achieved for complex structures: Because of the inhomogeneous FVTD mesh, a

drastic reduction of the number of cells is obtained for two reasons:

First, coarser meshes can be utilized to approximate complex structures with the same

accuracy as obtained in FDTD. In [24] it is stated that conformai meshing of a cylinder
allows four times larger cell sizes compared to a staircased mesh if the same accuracy

is required. In 3-D this gives theoretically a 64 times smaller number of conformai cells

needed in the mesh. However, this estimation seems to be exaggerated in practice.

Second, huge volume ratios of large to small cells in the mesh are possible. As an

example, the double-ridged horn antenna which will be investigated later in section 6.4

can be considered: The inhomogeneous mesh used to model the horn antenna contains

roughly 3 millions tetrahedra. The smallest cells exist in the coaxial feeding section,
where the mesh can be locally assumed as uniform. To fill the whole model with this

uniform mesh, approximately 200 millions cells would be required. This results in a ratio

of the number of uniform to conformai cells of 67, and thus in a memory saving factor

of about 6.7.

25
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3.2 Mesh generation

The commercial software Altair® HyperMesh® (HM) is used for drawing the model, trian¬

gulating the surfaces and generating the tetrahedral volume mesh [25]. HyperMesh (HM)
uses an advancing-front (AF) algorithm to generate both, the triangular surface mesh,
as well as the tetrahedral volume mesh. In FVTD a typical cell side length is Amm/10,
where Amm corresponds to the wavelength at the highest frequency of interest in the sim¬

ulation. Small geometrical features may demand significantly smaller discretizations. A

characteristic and a main advantage of tetrahedral meshes is that two neighboring cells,
even if they are different in size, always have one face in common. Hence the transition

from small to large cells or vice-versa is always continuous and no spatial interpolation
has to be performed. The non-uniformity of the mesh is crucial for the maximal time

step At that assures stability. The cells with the worst volume to surface ratio deter¬

mine the applicable time step according to (2.61). For an optimal time step and for

a good mesh quality non-uniform cells like flat and needle-like tetrahedrons should be

avoided. The presence of non-uniform cells also results in a deterioration of the integral

approximation in (2.12).
The only data that the commercial mesher has to transfer to the FVTD algorithm are

the positions of the vertices of the surface triangles and the volume tetrahedrons. In the

preprocessing step of FVTD, the provided mesh data are transformed into interrelated

cell, face and node lists that characterize the mesh connectivity. Also the material

properties and the special cells and surfaces (as sources or boundaries) are stored and

bookmarked.

3.3 Absorbing boundary conditions

Since computer memory and CPU time are limited resources, the computational domain

used in a numerical simulation must be restricted. An absorbing boundary condition

(ABC) is employed on those limiting surfaces in order to suppress numerical reflections.

In FVTD two different types of ABCs are implemented:

• the Silver-Müller ABC

• and the Engquist-Majda ABC.

In the following, the principle of these two first-order ABCs are introduced, and their

ability to absorb impinging waves is investigated.

3.3.1 Silver Müller ABC

The most natural boundary condition for the FVTD method is the Silver-Müller ABC.

In the Silver-Müller condition, only outgoing fluxes are considered on the face k of the

computational boundary, whereas the incoming fluxes are set to zero as depicted in

Fig. 3.1

<s>;k = F-(Hk)-ü]k = 6. (3.1)

Since the fluxes are based on a plane-wave assumption with respect to the normal vector
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$" = 0

Figure 3.1: Principle of the Silver-Müller ABC: the incoming fluxes are set to zero and waves

impinging in normal direction are ideally absorbed perfectly.

of the triangle k, plane waves that impinge orthogonally on the computational boundary
are absorbed nearly perfectly, whereas incident waves in off-normal direction will be

partially reflected.

3.3.2 Engquist-Majda ABC

The Engquist-Majda ABC is a well-known boundary condition when applied in Cartesian

FDTD grids. One-way wave equations are exploited in order to permit plane waves to

propagate exclusively in one direction. When applying these one-way wave equations on

the computational boundary, plane waves propagating toward the boundary are absorbed

at any incidence angle providing an exact implementation of the one-way wave equation

[26]. In 1981 Mur [27] introduced a simple, second-order accurate implementation of the

Engquist-Majda boundary condition for the FDTD scheme.

For the use in FVTD the Engquist-Majda ABC must be adapted to unstructured grids
in such a way that the one-way wave equation permits the approximation of the incoming
fluxes. For this purpose, first, dummy cells are introduced outside the computational
domain. They share one triangular face, i.e. three nodes, with the outer boundary
tetrahedra as can be see in Fig. 3.2 (a). The fourth node of the dummy cell is created

so that the dummy cell's barycenter, the barycenter of the boundary tetrahedron i and

the face center of the boundary triangle k are located on a straight line, see Fig. 3.2 (b).
This special construction of the dummy cells provides for an absorption of impinging

waves in the direction from the barycenter to the face center. According to Fig. 3.2 (b)
a local coordinate system (u, v, w) is introduced, where w is oriented in the direction

from the barycenter of the boundary tetrahedron i to the face center of the boundary

triangle k. The wave equation for the electromagnetic field U can be written as

GÜ = 0
, (3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Creation of the dummy cells outside the computational domain, (a) The dummy cells

share on triangle with the boundary tetrahedra, waves impinging in the direction from the

barycenter to the face center are absorbed best, (b) The fourth node necessary to construct

the dummy cell is located on the straight line between barycenter of the boundary tetrahedron

and face center of the boundary triangle.

where the partial-differential operator G is defined as

G = Di + Di + Di
1
:D

with the abbreviations

D-— D-— D-—
J-yU ^ 1 J-yV ^ 1 J-yW ^ 1

ou av aw

Dt =
dt

The wave operator G can be factorized in the following manner

GU = G+G-U = 0

with the abbreviations

D Dt
G+ = DW + —Vl-S2

,
G- = DW-—Vl-S2

,

and

S =
DvA,

Dt/cJ \Dt/c

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

It can be shown, that the application of G+ to the wave function U absorbs plane waves

propagating in positive +u direction

G+U = 0 (3.8)
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A first-order approximation of the wave operator is obtained by a one-term Taylor series

of G with

Vl - S*2 « 1 (3.9)

and thus

G+=DW + ^. (3.10)
c

As explained before, the dummy cells are constructed in order that the barycenter of the

boundary tetrahedron i, the face center of the boundary triangle k, and the barycenter
of the dummy tetrahedron j are located on one line. Thus, the partial differential

equation (3.8) can be numerically estimated using a finite-difference approximation of

(3.10) in the direction of w. The reference point for the implementation is chosen on the

face center of the boundary triangle k at time step n + 1/2. This yields the following
first-order approximation of (3.8)

ffn+l/2 _ fjn+1/2 Jn+1 f

where dl is the distance from the barycenter of the tetrahedron i (or j respectively) to

the face center of the boundary triangle k, and At is the fundamental time step.

When the following time and spatial averages are used

l)n+l/2 = I (fjn+l + fjn\ ^^

Ük = \(Ur + Ü3) , (3.13)

the explicit update equation for the field in the dummy cell j can be written as

Ün+1 =Ün+ (Ün+1
-

Un) CM
~ 2dl

(3 14)
' l V * 3 ) cAt + 2dl

y '

The field vector U"+ inside the dummy cell j is used to compute the incoming flux of

the boundary tetrahedron i which in turn is used to suppress non-physical numerical

reflections from the boundary.
For a better approximation of (3.8), and thus to obtain lower reflection from the

boundary, a second-order Taylor approximation for the wave operator G+ is required.
This approximation involves the estimation of the second order derivatives of the field

vector U in u and v direction. Attempts have been made to numerically compute the

second derivatives using interpolation schemes, but instabilities were observed.

3.3.3 Validation

In the following, the ability of the Silver-Müller and the Engquist-Majda ABC to absorb

impinging waves is investigated. This analysis of the boundary conditions is carried out

in the geometry given in Fig. 3.3. A plane wave propagates in a section of a parallel-plate

waveguide limited by an ABC surface. Top and bottom of the waveguide are modeled
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Figure 3.3: Geometry used for evaluation of the ABC. (a) 64A3 parallel-plate waveguide with an

ABC on the right wall; (b) top view indicating the incident wave under angle a; (c) extended

domain for the determination of the reference wave.

with PEC surfaces, whereas the boundary condition on the parallel side walls of the

waveguide are maintained by a PMC surface. The incident plane wave (in x-direction)
is excited on the left face with an electric field vector Et pointing in z direction, as

depicted in Fig. 3.3 (a). The ABC surface that is limiting the parallel-plate waveguide
is attached to the side walls under the angle a. This means that the plane wave is

impinging on the ABC under an angle a with respect to the ABC surface's normal

vector as shown in Fig. 3.3 (b).
Two different models of a parallel-plate waveguide are used in the simulation of the

reflection coefficient:

1. The first model is a section of the parallel-plate waveguide depicted in Fig. 3.3 (a).
The right boundary is assigned to either a Silver-Müller, or a Engquist-Majda

boundary condition. In this model, the total electromagnetic field in the waveguide
is comprised of incident and reflected wave.

2. The second model is shown in Fig. 3.3 (c) and consists of an extended version of

the parallel-plate waveguide. The mesh in the left section of the model is exactly
the one used in 1. The simulation time in the extended waveguide is chosen such

that the electromagnetic field in this waveguide consists only of the incident wave

(i.e. the wave reflected from the ABC does not re-enter the first section).
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Ez component of the simulated wave at a = 40° incidence, (b) portion of the

wave that is reflected from the Silver-Müller ABC.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Ez component of the simulated wave at a = 40° incidence, (b) portion of the

wave that is reflected from the Engquist-Majda ABC.

With these two models, the reflection from the ABC under the angle a can be deter¬

mined by subtracting the electromagnetic fields in the second model from those obtained

in the first model. Figure 3.4 (a) shows the Ez component of the total electric field

in the parallel-plate waveguide with a plane wave impinging on the Silver-Müller ABC

under the angle a. The amount of reflection from the ABC depends on the incidence

angle with respect to the normal vectors of the Silver-Müller boundary triangles. Since

all triangles have a normal vector pointing in the same direction, the impinging wave is

reflected with the same level for the whole ABC surface. This effect constitutes a plane
wave pattern of the reflected wave illustrated in Fig. 3.4 (b).

In contrast, the reflection from an Engquist-Majda boundary depends on the incidence

angle with respect to the direction of w, which is slightly different for each boundary
tetrahedron. Figure 3.5 (a) shows the Ez component of the total field impinging on an
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Figure 3.6: Reflection coefficient of the Silver-Müller (solid line) and the Engquist-Majda

(dashed line) ABC in dB as a function of the angle of incidence a with respect to the normal

vector of the ABC surface. The discretization employed in the simulation is A/10.

Engquist-Majda ABC with the angle a. The reflected wave is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 (b).
The unstructured tetrahedral mesh results in a reflection coefficient that is different in

each boundary cell, and hence the reflected waves exhibit a distorted plane-wave pattern.

The reflection coefficient for both, the Silver-Müller and the Engquist-Majda ABC as

a function of the incidence angle a is plotted in Fig. 3.6 [28]. For angles a < 25° the

Silver-Müller condition shows better performance than the Engquist-Majda boundary
condition. For approximately normal incidence (a = 0°), the Silver-Müller reflection

coefficient achieves a level in the order of —50 dB, whereas the Engquist-Majda ABC

shows a reflection coefficient oscillating around —30 dB. For a > 30° the Engquist-Majda
ABC becomes more efficient than the Silver-Müller ABC. This is also clearly visible for

an incidence angle of a = 40°, when comparing the plots of the reflected waves in

Fig. 3.4 (b) and Fig. 3.5 (b). Waves impinging in normal direction of the boundary

triangles are absorbed by the Silver-Müller ABC, whereas in case of the first order

Engquist-Majda ABC, waves hitting the boundary in the direction of w are absorbed.

This leads to a randomly distributed reflection characteristic for the Engquist-Majda

ABC, with a worsening behavior when the impinging waves close in on normal direction,
but an enhanced performance for larger angles of incidence.

3.3.4 Boundary shapes

In order to take advantage of the good behavior of the Silver-Müller ABC an approxi¬

mately normal incidence of impinging waves on the absorbing boundary must be guar¬

anteed. In FVTD this can be accomplished in a simple, but effective way. Because of the

unstructured tetrahedral mesh, the outer boundary can exhibit an arbitrary shape that

can be adapted to the simulated problem. How this can be realized is illustrated for the
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Figure 3.7: (a) rectangular boundary box enclosing the horn antenna; (b) spherical boundary

partly enclosing the horn antenna.

simulation of a pyramidal horn antenna. Commonly, the horn is enclosed by a compu¬

tational boundary exhibiting a cuboid shape, as depicted in Fig. 3.7 (a). The radiated

electromagnetic waves have an approximately spherical wave front at a certain distance

from the antenna. Hence, the reflection coefficient associated to such a cuboid shape
shows a minimum in broadside direction of the horn and increases towards the corners

of the computational domain. If the ABC surface however exhibits a spherical shape,
the radiated quasi-spherical waves impinge nearly perpendicular on the boundary for all

directions and the ABC causes minimal reflections. Typically, the ABC is located at a

distance from the radiating structure between one and two Amax at the lowest frequency.
As an example, Fig. 3.7 (b) depicts the model of the pyramidal horn partly surrounded

by a spherical boundary.
Another advantage of the inhomogeneity of the tetrahedral mesh and an appropriate

choice of the ABC surface shape is visible in Fig. 3.7 (b). In addition to the optimized
reflective behavior, memory resources can be saved through a reduction of the com¬

putational domain when the ABC does not enclose the whole antenna. In the example

depicted in Fig. 3.7 (b) one part of the pyramidal horn is sticking out of the ABC surface.

In this case the computational boundary is constructed from the ABC, and additionally
from the PEC walls of the waveguide and the source plane. The computational costs can

be reduced further, if the tetrahedral cells grow towards the ABC surface. In most cases,

the discretization of the ABC surface can reach Amm/5 without sacrificing the accuracy

of the simulation results.

3.4 Scattered data fitting

Due to the unstructured nature of the tetrahedral mesh used in FVTD, the obtained sim¬

ulation results are available only in the scattered locations of the tetrahedral barycenters.
A further processing of the results, e.g. for a visual representation, a NFFF transforma¬

tion, or a .^-parameter extraction, usually requires data at other locations, commonly on

a structured grid. In order to obtain field values at such locations, the simulation data

has to be interpolated from the scattered tetrahedral points to a structured grid. For this

purpose two different techniques of scattered data interpolation have been investigated:
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Figure 3.8: Difference between (a) interpolation and (b) fitting procedures. The same data

points are used for both methods.

• a linear fitting with quadratic functions [29],

• and an inverse-distance weighted Shepard method (improved using spatial deriva¬

tives) [30].

The general difference between interpolation and fitting schemes is depicted in Fig. 3.8.

While interpolation methods find an approximating curve that passes through all scat¬

tered data points, fitting methods find a curve that best fits the data points, but not

necessarily passes through them. However, this does not mean that the quality of the

fitted curve is worse than of the interpolated curve, especially in the presence of noisy
data. The main concern of fitting methods is to minimize the overall error, and they

commonly produce smoother curves than obtained by an interpolation scheme [30].

Nevertheless, judging the quality of the interpolation and fitting results is a difficult

problem requiring a somewhat subjective judgment. Considering the smoothness and

visual appearance of the obtained results, the linear fitting with quadratic functions

seems to yield better results than the Shepard interpolation procedure in the context of

the FVTD tetrahedral mesh. Thus, the linear fitting is nearly always used in FVTD,
and only this method is explained in the following.

3.4.1 Definition of fitting points

The locations used for a data interpolation on a regular grid are defined to built a

parallelepiped. The definition of such a parallelepiped uses the following parameters:

• the origin O defining one corner,

• the three vectors v\, v2, and v3 defining the edges of the parallel-piped grid,

• and the numbers N\, N2, and A3 indicating the number of fitting points in each

direction.
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A1=9

Figure 3.9: (a) Parameters necessary to define the interpolation points in a parallelepiped,

(b) example of the resulting locations of interpolation points

The total number of fitting points of the parallel-piped grid is Ni N2

are located at the position

A3 The points
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n3

N3-l
v3 with <

nx =0,1, ,JVi-l

n2=0,1, ,AT2-1 (3 15)

n3 = 0,l, ,N3-1

The construction of the fitting point grid (3 15) is used for the visual representation of the

simulation data Other types of regular fitting grids used for the NFFF transformation

and the S—parameter extraction are very similar and will therefore only be indicated

here the NFFF fitting grid consists of a rectangular box, where the fitting points are

solely located on its six faces The interpolated port plane, where the .^-parameters are

computed, is a planar surface constructed from a 2-D fitting point grid

3.4.2 Definition of fitting point neighborhood

To perform the local fitting procedure for a given point, field values in the barycenters
of the cells in the neighborhood of this fitting point are used In the tetrahedral mesh,
the N neighboring cells of a fitting point that are used for fitting are determined by the

following procedure

1 Determine the tetrahedron in which the fitting point is located

2 Find all tetrahedra that share at least one node with the starting tetrahedron

3 Perform a material and boundary check to exclude any discontinuities as e g ,
PEC

boundaries located in between the fitting point and the neighboring tetrahedra

Figure 3 10 shows an example of the definition of the neighborhood of a fitting point

in a two-dimensional representation 1 e
, using triangles instead of tetrahedra In three

dimensions, typically 20 to 25 tetrahedra share a single node
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fitting point

barycenter

mesh node

Figure 3.10: 2-D representation of the neighborhood of a fitting point used for the fitting

procedure.

3.4.3 Polynomial least squares fitting

Let f(x, y, z) be the function of a field component that is to be approximated with the

fitting method. For this purpose, the quadratic local function F(x,y,z) is introduced

F(x, y, z) = ao + a\x + a2y + a3z + a^xy + aç/xz + a^yz + a^x + a%y + agz . (3.16)

The function F(x, y, z) represents a linear combination of 10 polynomials - with order

equal or smaller than 2 - with coefficients at (i = 0,..., 9). The choice of this function

is appropriate since in FVTD the approximation is usually performed in small domains

compared to the wavelength and f(x, y, z) can be assumed to locally show a sine-like

behavior.

The data ft (one set of data for each of the six field components) in the sampling

points (i = 1,..., N) can be approximated by the fitting function ft = F(xl,yl, zt)

( \
h

h

ÎN

(
1 Xi yi zi xiyi xizi yizi x\ y\ z\

1 x2 y2 z2 x2y2 x2z2 y2z2 x\ y\ z\

\ ( \

a2

1 xN yN zN xNyN xNzN yNzN xN yN z_N

(3.17)

\ a-g ,

or in short

f = X-a. (3.18)

It can be shown that the coefficient vector a that yields the best least square fit can be

determined by [29]

a= (XTX) XT/. (3.19)
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where XT is the transpose matrix of X. (XTX) XT is solely a function of the sampling

points locations (xl,yl,zl) and can therefore be conveniently computed in the prepro¬

cessing.
In order to increase the matrix condition during the computation of the inverse matrix

(XTX) ,
a coordinate transformation of the i = 1,..., N sampling points is performed

for each fitting point pni,n2,n3 = (xn, yn,zn)

Vt = y%- Vn (3.20)

w% z% zn .

This coordinate transformation shifts each fitting point into the origin of a local co¬

ordinate system, and therefore decreases the computational load since the function

F(ul,vl,wt) is evaluated in the origin. Thus, the fitted field components Eüt and Hüt

are determined by

F(0,0,0) = a0, (3.21)

for which the knowledge of only the first line of the matrix (XTX) XT is required.

3.5 Discrete Fourier Transformation

The FVTD method computes time-dependent electromagnetic fields located in the tetra¬

hedral barycenters. A TD simulation is very useful for broadband investigations, how¬

ever, some important parameters, such as the far-field radiation pattern (section 3.6),
or the scattering parameters (chapter 5), are only defined in the FD. Thus, a conver¬

sion of the electromagnetic fields from TD to FD must be performed during the FVTD

simulation. This is accomplished by a discrete Fourier transformation (DFT). The trans¬

formation requires a sample of the time-dependent magnitudes at each time step n of

the simulation, and in order to save memory resources the DFT is performed on the fly

during the simulation. The theoretical means and the required parameters as well as the

implementation of the DFT are introduced in the following.

3.5.1 Discrete time function

A discrete time function yn can be represented by a continuous time function y(t) which

is multiplied by discrete Dirac impulses at each sampling time

n=oo

yn = y(t) Y, ô(-f- nAt) = y (nAt) > (3-22)
n=—oo

where At is the time between two samplings and ö(t) the discrete Dirac impulse defined

as [31]

{1
for t = nAt

(3.23)

0 for t=é nAt
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The discrete Fourier transform of (3.22) is given by [31]

n=oo

y(I) = E Vn^o27rnAt (3-24)
n=—oo

Since computer memory is not infinite, only a finite amount Nt of sampling values yn

in the TD can be processed. Equation (3.24) for a finite number of sampling points in

time (n = 0,..., Nt) becomes

Nt-1

Vk=J2 Vne-^kn/Nt 0<k<Nf-l. (3.25)
n=0

Equation (3.25) can be applied at each frequency point k of the total number of frequency

sampling points Nf. In [32] it is recommended that the amount of sampling points
in the TD, Nt, and in the FD, Nf, should be the same. The reason for this choice

arises generally during the back transformation from FD to TD. In FVTD simulations

this is not necessary and both numbers can be chosen arbitrarily. Usually, in practical
simulations Nt depends on the total simulation time, Tmax, and the fundamental time

step, At, imposed by the mesh. Nt can be written as

Nt = ^- (3.26)

In contrast, Nf is chosen according to the number of frequency points of interest.

Limiting the sampling time (from infinity to a finite observation period) can be seen

as a time windowing of an infinite discrete signal with a rectangular time window. In

FD this TD windowing translates into convolution of a Dirac impulse and hence in a

sinx/x function.

The smallest resolution Af that can be obtained in frequency domain is given by the

A/ = —— = —l-r- (3.27)J
Tmax NtAt

y '

The discrete frequency points fk of interest can be computed by

fk
=
kAf

=
—^—

,

(3.28)
jk j

N^At
,

y ;

which, after insertion into the Fourier transform equation (3.25), results in the DFT

equation used in FVTD

Nt-l

Vk=J2 Vne-^hnAt • (3.29)
n=0

The following paragraphs describe important aspects regarding the Fourier transforma¬

tion and present a validation of the proposed scheme.
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yff)

BW

Figure 3.11: Spectrum of a signal with center frequency /o and bandwidth BW.

3.5.2 Frequency spectrum

If a signal has only spectral parts inside a certain frequency interval, the frequency
located in the middle of this interval is denoted as the center frequency fo. The band¬

width BW of the signal is commonly defined as the difference between the highest and

the lowest existing frequency. This is depicted in Figure 3.11. A bandlimited real signal
holds spectral parts both in the positive and the negative FD. Hence there exist two

bands with the same bandwidth BW and absolute value of the center frequency |/o|, but

commonly only the positive band is considered.

3.5.3 Sampling theorem

In order to reconstruct all Fourier components of a continuous-time bandlimited signal, it

is necessary to sample the signal more than twice as fast as the highest existing frequency

/max = /o+BW/2 that is also denoted as Nyquist frequency f^. Therefore, the sampling

frequency fs in a FVTD simulation has to be chosen accordingly

/,
1

At
> 2fN = 2 I/o +

BW

2) (3.30)

Since the sampling frequency is dependent on the fundamental time step, it has to be

verified if the largest fundamental time step given by the stability criterion (2.61) satisfies

the requirement of the Nyquist frequency in (3.30). The largest possible fundamental

time step At occurs in a regular tetrahedron with a side length a, a volume V = a3 a/2/12,
and a surface area F = a2 a/3

At =
1 V 1

6a/6
(3.31)

where c is the velocity of light in the tetrahedron. The linear dimension a of the employed
mesh is chosen by a fraction r of the minimal wavelength, typically between r = 1/10
and r = 1/30

a = r Amm = r • —

. (3.32)
In
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With these parameters, the sampling frequency results in

/. = ^ = ^fs
, (3-33)

At r

and hence is larger than the sampling theorem limit 2/jv as long as r < 3a/6 .

3.5.4 Resolution in frequency domain

In order to achieve a certain frequency resolution Af the observation time Tmax has to be

chosen large enough according to equation (3.27). A possibility to improve the frequency
resolution without lengthening the simulation time is called zeropadding. Zeropadding

expands the observation time by extending the simulation results yn with Nf — Nt zeros

Vn 0<n<Nt-l

V'n={ • (3-34)

0 Nt<n<Nf-l

Adding zeros to the sampled signal in TD does not change the envelope of its spectrum.

Furthermore, zeropadding does not increase the available information of the sampled

signal, only the samples are taken at a different position in FD according to (3.27).

3.5.5 Validation

The performance of the DFT is validated with two examples employing a sinusoidal signal
and a broadband Gaussian pulse. The reference solution is obtained with the built-in

fast Fourier transformation (FFT) function in the commercial software MATLAB®
.

In order to achieve a sufficient resolution in FD, the number of sampling points Nf
in FD should be chosen reasonably large. Figure 3.12 shows the Fourier transform of

a discrete sinusoidal time function that consists of two imposed monochromatic signals
at the frequencies /i = 1 GHz and f2 = 2 GHz. The Fourier transform is computed in

two different ways. First, using the MATLAB® built-in FFT function (solid line), and

second using equation (3.25) (circles). In practical simulations, (3.25) is not computed
at all frequency sampling points Nf, but only at certain points where the FD results are

of interest (grey circles, at f\ and f2). The impact of the number of sampling points

Nf can be observed in the four plots of Fig. 3.12: In (a) and (c) the DFT is calculated

with Nf = 213 sampling points, whereas in (b) and (d) Nf = 215. It is obvious that

the higher Nf is chosen, the more the resolution as well as the accuracy of the desired

frequency points (grey circles) increase. Additionally, Fig. 3.12 illustrates the effect of a

limited observation time. This time windowing in TD translates into a sin x/x-shaped
signal in FD. This windowing effect can be decreased by extending the observation time.

Figure 3.12 (c) and (d) show the Fourier transformation of the same sinusoidal signals,
but in (d) with double the observation time Tmax.

A TD broadband Gaussian pulse with a center frequency of /o = 1 GHz and a time

shift of to = 5<T, where a is the standard deviation, is depicted in Fig. 3.13 (a). The
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Figure 3.12: DFT of the two superposed sinusoidal signals The DFT is performed using

different parameters (a) Tm

(d) 2Tmax and Nf = 213

and Nf = 213, (b) Tmax and Nf = 21B, (c) 2Tmax and Nf = 21

FD signal of the pulse obtained by a DFT with (b) Nf = 2" and (c) Njf
>15

also shown Again, a higher number of frequency sampling points Nf results in a higher
resolution of frequency sampling points in the FD

To conclude, a high number of sampling points Nf together with a long simulation

time Tmax (using zeropadding if needed) is advantageous for the accurate sampling of

TD signals

3.6 Near-field to far-field transformation

One of the mam interests in antenna simulations is the determination of the far-field

radiation pattern Consider an antenna with a maximal overall dimension D and the
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Figure 3.13: DFT of a broadband Gaussian pulse with the standard deviation a. (a) depicts
the TD signal with a center frequency of /o = 1 GHz and shifted by to = 5<7, (b) Gaussian

pulse in FD computed with Nf = 213, and with (c) Nf = 21B.

wavelength of interest A. In order to confine the maximal phase error of the radiation

pattern to 7r/8rad, the far-field region is defined to exist at distances further than 2D2 A

away from a radiating structure. Unfortunately, it is in most cases not possible to extend

the computational domain until the far-field region of the antenna, simply because the

computational costs would be to expensive. Typically, the computational domain used

in FVTD computations of radiating structures expands around one to two wavelengths

past the physical dimensions of the simulated object, i.e. the computational domain

contains only the near-field region.

In order to use a minimal computational domain and to compute the far-field radia¬

tion pattern, a NFFF transformation is performed on a Huygens' surface enclosing the

radiating structure. The foundation of the NFFF transformation is based on the surface

equivalence theorem [33]. It states, that if the tangential field components on a closed

surface are known, the field distribution outside of the surface can be determined under

the condition that this outside region is lossless and source free.

The goal of this section is to explain the implementation of a NFFF transformation in

FVTD. Due to the inhomogeneous nature of the tetrahedral mesh, special care is taken

for the definition of the Huygens' surface as described in section 3.6.1. Exploiting Love's

equivalence principle, equivalent current densities are determined on the NFFF box on

the basis of the tangential field components. Finally in section 3.6.2, the equivalent
sources are transformed to the far field using radiation equations. The influence of the

size and the discretization of a NFFF box is investigated, and the NFFF transformation
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Figure 3.14: The cuboid NFFF box constructed from fitting points consists of a regular grid of

sampling points (a)parameters used for the definition of the box, and (b) convention for the

face numbering The homogeneous grid is indicated for face #6

is validated by simulating an X-band horn antenna in section 3 6 3

3.6.1 A Huygens' surface used as NFFF box

Generally, there is no restriction on the shape of the Huygens' surface as long as the

surface encloses the radiating structure In FVTD the construction of a Huygens' NFFF

surface is performed in two different ways

• The NFFF surface is specified by a set of fitting points defining a cuboid-shaped

imaginary box, similarly to the procedure described in section 3 4 The sampling

points are located on the six sides of the cuboid, and the equivalent sources are

evaluated at these points

• An additional triangulated surface is introduced in the Altair® HyperMesh® (HM)
model This NFFF box can have an arbitrary shape, but a spherical or a ellipsoidal
surface is the most common choice The equivalent sources are determined at the

face center of the surface's triangles

It is important to note that the NFFF surface, independent on its construction, is solely

required for an unambiguous definition of the location for the equivalent sources The

core FVTD algorithm, l e the computation of the electromagnetic field in the barycenter
of the tetrahedra, is not affected by the NFFF box

Fitting points

The NFFF box constructed from fitting points is defined using three vectors Hi, v2, and

v3 along the x, y, and z axis together with the number of elements N\, N2, and A3

to be used as sampling points on these vectors as depicted in Fig 3 14 a) From this

information an equally spaced lattice is constructed consisting of six faces The sampling

points are located in the center of rectangular cells on the surface of the six faces, as

indicated in Fig 3 14 (b) on face #6
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Figure 3.15: Example of a NFFF surface generated in Altair® HyperMesh® .
A microstrip slot-

line antenna is surrounded by an NFFF (blue) ellipsoidal surface, and an ABC spherical sur¬

face (green). The discretization of the NFFF surface corresponds to approximately Amm/10,
where as the discretization of the ABC is chosen more coarse in order to save computational
resources.

Since the location of the sampling points on the regular mesh grid and the barycenter
of the tetrahedra in the unstructured mesh usually do not coincide, the tangential field

components on the imaginary NFFF box are determined by a fitting procedure of scat¬

tered FVTD field components. The employed fitting algorithm is explained in detail in

section 3.4.

Meshed surface

The use of an unstructured, tetrahedral mesh in FVTD permits to create arbitrary

shaped surfaces. Such a triangulated surface, e.g. with a spherical or ellipsoidal shape,
can be used to enclose a radiating structure. In contrast to cuboid shapes, conformai

NFFF surfaces have the advantage of minimizing the required overall computational

domain, since their shape can be adapted to the problem. A triangulated NFFF surface

can be constructed in HM by including an appropriate surface at a certain location in

between the antenna and the ABC surface. As an example, Fig. 3.15 depicts a microstrip
antenna enclosed in an ellipsoidal NFFF surface. The computational domain is limited

with an ellipsoidal outer ABC boundary.

The tangential fields in the triangular face center k of the HM NFFF surface are

computed on the basis of a weighted average between the electromagnetic field in the
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Figure 3.16: Equivalence principle, (a) original problem, and (b) Love's equivalence problem.

barycenters of the tetrahedra i and j adjacent to the face k

Etk =

Htk =

where Hk is the outward pointing normal vector. dltk and dl3k are the distances between

the barycenters of i and j and the face center of the triangle k.

3.6.2 NFFF transformation

The NFFF transformation is based on the equivalence principle, that is presented in the

following. Quantities in the FD are indicated with a hat ".

Equivalence principle

The equivalence principle is based on the uniqueness theorem which states that "a field

in a lossy region is uniquely specified by the sources within the region plus the tangential

components of the electric field over a boundary, or the tangential components of the

magnetic field over the boundary, or the former over part of the boundary, and the latter

over the rest of the boundary" [33].
In the special case of a lossless medium the actual source (e.g. the antenna) can be

replaced by equivalent fictitious sources J and M located on a closed surface surrounding

the original source, as depicted in Fig. 3.16 (a). The equivalent sources J and M produce

the same fields E\ and H\ within the region V2 as the original sources Ji and M\. This

is achieved by choosing suitable electric and magnetic current densities on the closed

surface S. The current densities are determined under the assumption that the fields

-nk x nk x
dljkEt + dltkEj

dltk + dLk

nkxnkx
dljkHt + dltkHj

dl.

%k
dl

3k

(3.35)

(3.36)
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inside region Vi are zero

J = H x ( üi - üj |^_o = H x üi (3.37)

M = Hx (Êi-Ê) \^_o = HxÊ1, (3.38)

with the unit normal vector H\2 of the face k pointing into area V2. The equivalence
condition (3.37) and (3.38) is known as Love's equivalence principle [34]. It states that

the equivalent sources are completely determined if the tangential components are known

on the closed surface S.

Vector potentials

The knowledge of the equivalent sources J and M enables the determination of the

far-field pattern using radiation integrals. Although it is possible to directly compute

these integrals on the basis of the equivalent sources, it is much easier to determine the

radiation integrals on the basis of the auxiliary potential functions A and F. Figure 3.17

illustrates the coordinate system used for the computation of the radiated fields. The

vector potentials for the equivalent current densities J and M located in r1 = (x', y',z')
can be written as

X(x,y,z) = A.Jf(x',y',z')t^l (3.39)

s

P(x,y,z) = ^-Jà(x',y',z')'—^r, (3.40)

s

where k = 2n/X is the wavenumber and R is the distance between the location of the

equivalent sources and the observation point r. The equivalent sources J and M can

be computed with equations (3.37) and (3.38). If the observation point r= (x,y,z) is

located in the far field, the vector R can be assumed to be parallel to r and the following

approximations are made

R « r — r'cos-i/> for phase variations (3-41)

R « r for amplitude variations
, (3.42)

where tp is the angle between the vectors r and r1. With the approximations of R for

the amplitude and phase terms, the vector potentials in the far field are determined by

t(x,y,z) =

^
3 r

f Je-^1"'coa^ dS (3.43)

s

w
— IrZT' f* w

F(x,y,z) = — Me-^'^^dS
. (3.44)

4"7rr J
s
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kl^ßr= (x,y,z)

r'=(x',y',z')

Figure 3.17: Coordinate system used for calculating the radiated far fields with the help of

auxiliary vector potentials A and F. The primed coordinates represent the source, and the

unprimed coordinates the observation point in the far field.

With equations (3.43) and (3.44) the electric far field EFF and magnetic far field HFF

components in spherical coordinates (r, 9, </>) can be computed as

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.49)

(3.50)

EFF za 0

É7 *a -juj (Âg + rjF^
ë;f pa -juj [A^ - rjFej
TJFF a 0

HV pa -juj (^Fe - Ä^/r]

TJFF a -juj (f,p + Ae/n

The vector potentials A and F in the point k (xfc,yfc,zfc) on the NFFF surface are

numerically approximated as

An =

A,

pe
—jkr

K

4:irr
2^1 Jkx cos 6 cos (p +Jky cos 9 sin (j) — Jkz sin 9) ejk^k Fk (3.51)

pe
-jkr

k=\

K

A-nr
k=\

Y^ i-Jkx sin4> + Jky cos </>) ejfc^fc F, (3.52)

FH

Fd, =

4irr
Y (Mkx cos 9 cos 4> + Mky cos 9sin <f> - Mkz sin o) e3klpk Fk (3.53)

ee

k= \

—jkr
-^

47rr
J2 {-Mkx sin <f> + Mky cos <j>) eJk^ Fk
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at r = const —> oo. Fk is the area of the rectangular or triangular face on the NFFF

surface, and the phase tpk can be computed with

tpk = xk sin 9 cos 4> + Vk sin 9 sin <f>-\- zk cos 9
. (3.55)

For the determination of the radiation pattern, the far-field expressions of the electro¬

magnetic field (3.46) to (3.50) have to be evaluated for all desired frequencies / and in

each angular location (9,<f>).

3.6.3 Validation

In this section the applicability of the FVTD NFFF transformation is demonstrated by
means of two investigations. First, the influence of the choice of the NFFF surface itself

is tested in the simulation of the radiation pattern of a Hertzian dipole. Second, the far-

field radiation pattern of a X-band rectangular horn antenna is computed and compared
to the results obtained from HFSS (High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS)) and

to approximative analytical solutions existing for the problem.

Hertzian dipole

For the creation of the NFFF surface two degrees of freedom exist:

• the dimension of the surface,

• and the number of sampling points (i.e. equivalent sources) on the surface.

In the following, the influence of these two parameters on the determination of the far-

field radiation pattern is investigated. The investigation is performed by computing
the radiation pattern of a Hertzian dipole using different NFFF surfaces. The Hertzian

dipole is implemented as a point source (see chapter 4), and the simulation results are

compared to the available analytical solution of the far-field radiation of the dipole. The

employed model of the Hertzian dipole is sketched in Fig. 3.18. A face-center point
source is placed in a triangle located in the origin of the coordinate system. The source

triangle has a linear dimension of A/80. It is enclosed by a cubic box with a side length of

A and a discretization of A/10. Each side of the cubic comprises 208 triangular elements.

To assure a smooth transition from the small source cell to the coarser discretized cube,
an auxiliary sphere is introduced with the radius of r = 0.1A, as shown in Fig. 3.18. This

sphere enables a more controlled growth of the mesh size in HM: Since the discretization

of the auxiliary sphere corresponds to A/20, the volume discretization in between the

sphere and the cubic is growing smoothly from A/20 to A/10. Through this procedure,
the size of the tetrahedra everywhere inside the cubic box is restricted to a maximal linear

dimension of A/10. An ABC is employed on a sphere with the radius of 3A surrounding
the cube. In the investigation of the NFFF transformation two questions are pursued:

• How does the construction method of the NFFF box, i.e. a fitting point (FP) and

a triangulated HM surface, influence the NFFF?
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Figure 3.18: 2-D representation of the model employed for the validation of the NFFF transfor¬

mation. A Hertzian dipole is represented by a point source that is surrounded by two spheres
to assure a smooth mesh transition from the fine source (A/80) to the cubic NFFF box with

a discretization of A/10. All dimensions and the employed discretizations are given in the

figure.

• What is the influence of the NFFF box size and its discretization on the results?

This investigation is performed by employing different NFFF boxes with changing
side length and discretization.

The simulation results are compared with a reference solution È, corresponding to the

analytical solution of the normalized far-field radiation of a Hertzian dipole in spherical
coordinates

Ea

77'ana

77'ana

Ee
77'ana

(3.56)

FP and HM NFFF surface In this section it is shown, that the NFFF transformation

performed on a HM as well as on a FP NFFF surface delivers the same result. The

direct comparison between both types of NFFF surfaces is made on NFFF boxes that

exhibit the same size and similar discretization. As a HM NFFF surface the cubic box

with a side length of A and 208 sampling points per face is used, as depicted in Fig. 3.18.

The same model is employed in a second simulation, but using a FP NFFF box with

the same side length and 196 elements per side, which corresponds to a discretization of

A/14.

The applicability of the NFFF transformation is quantified in terms of a normalized

^2-norm. In general, the normalized ^2-norm of a vector x = (x\,x2,..., xN) is defined
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(a) Analytic (b) Simulation (c) Difference

IP box

Figure 3.19: Comparison between the NFFF transformation performed on a HM and an imag¬

inary FP box. The upper row displays the results on a HM box, and the lower row on a FP

box. (a) analytical solution, (b) simulation result, (c) difference.

as

I^N U I2

(3.57)

For the evaluation of the NFFF transformation performance, the normalized ^2-norm

is computed for the difference between the simulated electric field and the analytical
electric field AÊ = (£^lm - £a) at N far-field points

|A£lsim =
t.=i \EI El

N
(3.58)

In the investigation, a resolution of 2° for both, the elevation angle 9 and the azimuth

angle </> is used. In the upper row of Fig. 3.19 the results obtained on a HM NFFF surface

are depicted, and the results on a FP box are shown in the lower row. The analytical
far-field computation of a Hertzian dipole is plotted in Fig. 3.19 (a). The numerical

computation on the two different NFFF surfaces are shown in (b), and the difference

with respect to the analytical solution in (c). The error in terms of the normalized

^2-norm of the far-field computations is

\AE
HM

0.9582% and \AE
FP

1.0492%,
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(a) HM box (b) FP box (c) Difference

Figure 3.20: Far field of a Hertzian dipole computed on a (a) HM, and (b) FP surface; (c) dif¬

ference between both computations of the far field.

showing that the NFFF transformation performed on a HM surface produces a slightly
lower error than on a FP surface.

A direct comparison between both NFFF transformations, on a HM and a FP surface,
is made in Fig. 3.20. The results obtained on a HM surface is shown in (a), the results

of the NFFF on a FP box is depicted in (b), and the difference between both is plotted

in (c). The observed error of AE = (ERM — EFF) in terms of a normalized ^2-norm is

\AE\box = 0.4568%.

Effect of box size and discretization This investigation is performed solely for fitting-

points NFFF boxes in order to exclude the influence of the mesh that would arise from

the use of different models for the different HM NFFF boxes. However, the conclusion

of this investigation is assumed to be valid for both, FP as well as HM surfaces since

they show the same behavior in the performed error examination, as demonstrated in

the previous paragraph.
In the following, the influence of the NFFF box dimension and the box discretization

on the far-field transformation is investigated for a FP NFFF surface on the basis of

simulations employing

1. a varying NFFF box size and either a constant discretization, or a constant number

of elements,

2. a constant NFFF box size and a varying discretization.

In the first investigation, the FP NFFF box size is changed from a side length of

A to a side length of A/14. Two analysis are made for the varying box size. In one

simulation, the discretization on the box of A/14 stays constant, which in turn means

that the number of equivalent sources per side changes from 196 to 1 with a shrinking
NFFF box. In a second simulation, the number of 196 equivalent sources per side of the

NFFF box is kept constant which translates into a change of the discretization from A/14
down to A/196. The result of this investigations is shown Fig. 3.21. The error in terms
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Figure 3.21: Error in terms of a normalized £2-norm between the analytical solution of the far

field of a Hertzian dipole and the NFFF transformation performed in FVTD. The side length
of the cubic FP NFFF box is changed from A to A/14 while either its discretization of A/14
is held constant, or the employed number of 196 equivalent sources on the box is constant.

of a normalized ^2-norm between the FVTD simulations and the analytical solution is

plotted over the box size. The error for both investigations is constant for side lengths
of the box larger than 0.3A. For smaller NFFF boxes, the error quickly becomes large.
The cause for this degradation is twofold: On the one hand, the smaller the NFFF box,
the larger the nearby impact of the point source. This is not a problem in reality, but

because of the finite discretization of the mesh, the fields in close proximity to a point

source do not show the same behavior as the ones of an ideal Hertzian dipole. On the

other hand, again because of the finite mesh size, the discretization of a small NFFF

surface is too coarse in order to achieve accurate results. Even though one sampling point
is in principle enough to determine the far field of a dipole in the continuous world, the

achievable accuracy in the numeric world is implied by the mesh size around the NFFF

box. Therewith, a high discretization of a small FP NFFF box does not increase the

accuracy of the results, because it does not increase the available information.

In the second investigation, the influence of the discretization of a NFFF box is ex¬

plored. A FP NFFF box with a side length of A is used, where the discretization of the

box edges is changed from A/14 to A. The error of the far-field computation in terms of

a normalized ^2-norm is depicted in Fig. 3.22. The same behavior is observed as in the

previous investigation. The error is constant for a high discretization, and grows when

less than 25 equivalent sources per face are employed for the NFFF transformation.

The above results demonstrate clearly the general performance of the NFFF transfor¬

mation. However, in practical simulations the actual required box size and discretization

is depending on the problem at hand. For complex radiating structures, the minimal

number of equivalent sources required for an accurate sampling of the near field might
be higher as in the Hertzian dipole investigation.
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Figure 3.22: Error in terms of a normalized £2-norm between the analytical solution of the

far field of a Hertzian dipole and the NFFF transformation performed in FVTD. The cubic

imaginary NFFF box has a side length of A while its discretization is changed from A to A/14.

From this investigation the following rules of thumb can be established for a suc¬

cessful NFFF transformation:

1. The distance between the radiating structure and the NFFF box should be chosen

around Amax/4 (Fig. 3.21).

2. A discretization of the NFFF box of Amm/10 is appropriate (Fig. 3.22).

In a broadband simulation Amax and Amm correspond to the wavelengths of the minimal

and the maximal frequency of interest.

The computation of the far-field radiation pattern of a pyramidal X-band horn antenna

presented in the next section serves as an example for a real-world problem.

X-band horn antenna

The accuracy of the NFFF transformation is investigated for the more complex structure

of a pyramidal X-band horn antenna. The horn presents an appropriate validation

example for two reasons: first the antenna consists of nonorthogonal surfaces making it

well-suited for a FVTD simulation, and second, approximate closed-form expressions for

the far-field radiation are available. In addition to the reference analytical solution, the

FVTD far-field patterns are compared to results obtained with the commercial software

HFSS [35].
The geometry of the antenna is depicted in Fig. 3.23. The pyramidal horn has an

aperture size of a = 80 mm, b = 60 mm and exhibits a length of L = 130 mm. The

antenna is fed by a WR90 rectangular waveguide (a = 22.86 mm, b = 10.16 mm) with

the technical frequency range from 8.2 GHz to 12.4 GHz. The closed-form expression of
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Figure 3.23: Front view and geometry of the X-band horn antenna including all necessary

parameters.

the antenna's far field is obtained by approximating the tangential fields on the horn's

aperture and assuming fields outside the aperture are zero [33]. Hence, because the

diffraction at the edges of the aperture is neglected, the approximate far-fields are only
accurate in direction of the main radiation.

In the FVTD model the computational boundary is only partly enclosing the antenna.

This is in contrast to common numerical simulations where the boundary encloses the

whole antenna. Here, the feeding waveguide is sticking out of the ABC boundary, and

hence also the NFFF surface is penetrated by the waveguide as depicted in Fig. 3.24.

The figure also shows the source plane, where the TEio fundamental mode is impressed
for a broadband excitation (see chapter 4). The FP NFFF box has the dimensions of

92minx 72minx 84 mm with 31 x 24 x 28 points. This corresponds to approximately
3A x 2.4A x 2.8A and a discretization of A/10 at 9.75 GHz.

The choice of the ABC boundary considerably minimizes the computational domain

and therewith the computational costs in terms of both, memory and CPU time. It can

be shown that simulations of the X-band horn performed in a computational domain

enclosing the whole antenna, and in a domain enclosing the antenna only partially yield
results with only marginal differences. The closed-form approximate solution of the far-

field radiation pattern, the HFSS simulation results and the results obtained with FVTD

are plotted in Fig. 3.25 at / = 9.75 GHz. A very good agreement in the direction of the

main lobe is found for all three methods. A good agreement between the FVTD and the

approximate results is even maintained up an angle of 9 = 40°. A similar behavior of

the back-sided radiation pattern can be observed for the HFSS and FVTD results.
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Figure 3.24: The X-band horn is partially enclosed by a spherical ABC boundary. An imaginary

rectangular NFFF surface (not visible) is employed in the simulation.

(a) E-plane (b) H-plane

Angle 9 (degree) Angle 6 (degree)

Figure 3.25: Far-field radiation pattern in the (a) £-plane and in the (b) if-plane at 9.75 GHz.

The FVTD results are in good agreement with the approximate analytical solution and HFSS.

3.7 Symmetries

The two main limiting factors in a numerical simulation are computer memory and CPU

time. Hence, the goal for efficient simulation is to minimize the number of discretization

elements. Without sacrificing the accuracy of a simulation, symmetries in the numerical

model and the corresponding field distribution can be exploited by employing PEC and

PMC image planes in order to halve or quarter the model. Figure 3.26 shows the model

of a circular corrugated horn antenna (see section 6.2). Two symmetry planes, PEC and

PMC, are used to truncate the horn model. This results in a model that comprises only
a quarter of the physical antenna, and therewith the computational domain is reduced

to a quarter of its original size.
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source

PMC symmetry plane

PEC symmetry plane

Figure 3.26: Model of a circular corrugated horn antenna including the absorbing boundary

(outer sphere). Only the surface mesh is shown for better visibility. The model comprises

only a quarter of the physical horn. The dark plane constitute a PMC symmetry plane, the

PEC symmetry plane is not visible, because is located perpendicular to it and covered by the

antenna.

3.7.1 Image planes

The symmetry planes are implemented on the basis of image theory for PEC and PMC

surfaces. The boundary conditions of the electric and the magnetic field on these image

planes can be written as

PEC: Et = 0 and ü„ = 0 (3.59)

PMC: Ht = 0 and En = 0
. (3.60)

As an illustration, Fig. 3.27 shows the relationship between the electric and magnetic field

components on PEC and PMC image planes. Virtual sources (denoted with a prime) are

introduced below the image plane to account for the reflection from this plane. In order

to enforce the tangential electric field on a PEC plane to zero, the tangential component
of the image electric source is aligned in opposite direction with respect to the original

tangential electric field. The normal component of the magnetic field Hn has to be zero

on the PEC plane and therefore its image source has to be oriented in opposite direction.

The PMC image plane demands similar boundary conditions for the tangential magnetic
field and the normal electric field.

An example for the use of image planes is given in Fig. 3.28. In a rectangular waveguide

supporting a TEio mode a PEC and a PMC symmetry plane can be employed without

disturbing the field distribution as shown in Fig. 3.28.

3.7.2 Definition of symmetry planes

In FVTD a symmetry plane is defined by its normal vector n and any arbitrary point

p located on it, as depicted in Fig. 3.29. The symmetry planes in FVTD models are
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Figure 3.27: Relationship of the electric and magnetic field on a (a) PEC, and (b) PMC image

plane.

PEC

jPMC

Figure 3.28: Use of symmetry planes in a rectangular waveguide supporting the TEio mode.

discretized with triangles. Since the detection of symmetry planes is done in an automatic

procedure in a preprocessing step, all triangles belonging to image planes have to be

tested in order to decide wether they belong the same or to different symmetry planes.
As depicted in Fig. 3.29, the triangles k and i define the same symmetry plane if

• they have the same normal vector

nt = nk

• and the face centers are located on the same plane

(ft ~Pk) -Ht = 0
.

(3.61)

(3.62)

3.7.3 Special surfaces intersecting with a symmetry plane

In simulations exploiting symmetries, special surfaces (such as source planes or NFFF

boxes) are intersecting with the symmetry planes. A strict book keeping is required in

order to find the parameters that describe these surfaces and that are required for the

correct use of symmetries. This section focuses on the most important issues for the case

that special planes intersect with symmetry planes.
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symmetry plane
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Figure 3.29: Two triangles i and k are tested in order to decide if they belong to the same

symmetry plane.

Sources planes

The electromagnetic mode is impressed in the triangles of a source plane with the help
of mode template vectors, as explained in chapter 4. The orientation and the center of

source planes are detected automatically during the preprocessing. In a model exploiting

symmetries, only a part (half or a quarter) of the total source plane is existing in the

discretized model. Therefore the original center M of the source plane has to be deter¬

mined for a correct calculation of the mode template vectors. The modeled part of the

source plane consists of K triangles with face centers rfik and area Fk, hence the center

of the total source plane can be reconstructed starting from the geometric rh' center of

the existing part of the source plane by

Ef=i^fc-Ffc

Efc= l ?k

(3.63)

Now, the geometric center rh' is mirrored with respect to the symmetry plane i

rh" = pk
- 2 [(pk - rh') Hk] Hk , (3.64)

where Hk is the normal vector of the triangle k on the symmetry plane, and pk is the

vector of the face center of the triangle k. Taking the average of the center rh' and the

mirrored center rh" gives the center M of the source plane, see Fig. 3.30 (a)

M = 0.5 (rh' + rh") . (3.65)

This procedure of (3.64) and (3.65) has to be performed for each symmetry plane, but

with a new geometric center rh' = M as depicted in Fig. 3.30 (b).

NFFF box

In order to calculate the far-field radiation pattern of an antenna the equivalent sources

J and M have to be determined on the NFFF surface (see section 3.6). In a model using

symmetries, only a part of the NFFF box is existing and therewith only a part of the

equivalent sources are inherently available. In order to find the total far-field radiation
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Figure 3.30: Mirroring the center in order to find the original center Ms of the full model,

(a) for the first symmetry plane and (b) the same procedure has to be performed for the

second symmetry plane
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Figure 3.31: Relationship of arbitrary oriented electric and magnetic field components on a

(a) PEC, and (b) PMC image plane

pattern, the non-modeled part of the NFFF surface with the corresponding tangential
field values has to be reconstructed by a mirroring procedure How the mirroring is

performed is determined by the boundary conditions (3 59) and (3 60) for PEC and

PMC surfaces Figure 3 31 illustrates the relationship of electric and magnetic fields

having an arbitrary orientation on PEC and PMC image planes Fig 3 32 depicts
a 2-D representation of a spherical NFFF surface including two symmetry planes, î e

only one quarter of the sphere (dark area) exists in the model As an example, the

electric field E on an arbitrary point on the NFFF surface is shown To reconstruct the

unknown electric fields E', E", and E'" on the non-existmg parts of the surface, the

electric field E is mirrored odd, and the magnetic field is mirrored even with respect to

a PEC symmetry plane

E' = -E + 2[E ft] ft

H' = H - 2 [Ü H) H

PEC image plane, (3 66)

where E and Ü is the original electromagnetic field, E' and H' the mirrored electromag¬
netic field, and ft the normal vector of the symmetry plane

Accordingly, the electric field is mirrored with even symmetry and the magnetic field
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i PMC

Figure 3.32: 2-D representation of a spherical NFFF surface including two symmetry planes.

Only the dark quarter of the NFFF surface is actually modeled. The missing electric fields

E', E" and E'" on the non-existing parts of the surface are reconstructed from the known

field Ê.

with odd symmetry with respect to a PMC plane

Ê' = Ê-2(e-H]H
} PMC image Plane- (3-67)

H' = -H + 2(h-H\H I

Additionally, the NFFF surface elements have to be mirrored for the determination of

the radiation pattern

P>k = Pk
- 2 [(pk - p)H] ft (3.68)

H'k = Hk -2 (Hk ft) ft, (3.69)

where Hk is the normal vector,^ the face center of a NFFF surface element k and ft

the normal vector of the symmetry plane. The mirroring procedure of a NFFF surface

element is illustrated in Fig. 3.33.

3.7.4 Validation

In order to verify the implementation of symmetries, an open-ended rectangular waveg¬

uide operated in the fundamental TEio mode is simulated both as a complete model

and as a quarter of the model using two symmetry planes. In the investigation the full

model of the waveguide is cut along the symmetry planes into four quarters. The simu¬

lation without symmetries uses all four quarters of the model, whereas in the simulation

exploiting two symmetry planes only one quarter of the waveguide is employed. With

this approach, the pure impact of the symmetry planes on the simulation results can be

investigated without the disturbance of a different mesh used in both simulations.
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origin

symmetry plane

Figure 3.33: Mirroring a NFFF surface element,

(b)

Figure 3.34: Cut through a rectangular WR90 waveguide operating in the fundamental mode

TEio showing the magnitude of the electric field at / = 10 GHz. (a) depicts the simulation

results obtained in a full model of the waveguide, and (b) represents the results if only one

quarter of the waveguide is simulated, (c) Error of 0.56% between the simulations with and

without symmetry planes.

Both, the near-field distribution and the far-field radiation pattern obtained with and

without symmetries are compared in the following. Figure 3.34 shows the simulation

result of the electromagnetic field in the waveguide. In (a) the simulation of the quarter

model is shown, the simulation result obtained in the full model is displayed in (b), and

(c) depicts the difference between both simulations. The average error that occurs in a

cross section of the quarter waveguide exhibits a level of 0.56%.

The radiation pattern of the open-ended waveguide is shown in Fig 3.35 (a) in the

E-plane and (b) in the Ü-plane. The dashed line shows the results of a simulation
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Figure 3.35: Radiation pattern of an open-end rectangular WR90 waveguide of (a) the iS-plane
and (b) the ü-plane. The simulation exploiting two symmetries (dashed line) where only a

quarter of the waveguide is modeled and compared to the results obtained by a full model

(solid line) of the waveguide.

using symmetry planes and the solid line the result of the full-model simulation. The

overall agreement between the simulation with and without symmetry planes is very

good in terms of both, near-field and far-field results, demonstrating the applicability of

symmetry planes in order to reduce the computational load without sacrificing accuracy.

3.8 Conclusion

In this chapter general aspects regarding a FVTD simulation were given. With respect

to computational costs a FVTD cell is approximately ten times more expensive than a

classic FDTD Yee cell. This fact is compensated in complex geometries since the un¬

structured and inhomogeneous tetrahedral mesh employed in FVTD allows for a distinct

reduction of the number of cells required to achieve the same accuracy.

The tetrahedral mesh is generated with the commercial software Altair® HyperMesh®
(HM). HM is used to construct the numerical model as well as to generate the triangular
surface discretization and the tetrahedral volume mesh. All further conversions, as for

example retrieving and checking the connectivity of the mesh, are performed in the

FVTD's preprocessing algorithm.

Five important modules used in FVTD were explained in detail: the absorbing bound¬

ary condition (ABC), the fitting procedure for an interpolation of the scattered FVTD

data to a regular grid, the discrete Fourier transformation (DFT), the near field to far

field (NFFF) transformation, and the exploitation of symmetries in a simulation. These

modules are implicitly used in almost every simulation and are crucial for accurate re¬

sults.
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An ABC is applied on the outer computational boundary in order to prevent numerical

reflection from impinging waves The shape of the ABC surface can be chosen arbitrarily,

however, spherical outer boundaries are employed advantageously for the use of the

Silver-Muller ABC It was shown that the Silver-Muller ABC yields a reflection coefficient

at a level of —50 dB for perpendicular incidence of plane waves The Silver-Muller ABC

fits very naturally in the FVTD algorithm and is for this reason computationally very

efficient

The linear fitting algorithm with quadratic functions enables the interpolation of the

scattered FVTD data to a structured grid This is used for the representation of near-

fields, for the NFFF transformation and for the extraction of the scattering parameters

The transformation of the time domain (TD) to frequency domain (FD) data is per¬

formed by a DFT on the fly with minimal computational effort The DFT is mainly used

for the computation of the radiation pattern and for the extraction of the ^-matrix

The NFFF transformation is used in order to compute the far-field radiation pattern

of an antenna The most comfortable way to define a NFFF box is to add a triangu¬

lated surface in the numerical model The surface is invisible for the FVTD algorithm,
and hence does not affect the general computation of the electromagnetic fields in the

barycenters of the tetrahedra The shape of the NFFF surface is arbitrary and can be

adapted to the investigated problem in order to minimize the computational domain

An additional tool to reduce the computational effort of a simulation are PEC and

PMC symmetry planes If the use of symmetries is possible, the memory and the CPU

time of a simulation can be halved or even quartered
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4 Sources

Abstract—This chapter describes the excitation of electromagnetic modes in FVTD simulations

Two different ways to impress energy into the computational domain are introduced point sources

and constrained fields Point sources enforce a certain field at a single point in the mesh, which

is either the barycenter or the face center of a tetrahedron In order to achieve the desired field

distribution or a given electromagnetic mode in the simulation, the location of the point source

must be considered In contrast, constrained fields which impress the desired field distribution in

all triangles of a source plane offer a well-defined way to excite a particular electromagnetic mode

The source plane can be chosen with an arbitrary orientation in the unstructured mesh, i e they

are not confined to Cartesian geometries as in most commercial numerical tools In time domain,

monochromatic and broadband simulations can be performed by either employing a ramped sinu¬

soid or a Gaussian pulse excitation time function The source planes in FVTD inherently combine

the excitation scheme with an absorbing boundary condition (ABC) and therewith are capable of

suppressing undesired numerical reflections

4.1 Point sources

A straightforward approach to introduce energy into the computational domain are point
sources. They constitute a versatile type of excitation applicable to most problems. Point

sources assign a desired time function to specific components of either the electric or the

magnetic field in the FVTD mesh

Us = (Exs, Eys, Ezs, 0, 0, 0) (4.1)

or Us = (0, 0, 0, Hxs, Hys, Hzs) . (4.2)

Multiple point sources may exist. Point sources are characterized by their location in

the cell of the FVTD mesh and by the way how the source fields are impressed:

• In the unstructured, tetrahedral mesh point sources can be either located in a

tetrahedral barycenter is, where the collocated electromagnetic field vector U

is computed, or in a triangular face center ks, where the flux <F is determined.

• Point sources can be of hard and soft nature. Hard sources impress the desired

excitation function without taking into account the field values of the surrounding
cells. Thus spurious reflections, well known from FDTD, are caused if a wave is

impinging on the point source. To minimize these artificial reflections, and there¬

with the overall error in a simulation, a new soft point source type is introduced for

the FVTD method that takes into account the influence of the neighboring cells.

In the following the possible locations and the types of point sources are discussed in

detail.

65
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4.1.1 Locations in the mesh

The time-dependent update of the fields in the tetrahedral barycenter in the FVTD

algorithm is based on the computation of the fluxes through the tetrahedron's triangular
face centers. Hence, two different locations to couple energy into the computational
domain are possible:

• tetrahedral barycenter is ,

• and triangular face center ks.

Because of the unstructured mesh, the point source is or ks can be created at an arbitrary

location, but special care has to be taken during the mesh generation because of the

following reason.

The creation of the tetrahedral mesh with HM is based on the triangulation of ma¬

terial boundary surfaces defined in the model. Therefore, it is not possible to directly
control the location of the tetrahedra in the grid. For an accurate position of the source

barycenter is, the source tetrahedron has to be defined by the manual creation of its

four nodes.

An AF algorithm is used for the generation of the surface's triangulation. Since the

AF triangulation is based on the node densities given on the edges of the surfaces, there

is no direct control on the triangles on the surface. To assure the correct position of a

source triangle ks, its three nodes need to be created manually on the surface.

Tetrahedral barycenter

Considering the mesh quality in view of the FVTD algorithm, the optimal shape of

an elementary cell is a regular tetrahedron. Thus, a tetrahedron consisting of four

equilateral triangles with the side length atria is used for barycenter point sources. The

side length atria of the source tetrahedron is chosen according to the discretization in the

source region (typically between Amm/10 and Amm/40). The source tetrahedron has to

be constructed so that its barycenter is located at the desired position (xs, ys,zs) of the

point source. On the basis of the side length atna, the height htetla of the tetrahedron

can be computed

h^a = °V^ -o?na
=

ß
(4 3)

2/ltna V 3

With these parameters the four nodes of the regular tetrahedron can be constructed

(corresponding to the orientation of the tetrahedron given in Fig. 4.1)

Pi = \(xs — 2atna)> (Vs — 3 "tria) i (zs ~~ J^tetra))

P2 = ((xs + Jötria), (Vs ~ S^-tria), (zs ~ ^tetra))
(4.4)

P3 = (xs, (ys + f/ltria), (zs ~ J^tetra))

Pi = (xs,ys,(zs + lhtetla)) .
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Figure 4.1: Construction of an equilateral source tetrahedron on the basis of the side length

atna- The four nodes have to be given explicitly while constructing the tetrahedral mesh.

Dependent on the situation, other orientations of the source tetrahedron might be

desired, and the construction of the four nodes are performed accordingly.

Triangular face center

Let the desired point source location be the triangular face ks at (xs,ys, zs). Because of

the unstructured nature of the tetrahedral mesh, the source triangle is created manually
at this location. Most favorable for a well-behaved mesh are regular elements, and thus

the source triangle is created as a equilateral triangle with a side length of atna. The

size of the source triangle is determined by the typical size of the elements in the source

region. The orientation of the source triangle is chosen appropriately, since the face

center point source locally excites a plane wave propagating in normal direction Hk of

the triangle. As an example of a source triangle with a normal vector Hk = ey, the three

nodes defining the equilateral source triangle are created at the following positions

Pi = ((xs ~ \atrla),ys, (zs - g/ltna))

P2 = {(xs + \atrla),ys,(zs - \htrla))

P3 = (xs,ys,(zs + lhtIla)) .

(4.5)

where htma = 0.5\^3atma is the height in an equilateral triangle. The construction (4.5)
results in an orientation of the point source in the xz-plane. The construction of source

triangles with a different orientation is performed accordingly.
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Figure 4.2: Construction of an equilateral source triangle on the basis of the side length atna-

The three nodes have to be given explicitly for the construction of the triangle.

4.1.2 Normalization

Since FVTD is applied in an unstructured grid, all elements in the mesh have a different

size. Even in a relatively homogeneous mesh, the size of the cells change approximately

by 20% from maximum to minimum value over the whole grid. In order to achieve an

excitation that is independent of the cell size, and therewith a controllable energy of the

excitation, the source amplitudes are normalized according to their geometry.

Thus, the amplitude of a barycenter point source is normalized by its volume Vt

ua = Us/Vt , (4.6)

and the amplitude of a face center point source is normalized by its area Fk

us = Us/Fk . (4.7)

4.1.3 Hard and soft sources

The most common type of point sources are of hard nature, which means that the excita¬

tion function is impressed independently of the electromagnetic fields in the neighboring
cells [36]: The fields at a hard source only obeys the excitation function. As time step¬

ping is continued in a simulation a reflected numerical wave eventually returns to the

source point location and undergoes a non-physical reflection from the hard source.

An approach to avoid such spurious reflections are soft point sources which are suc¬

cessfully introduced for the FVTD method. Soft sources have the characteristic that

they observe and take into account the field values in the adjacent tetrahedra in order

to diminish the violation of the continuity condition on the boundaries of these cells.
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face k

yKt barycenter

Figure 4.3: 2-D representation of the impression of a hard point source's fields in a (a) tetrahedral

barycenter and (b) triangular face center.

Hard sources

A hard source impresses the excitation function us in the point source location without

taking into account the influence of the neighboring cells

Uls = us tetrahedral barycenter, (4-8)

Uks = Hs triangular face center
. (4-9)

Figure 4.3 illustrates in a 2-D representation the impression of the hard point source's

fields in a (a) tetrahedral barycenter and (b) triangular face center. The star denotes the

impressed excitation function. The fields in the tetrahedral barycenter and, accordingly,
the fields in the triangular face center are not considered.

The hard source produces spurious retroreflections of impinging waves, because usually
the boundary condition between the impressed electromagnetic field in the source and

the field in the adjacent cell is not fulfilled. In order to avoid a reflection from the

source, the hard point source may be switched off after a sufficient time, e.g. when the

broadband excitation pulse (section 4.4.2) has decayed to zero. A further discussion

about the reflective behavior of sources can be found in section 4.5.

Soft sources

Soft sources are transparent to incident waves and have been proposed previously for

the FDTD method [37, 38]. The retroreflective effect is minimized by adding the source

fields to the calculated field. The idea of soft sources is adapted for the FVTD method

in the following way

Uls= Ut + us tetrahedral barycenter , (4-10)

Uks= Utk + us triangular face center, (4-11)

where Ut is the field that was formerly computed in the tetrahedron i, and the field

value Utk in the face center of the source triangle is determined by the second-order

MUSCL approximation. Figure 4.4 shows a 2-D representation of the impression of the
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face k

face center

JA« barycenter / ^\Uks — Utk + us

U,s = U,+ us

Figure 4.4: 2-D representation of the impression of a soft point source's fields in a (a) tetrahedral

barycenter and (b) triangular face center.

soft point source excitation fields in a (a) tetrahedral barycenter and (b) triangular face

center. The solid circle and rectangle represent the fields in the barycenter and face

center of the source tetrahedron is and source triangle ks, respectively. The star denotes

the impressed excitation function.

4.1.4 Comparison of point sources

In this section, the four different types of point sources are analyzed in terms of error:

• soft tetrahedral barycenter

• hard tetrahedral barycenter

• soft triangular face center

• hard triangular face center.

The investigation is carried out in a WR90 rectangular waveguide (a = 22.86 mm, b =

10.16 mm). This configuration is chosen since a waveguide is easy to excite with a point

source, and the analytical solution of the propagating mode is available.

The waveguide is closed at one end with a PEC wall, and the point source is located at

a distance of Atei0/4 in front of this wall in order to achieve a constructive interference

between the source excitation signal and the reflections from the wall. To assure a

correct monochromatic excitation of the fundamental TEio mode at / = 10 GHz, the

point source is centered at 0.5 a and 0.5 6 with respect to the transverse dimensions of

the waveguide. All simulations are performed in the same numerical model in order to

achieve comparable results. As source cell, a regular tetrahedron with a side length of

atria = A/20 is used with its barycenter located at xs = 0.5a, ys = 0.5 6, zs = Atei0/4,
as depicted in Fig. 4.5. The triangular face that serves as the face center source triangle
is oriented perpendicular to ez in order to assure a optimal excitation of the source fields

with respect to the propagation direction. The choice of the source tetrahedron has the

following consequences for the barycenter and the face center excitation: The barycenter
source is located exactly at the desired location (xs = 0.5 a, ys = 0.5 6, zs = Atei0/4), as
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Figure 4.5: Cut-open model of a WR90 waveguide, only the triangular surface mesh is visible.

The source tetrahedron is visible in a distance of Atete /4 in front of the beginning of the

waveguide.

Figure 4.6: Top view of the point source location in a waveguide. The barycenter of the source

tetrahedron is located at a distance of Aio/4 from the beginning of the waveguide. The black

dot displays the location of the (a) barycenter, and (b) face center source.

depicted in a top view of the waveguide in Fig. 4.6 (a). In contrast the face center point

source, since located in one of the tetrahedron's faces, is shifted by approximately A/56
in +ez direction as illustrated in Fig. 4.6 (b). For the determination of the applicability
of point sources the simulation results are verified with the analytical solution of the

fundamental TEio mode with respect to the electric field component Ey. The comparison
is made by means of the normalized ^2-norm defined in (3.57) computed for the difference

between the simulated electric field and the analytical electric field AE = (Eylm — Eyna)
in N fitting points

V" IKslm — Kanal2

\AE\ = J ^"=l1 v y-L
. (4.12)

Since the region close to the point source is characterized by a high level of error, and

only the region in front of the source is of interest for the simulation, the ^2-norm is

computed in a plane at y = 0.5 6 and for z > Aio/4. With this choice of sampling points,
the behavior of the different point sources (barycenter, face center, hard and soft) can

be investigated without being masked by the large error present in the simulation for

z < Aio/4. It should be noted that the normalized ^2-norm computed far away from the

point source is less than 1% and therewith at the same level as the error produced by a

constrained fields excitation (section 4.2).
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Figure 4.7: Normalized £2-norm of a tetrahedral barycenter hard (light grey) and soft (dark
grey) point source

Considering the error arising from soft and hard barycenter point sources, Fig. 4.7

displays the ^2-norm error as a function of the time step n. The analytical solution

of the fundamental mode is fitted to the numerical results in terms of amplitude and

phase and therefore the normalized ^2-norm is zero at the beginning of the simulation.

In the steady state (n > 50) the soft barycenter sources produce a lower error than hard

sources.

The ^2-norm of hard and soft face center sources is plotted in Fig. 4.8. Again, the error

created by the soft face center point source is lower than by the hard source. Therewith,
soft point sources are shown to be preferable excitation in terms of the error. In order

to judge which location of soft point sources is favorable, Fig. 4.9 shows a comparison
between a soft barycenter point source and a soft face center point source. It can be

seen that the soft face center source produces the lowest error of all four types of point

sources. However, the following should be noted:

• Face center point sources produce the lowest error, but only if they are employed
in a correct way. Since the face center point source only excites plane waves in

direction of the normal vector Hks, the orientation of the source triangle must be

chosen very carefully.

• Barycenter point sources produce a slightly higher error compared to face center

sources. However, barycenter sources exhibit a much more versatile applicability
because the excitation does not depend strongly on the orientation of the source

tetrahedron.
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Figure 4.8: Normalized £2-norm of a triangular face center hard (light grey) and soft (dark grey)
point source
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Figure 4.9: Normalized £2-norm of a tetrahedral barycenter (light grey) and triangular face

center (dark grey) soft point source
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Figure 4.10: A source plane for constrained fields embedded in the mesh of the computational
model of a rectangular waveguide. Constrained field planes are always located on the com¬

putational boundary, i.e. on one side of the plane, no elements exist.

4.2 Constrained fields

A generalization of the face center point source are constrained fields. In contrast to face

center point sources, constrained fields enforce an excitation function not only in a single

triangular face, but across the whole triangulated surface. This surface is called a source

plane. There, each source triangle can be assigned to a different excitation magnitude
in order to impress a certain electromagnetic mode. Constrained fields constitute a

very accurate and versatile method for the excitation of an electromagnetic structure.

The excitation mechanism is based on a mode template vector Us that samples the

electromagnetic mode in all face centers of the source plane. An example of such a

source plane in a rectangular waveguide is shown in Fig. 4.10.

Because of the unstructured tetrahedral mesh source planes can be oriented arbitrarily
in the computational space. However, the determination of the mode template vector

Us is advantageously performed in a predefined Cartesian coordinate system (u,v,w).
Therein, the source plane is located in the w-y-plane, and the propagation direction

of the electromagnetic mode is defined by A; = ew. On the one hand, this has the

advantage of an easy determination of the mode template vector which requires only the

tangential u and v components of the excitation mode. On the other hand, a coordinate

transformation from the original coordinates (x, y, z) to the mode template coordinates

(u,v,w) becomes necessary: For the correct determination of Us, a translation of the

source plane center M = (xs,ys, zs) into the origin of (u, v, w) is necessary, as well as an

appropriate rotation. This coordinate transformation can be described with

u = h(x -xs) + m1(y -ys) +n\(z - zs) (4-13)

v = l2(x-xs) + m2(y -ys)+n2(z- zs) (4.14)

w = l3 (x -xs) + m3 (y -ys) + n3 (z - zs) = 0
, (4-15)

where the rotation vectors / = (l\,l2,l3), m = (mi,m2,m3) and H = (n\,n2,n3) are

determined by the Euler angles. Before the procedure of the coordinate transformation

is explained in detail in Section 4.3, the constrained fields excitation scheme is presented
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in the following
All face centers of the source plane triangles (k = 1, , N) are used as sampling

points for the mode-template vector of mode s

c^s y-^us, ^vs, f-Jws, H-us, H-vs, H-ws ) \^ tOJ

In many practical cases, an analytical solution of the desired mode is available, as

for example for the coaxial transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode or for the modes

m homogeneous rectangular waveguides In other cases it might be possible to find a

definition of the source plane that allows an appropriate approximation of Us (e g for the

quasi-TEM mode m a microstrip) If no analytical or approximate solution is available,
a 2-D eigenmode analysis of the source plane is necessary for the determination of the

mode template vector

Additionally, the mode template vectors, normalized appropriately, are employed m

the frame of the extraction of the scattering parameters as explained m detail m section 5

In the following, the analytical expressions for the mode template vectors Us = (Es, Hs)
me derived for the most common excitation structures

4.2.1 Coaxial cable

A coaxial cable with radius of the inner conductor R\ and of the outer conductor R2 is

a rotationally symmetric structure with respect to the propagation direction Provided

that the origin of the new coordinate system (u,v,w) is located m the center of the

conductors m the source plane, the TEM mode propagating m the coaxial cable can be

written as

E,,« =
; r-

, „

COS

m (f) Su?

E„
Uo

m (f) vV

tan
1

tan

(4 17)

(4 18)

Hus = -rfxEvs (4 19)

Hvs = 'q~lEus , (4 20)

where rj is the intrinsic impedance of the isolator between the outer and inner conductor

As an example, Fig 4 11 shows the model of a RG214 coaxial cable with the inner radius

R\ = 1 125 mm and outer radius R2 = 4 mm, the impedance 50 il and the permittivity

er = 2 314 The cable is meshed with a discretization of A£r/10 at 10 GHz The source

plane consists of 112 triangles, the outer conductor is partly cut open m the figure m

order to make the inner conductor visible The tetrahedral mesh of the dielectric is not

shown

4.2.2 Waveguide

The analytical solution of rectangular and circular waveguide modes recapitulated m

the following [39] Additionally, the mode template vector for a rectangular waveguide
loaded with a centered dielectric slab is given
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Figure 4.11: Model of a RG214 coaxial cable with fii = 1.125mm and R2 = 4mm. The

triangular surface mesh of the inner and outer conductor is visible, as well as the source

plane consisting of 112 triangles.

The mode templates are calculated at the center frequency /n of the desired frequency
band and hence the frequency dependency of the mode parameters, such as wavenumber

and mode impedance, is not taken into account. This approach is justified, since the

mode parameters do not change drastically in the range of the operational frequencies
of waveguides (although they change strongly in the vicinity of the cut-off frequency).
An example of the source plane in a rectangular WR26 waveguide (a = 7.112mm,
6 = 3.556 mm) is given in Fig. 4.10, where the source plane is discretized with A/10 at

40 GHz resulting in 104 elements.

Rectangular waveguide

The frequency and geometry dependent propagation constant in a rectangular waveguide
is given by

ßmn = yk0 — kcmn (4-21)

with the wavenumber and cut-off wavenumber

k0 = 2tïf2^ïïp~ (4.22)

Kmn = ^(-) +(--) . (4.23)

Provided that the origin of the source plane coordinate system (u,v,w) is located in

the center of the waveguide cross section, and that the longer side a of the waveguide is

aligned with the w-axis and the side 6 with the -y-axis, the transverse electric (TE) and

transverse magnetic (TM) mode templates are determined as follows.
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TE mode The mode template vector of a TEmn mode can be written as

ßmnmn fmn(u + 0 5a)\ fnn(v + 0 5b)\
Hus =

n #o sin cos (4 24)
akcmn \ a J \ ö J

ßmn'mir fmir(u + Q5a)\ fmr(v + 0 5b)\
,Ar,r\

Hvs =

-^-HQ^ jsm^
-

j (4 25)

Eus = ^TEm„-ö»s (4 26)

Evs = —ZTEmnHus , (4 27)

where üo is an arbitrarily chosen amplitude of the longitudinal magnetic field component,

and the TE mode impedance is

ZTEmn = rip- (4 28)
Pran

TM mode The tangential field components of a TMmn mode specifying the mode

template vector is given by

ßmnmn fmn(u + 0 5a)\ fnn(v + 0 5b)\

Eus =

—r-2 E0 cos
^ '-

sm
—K—- '- (4 29)

aKc ran \ a J \ ö J

„
ßmnTrm

^
( rmi(u + 0 5a) \ f rm(v + 0 56) \

E- ^

W^E"n{-LT-L)'"{-LT-L) (430)

Hus = —Evs/ZTMmn (4 31)

Hvs = Eus/ZTMmn , (4 32)

where Eq is the arbitrarily chosen amplitude of the longitudinal electric field component

The TM mode impedance is determined by

2TMm„=^ (4 33)
fco

Circular waveguide

The modes in a circular waveguide depend on the radius a of the waveguide, the zeros

qmn of the Bessel function of the first kind Jm(x) and the zeros q'mn of its first derivative

J'm(x) The fundamental mode in a circular waveguide is the TEn mode It is followed

by the next higher TMoi mode, what results in a monomode width of 1 31, what is

noticeable smaller than the monomode width of 2 0 for standard rectangular waveguides
The derivative of the Besselfunction of the first kind can be calculated on the basis of

the Bessel function itself [33]

-j-[Jm (x)] = J'm (x) = -Jm+i (x) -\ Jm (x) , (4 34)

where the argument of the Besselfunction is determined by x = qmnVu2 + v2/a, and

accordingly x = q^Vu2 + v2/a Provided that the origin of the source plane coordinate

system (u, v, w) is located in the center of the waveguide cross section, the TE and TM

mode templates can be calculated as follows
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TE mode The propagation constant of TE modes in a circular waveguide is

ßrnn = d $ - \2^ ) (4.35)

where fcCjmn is the cut-off wavenumber

kc.mn = • (4.36)
a

The tangential electromagnetic field is preferably determined in an auxiliary cylindrical
coordinate system (p, <p) = (%/w2 + v2, tan-1 (v/u))

PmnQmn tt jl
I ImnP

-—

H0Jm
I —

u'tvc,mn \

mPmn tt j
I ImnP

Hps =

-_^HHiFoj^_)cos(m^
(4.37)

Hvs =

-P^H0Jm [^^)
sin (m^) (4.38)

akc,mn V a J

EPs = ZTEmnHvs (4.39)

Evs = -ZTEmnHps, (4.40)

with the mode impedance

ZTBmn = r,p- (4.41)

TM mode In circular waveguides, the propagation constant of TM modes is given by

Ann = ^O-(^P)2 (4-42)

with the cut-off wavenumber

and the mode impedance

kc,mn =
^ (4.43)
a

ZTMmn = r,^ (4.44)
fco

The tangential field in cylindrical coordinates is given by

Pmnqmn

j-, T/
(
HmnP

c,mn

r, Mmnnmn r, t/ Hmnf \ / \ t a Ar\

Eps =

12 EoJm[ )cos(m^) (4.45)

TYlRmn
rn t / QmnP

c.mn

Evs =

^^E0Jm[^)sm(rmp) (4.46)

Hps = ZTEmnHv, (4.47)

Hvs = -ZTEmnHr, . (4.48)
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Figure 4.12: Cross section of a waveguide loaded with a centered dielectric slab

The determination of the mode template vectors Us requires a transformation of the tan¬

gential fields (4 37) to (4 48) from cylindrical coordinates to the source plane coordinates

(u, v, w)

(
TT

\ ( \ (
TT

\
Uu

u\ <~>vs J

cos if
— sin if

Sill if COS if

Un

u

(4 49)

y uvs j

Dielectric loaded waveguide

The calculation of the propagation constant and the cut-off frequencies of dielectric

loaded waveguides has been dealt with m the literature, î e [40, 41] For an inhomo¬

geneous cross section the derivation of the electromagnetic field from a single scalar

function which satisfies the Helmholtz equation is not possible For the determination

of the propagation constant other methods such as the vector variational principle or

first-order perturbation theory need to be applied In the following, a waveguide loaded

with a centered dielectric slab is investigated
The geometry of a waveguide loaded with a centered dielectric slab is illustrated m

Fig 4 12 The dielectric slab is mounted m the E-plane m the center of the waveguide
The hybrid modes m such a configuration can be distinguished m longitudinal section

electric (LSE), and longitudinal section magnetic (LSM) modes, that correspond to TE

and TM modes m an empty waveguide [42]
If the fields do not have a y dependence, LSE modes degenerate to distorted TE

modes [43], and a solution for the propagation constant can be obtained relatively easily
In a lossless waveguide loaded with a centered dielectric slab, the propagation constant

of the fundamental mode, withm an accuracy of a few percent, was first obtained by
Berk [44]

ß2 k\ fc2er

= fc2 + fc2 (£r - 1)
t 1 ( -nt
—1— sin —

a 77 ^ a

(4 50)

where fci is the wavenumber m region 1. k2 is the wavenumber in region 2, and fc2
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uj2poeo Region 1 is filled with air, whereas region 2 (dielectric slab) consists of a lossless

dielectric with relative permittivity er

For a waveguide loaded with a centered dielectric slab, the electric field of the TEio

(degenerated LSE) mode is determined by

cos a p(u + 0 5a)
sinly

.

- 0<x<d

Evs — Eq <

smp d

with magnitude of the electric field

smp

1
s

cos q p
sin -(0 5a — m) d + t < x < a

cos-(u) d<x<d + t > (4 51)

p smp q smp

(k2—ß2)dcosq (erk2
—

ß2) s cos q

E0 = -jujpoHo —2 -^—
—— = -jujpoHo -—2 -t-:

---

, (4 52)

that is dependent on the arbitrarily chosen amplitude of the magnetic field üo and the

following geometric parameters

s = t/2 (4 53)

p = d fci (4 54)

q = s k2 (4 55)

The wavenumbers k\ and k2 are determined with the help of equation (4 50) The

transversal magnetic field can be computed with (4 51) and the wave impedance

Zte = 77-
= n— (4 56)

Hus P

4.2.3 Microstrip

The determination of the mode template vector for a microstrip excitation is not as

straightforward as for a coaxial or waveguide excitation for the following reasons

• a closed-form analytical solution of the propagation mode is not available,

• and the electromagnetic field is not bounded by a closed PEC wall

Hence, an appropriate approximation of the hybrid microstrip mode has to be found

which requires a definition of the area of the source plane (where the sampling points of

the mode template vector are considered) [45]
If the strip width W and the substrate height h of a microstrip are much smaller

than the wavelength in the substrate, the lowest propagating mode will exhibit a quasi-

TEM field distribution Following the approach proposed for FDTD in [46], the mode

template vector assumes a uniformly linear field distribution in a rectangle with the

dimension W h centered below the metallic strip Everywhere else in this plane the
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(a) source plane

Figure 4.13: (a) Definition of the mode template for a microstrip with the microstrip width W

and the substrate height h, (b) plot of the FVTD simulation results showing the electric field

at / = 5 GHz in a microstrip with the dimension W = 2 4 mm, h = 0 7874 mm, and relative

permittivity er = 2 2

mode template vector is set to zero The area with the constant field assumption is

illustrated in Fig 4 13 (a) as a dark-grey rectangle with the mode template vector

Evs = -Eo (4 57)

Hus = V^Eo, (4 58)

where r\ is the intrinsic impedance of the substrate material and Eq = Vq/1% is the

amplitude of the electric field corresponding to an applied voltage Vq Fig 4 13 (b)
verifies the assumption of a constant field distribution below the microstrip The field

distribution obtained in a FVTD simulation is shown for a line width W = 2 4 mm, a

substrate height h = 0 7874 mm, and a relative permittivity er = 2 2 The frequency of

the sinusoidal excitation is / = 5 GHz The electric field below the microstrip shows, for

the most part, a constant behavior Only at the edges of the microstrip the field shows

strong variations, as expected

A remark should be made for the extraction of the scattering parameters in a mi¬

crostrip, as explained in detail in Chapter 5 A short distance away from the source

plane, where the constant field distribution (4 58) is impressed, the real mode distri¬

bution on the microstrip, including frmgmg fields, will be established To assure an

accurate extraction of the scattering parameters, the port plane must be located where

the real mode distribution has already developed Therefore the source and port planes
are separated The source plane is located e g on the computational boundary, and the

port plane at a certain distance inside the computational domain
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Figure 4.14: Normalized £2-norm of a constrained field excitation with respect to the analytical
solution. The investigation is performed in a section of a WR90 waveguide.

4.2.4 Evaluation of the constrained fields excitation

The error of the constrained field scheme is analyzed in terms of the normalized ^2-norm.

The investigation is performed similar to the one for the point sources in section 4.1.4.

The normalized ^2-norm (4.12) is computed for the difference between the simulated

electric field and the analytical electric field AE = (Eylm — Eyna) in N fitting points. The

fundamental TEio mode in a WR90 rectangular waveguide is excited at /o = 10 GHz with

constrained fields applied in the source plane located at the beginning of the waveguide.

Figure 4.14 plots the normalized ^2-norm as a function of the time step n. Since the

analytical solution is fitted to the simulation in terms of amplitude and phase, the error

is zero at the beginning of the simulation. When the steady state is reached in the

waveguide (n > 50) the normalized ^2-norm oscillates around 0.004.

4.3 Source plane transformation

The determination of the mode template vector is performed in the local coordinate

system q = (u, v, w). However, the impression of the excitation function is accomplished
in the original coordinate system r = (x, y, z), and therefore a coordinate transformation

including a translation and a rotation has to be performed:

• Translation: The center of the source plane M = (xs, ys,zs) constitutes the origin
of the auxiliary coordinate system (u, v, w).

• Rotation: The rotation between the original and the auxiliary coordinate system
is defined by the three Euler angles.
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Figure 4.15: Inhomogeneously and coarsely meshed source plane consisting of 27 triangles

The determination of the mode template vectors in all source plane triangles (sampling
points) with respect to the original coordinate system (x, y, z) can be described by the

following procedure

1 Translation of all sampling points in order to shift the source plane center M into

the origin of (u, v, w)

2 Rotation of the sampling points by the three Euler angles

3 Determination of the mode template vectors with respect to (u,v,w)

4 Back translation and rotation of the mode template vectors to the original coordi¬

nate system (x, y, z)

In the following, the necessary coordinate transformation (translation and rotation) is

explained in detail

4.3.1 Translation

The origin of the auxiliary coordinate system (u,v,w) is located in the source plane

center M given in the original coordinate system M = (xs,ys, zs)

u == x -xs

V = y -ys

w == z - zs

(4 59)

(4 60)

(4 61)

The center of the source plane M is determined through an average of all K source

plane triangles' face centers (xk,yk,Zk)

,K

M =

J2k=i (xk,yk,zk)Fk

Z^fc=l ^k
(4 62)
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where the inhomogeneity of the mesh is outbalanced by weighting the contribution of

each triangle with its area. The error of the calculated center M with respect to the exact

geometric center is negligibly small even if the number of involved triangles is very low.

An example is given in Fig. 4.15 where a coarsely and very inhomogeneously meshed

source plane consisting of K = 27 triangles is depicted. The relative error between

geometric and numerically calculated source plane center is in the magnitude of 10~6 %

with respect to the length a of the longer side of the waveguide cross section.

4.3.2 Rotation

A 3-D rotation in space is uniquely defined by the three Euler angles </>, 9, and tp. The

rotation can be described by a multiplication of the original coordinates r = (x, y, z)
with the general rotation matrix A

q = A-r, (4.63)

resulting in the auxiliary coordinates q = (u,v,w). The rotation matrix A is defined as

/ \

A =

l2 m2 n2

h m3 n3

where the following abbreviations are used

V

(4.64)

l\ = cos tp cos 4> — cos 9 sin </> sin tp

12 = — sin tp cos 4> — cos 9 sin </> cos tp

13 = sin 9 sin 4>,

(4.65)

and

mi = cos iib cos 4> + cos 9 cos </> sin ip

m2 = — sin tp sin 4> + cos 9 cos </> cos tp

m3 = — sin 9 cos 4>,

n\ = sin tp sin 9

n2 = cos tp sin 9

n3 = cos 9
.

(4.66)

(4.67)
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(a) Precession < (c) Rotation ip

Figure 4.16: The three Euler angles <j>, 9, and ip, following the Goldstein convention [49] The

original coordinate system r = (x,y,z) is transformed in three steps (a), (b), (c) into the new

coordinate system q = (u,v,w)

This notation follows the one used by Goldstein (</>, 9, tp) [47] Goldstein remarks that

continental authors like Bronstem [48, 49] usually use (tp, 9, </>) instead As depicted
in Fig 4 16, the three consecutive rotations are defined by the precession angle </>, the

nutation angle 9 and the rotation angle tp Once the axis of the three coordinate systems

given in Fig 4 16 (a), (b) and (c) are determined (as explained in Section 4 3 3), the

three Euler angles can be computed

(a) Precession </> The first rotation is defined by the precession angle </> The original
coordinate system (x, y, z) is turned around the z-axis in mathematical positive

counter clockwise (CCW) direction The resulting temporary coordinate system is

denoted with (£, r\, Ç) The precession angle </> is confined between the x-axis and

the £ axis and can be computed as

4> =
cos

l
(ex ëç)

277 — cos-1 (ex éç)

for

0 < cos
1
(ey éç) < 77/2

7r/2 < COS-1 (ey éç) < 77

(4 68)

(b) Nutation 9 In the second step the (£, r\, Ç) coordinates are rotated in CCW

direction around the £-axis This rotation is defined by the nutation angle 6, the

resulting coordinate system is denoted with (£,', rj', Ç') The £-axis is the line of

intersection between the £?y- and the ^'ry'-plane The vectors (ez, ew, ëç) and

accordingly (ëv, ëv', éç) build a right-handed system

e^ — ez x ev (4 69)

The nutation angle 9 describes the tilt between ez and ew, (or accordingly between

ëç and ëçt)
9 = cos"1 (ëw ëz) (4 70)
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(c) Rotation tp: The third step is defined by the rotation angle tp. The (£', j/jC)
coordinates are rotated CCW around the £'-axis yielding the desired coordinate

system (u,v,w). The rotation angle tp is measured from e„ to ëç and therefore

defined by

277 — cos-1 (e„ • ëc) 0 < cos-1 (ev ee) < 77/2

$={ for <^ . (4.71)
cos-1 (e„ • ëç) 77/2 < cos-1 (ëv éç) < 77

The rotation from the auxiliary coordinate system q = (u,v,w) back to the original

system r = (x, y, w) is determined by performing the three rotations in a reverse order.

This can be described by a multiplication of the inverse rotation matrix A-1 with q

r = A~1q. (4.72)

In the following the determination of the Euler angles is illustrated for the different

excitations (source planes) available in FVTD. While in symmetric structures (coaxial
cables and circular waveguides) the identification of the rotation matrix is straightfor¬

ward, the determination of the Euler angles in a rectangular waveguide or a microstrip
line requires more effort.

4.3.3 Euler angle determination

The three a prion information necessary for the determination of the Euler angles are

1. the original coordinate system (x,y,z) given by HM,

2. and the w-axis of the auxiliary system in the direction of the normal vector Hs of

the source plane,

3. the geometry of the source plane.

The HM coordinate system is given as

&x = (1,0,0)

ey = (0,1,0)

ëz == (0,0,1)

(4.73)

and the unit vector ëw in terms of (x, y, z) can be written as

ew ns \nXs,nyS,r>jZSj . ^4.(4J

With this information the nutation angle 9 (4.70) can be computed. For the determi¬

nation of the precession angle </> and the rotation angle tp, the basis vectors éç, e„ and

ev have to be determined. The approach for their identification is different for each

excitation type.
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b

Figure 4.17: Determination of the auxiliary coordinate system (u,v,w) in a rectangular waveg¬

uide source plane. The orientation of ew is given by the normal vector of the source plane,
and hence two different orientations (a) and (b) of 4 and ev are possible.

Coaxial cable

Since the cross section of a coaxial cable is rotationally symmetric, the direction of the

«-axis can be chosen arbitrarily. A straight-forward approach is to align the w-axis with

the intersection vector

ëç = e„ and thus tp = 0
. (4-75)

With the knowledge of e„ and ew, the determination of ev and eventually of the Euler

angles is straightforward.

Circular waveguide

The geometry of a circular waveguide is rotationally symmetric with respect to the

propagation direction, but not necessarily with respect to the mode distribution. For a

certain orientation of the mode (e.g. for the exploitation of symmetries, see section 3.7)
the basis vector ev has to be explicitly specified in the simulation. Together with the a

prion known direction of ew, the vector e„ can be determined.

Rectangular waveguide

The coordinates (u, v, w) constitute a right-handed coordinate system with the w-axis

pointing in the direction of the longer side a of the rectangular waveguide, and the -y-axis

being aligned with the direction of the shorter side b. The basis vector ew is given by
the normal vector of the source plane. Aligning the vector e„ with the longer side a of

the waveguide, and ev with the side b yields the orientation of the auxiliary coordinate

system as depicted in Fig. 4.17.

Microstrip

The source plane of a microstrip line is defined by the height h of the dielectric and the

width W of the microstrip, as depicted in Fig. 4.18. While the orientation of ëw is given

by the normal vector of the source plane, the orientation of ev is specified by the normal

vector of the ground plane of the microstrip.

.^
-> ^^

^^ ^-w^^

^^ Gv

^^ i,}1^^^
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«— T
W source plane

Figure 4.18: Determination of the auxiliary coordinate system (u,v,w) in a microstrip source

plane. While the orientation of ew is given by the normal vector of the source plane, the

orientation of ev is specified by the orientation of the ground plane.

4.4 Time function

The transient behavior of the excitation function is achieved by a multiplication of the

mode template vector Us with an appropriate time function. This time function can

either have a

• monochromatic or

• broadband

characteristic. In the following the functions employed for both types of excitations,
monochromatic and broadband, are introduced.

4.4.1 Monochromatic simulation

In order to achieve a monochromatic excitation at the frequency fo an exponentially

ramped sinusoidal function is employed at each time step n

f(n) = exp
(n-non)At/

sin (2kf0(n-non) At) (4.76)

where At is given by the fundamental time step (2.61). The excitation function is

switched on at time step non, and an exponential ramp is employed in order to assure a

smooth start. The rise time tr defines the slope of the ramp and is commonly chosen as

the reciprocal of the center frequency tr = l//o-
An example of a TD ramped sinusoidal signal at/o = 12.5 GHz is shown in Fig.4.19 (a).

The FD signal obtained by a DFT is depicted in (b). The limited observation time in

TD is responsible for the sin x/x -shaped FD spectrum. Increasing the simulation time

narrows the spectrum that eventually approaches the shape of a Dirac impulse. The

circle at 12.5 GHz represents the frequency sample obtained by the DFT on the fly (see
Section 3.5).
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Figure 4.19: (a) TD signal of an exponentially ramped sinusoidal, (b) FD signal. The circle

denotes the excitation frequency /o = 12.5 GHz. The sin x/x -shaped FD signal is caused by
the finite simulation time in TD.

4.4.2 Broadband simulation

A Gaussian pulse is employed in order to achieve broadband simulations. A modulation

of the TD signal with exp (j2nfot) corresponds to a frequency shift of /o in FD:

f(n) = exp

lAt - tc

a/2ct
cos[277/o("-At -t0)] , (4.77)

where a is the standard deviation of the pulse. The Gaussian pulse (4.77) is centered at

to to assure a launch of the pulse at a time where it still can be considered to be zero. A

commonly acceptable value is to = 3<r, which is a trade-off between a longer simulation

time and a start from non-zero values of the pulse. The bandwidth (BW) of a Gaussian

pulse is defined in terms of the standard deviation a

BW =

Ö

(4.78)

where the pulse compression factor ö allows an adjustment of the pulsewidth.
In practice the simulation requirements impose the BW of interest and therewith

the standard deviation, a, of the pulse. For example, a simulation might require an

excitation with BW = 5 GHz from /min = 10GHz to /max = 15 GHz. Depending on the

chosen pulse compression factor ö, the Gaussian pulse used for excitation is broader or

narrower in FD. A small factor ö creates a broad pulse, whereas a large ö results in a

narrow Gaussian pulse. Figures 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 depict a Gaussian pulse in (a) TD
and in (b) FD covering a frequency band from /min = 10 GHz to /max = 15 GHz. Each

pulse employs a different pulse compression factor ö = 1, ö = 2, and (5 = 3. The circles
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Figure 4.20: (a) TD signal of a Gaussian pulse used for broadband simulations; (b) Gaussian

pulse in FD with a bandwidth of BW = 5 GHz and a center frequency of /o = 12 GHz

indicated by the circles. The defined bandwidth corresponds to the width of two standard

deviations 2a (S = 1).

in the figures denote the values obtained by a DFT on the fly for the three frequencies

/mm, /o an(i /max- The larger ö becomes, the narrower the pulse is in FD, and the longer
the pulse lasts in TD.

A pulse compression factor ö larger than 1 is primarily useful for simulations where

modes cross their cut-off frequency. A narrow pulse reduces the number of frequencies
excited below the cut off, what results in a shorter time until the energy left the system.

However, special care has to be taken for values ö > 1:

• In TD a longer duration of the pulse in TD translates to longer overall simulation

times.

• In FD the amplitudes of the frequency components close to /min and /max can

become very small for a narrow FD pulse, as illustrated in Fig. 4.22 (b).

Basically, ö determines the relative amplitude threshold necessary for a frequency com¬

ponent to be considered in the bandwidth.

4.4.3 Time-dependent mode-template vectors

At each time step n the mode template vectors are multiplied with the appropriate time

function f(n) for either sinusoidal or broadband excitations. The mode template vector

used for the impression of the excitation function is then

Usvz(n)= [A-1 -Ut f(n) (4.79)

where the mode-template vector is back rotated from the source plane coordinate system

(u, v, w) into the original system (x, y, z).
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Figure 4.21: (a) TD signal of a Gaussian pulse used for broadband simulations; (b) Gaussian

pulse in FD with a bandwidth of BW = 5 GHz and a center frequency of /o = 12 GHz

indicated by the circles. The defined bandwidth corresponds to the width of four standard

deviations 4a (6 = 2).
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Figure 4.22: (a) TD signal of a Gaussian pulse used for broadband simulations; (b) Gaussian

pulse in FD with a bandwidth of BW = 5 GHz and a center frequency of /o = 12 GHz

indicated by the circles. The defined bandwidth corresponds to the width of six standard

deviations 6a (6 = 3).

4.5 Numerical reflections from the source

A known problem in electromagnetic simulations is the non-physical reflection from

source planes. Because of the hard impression of the excitation function, waves imping¬

ing on the source plane are reflected back into the computational domain. Different

remedies have been proposed for the FDTD method. A straightforward approach is to
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switch the source plane to an ABC after the full launch of the excitation function [46].
The drawback of this procedure is that a sufficiently large distance between the discon¬

tinuity and the source plane has to be introduced in order to prevent reflected waves to

reach the source plane before the ABC is switched on. The additional computational

load, caused by the auxiliary uniform feeding section, is especially high for sinusoidal

simulations, where steady state has to be reached. A different approach uses a soft-

sourced excitation plane, where the excitation function is added as an additional term in

the FDTD update equations. The source plane is shifted from the computational bound¬

ary into the computational domain, and thus, the terminal plane on the computational

boundary can be used as an ABC during the whole simulation [38].
This section demonstrates how the excitation scheme of FVTD is capable of suppress¬

ing reflections from the source plane. Exploiting the flux-splitting scheme, the fluxes in

the source plane are used for both, the impression of the excitation function, and the

attenuation of unwanted reflections. If the source plane is located on the computational

boundary, the incoming flux in the triangle k can be written as

** = $sk + ^BC , (4.80)

where <Fsfc is the source flux. The advantage of this excitation definition in FVTD is

revealed by the flux term $^BC, which establishes an ABC in the source plane in addition

to the excitation. Among different possibilities for implementing an ABC, as explained
in chapter 3.3, the Silver-Müller ABC is chosen here since it is both straightforward and

exact for perpendicular incidence of TEM waves. It is characterized by incoming fluxes

equal to zero $^BC = 0, and therefore comes without additional computational load.

Because of its absorbing behavior, a source plane in FVTD can be located very close to

a discontinuity.
To show the applicability of source planes operating additionally as an ABC, a simu¬

lation is performed where a / = 80 mm long segment of a microstrip with a strip width

W = 2.4 mm on a substrate with er = 2.2 and a height h = 0.7874 mm is excited with a

Gaussian pulse covering the bandwidth from 2 to 8 GHz. The source and the termination

planes are defined at the beginning and at the end of the microstrip, as schematically

depicted in Fig. 4.23. The excitation is performed through the incoming fluxes using
the mode template vector. The mode template vector is zero everywhere in the source

plane except in the source rectangle below the metallic strip. For the termination of the

microstrip line, two different configurations are employed in the following.
In the first simulation, the microstrip is matched by defining the termination as a

Silver-Müller ABC. In the second simulation, the microstrip is short-circuited through
a PEC definition of the termination. The transient behavior of the excitation pulse is

recorded in the center of the microstrip at 1/2 = 40 mm inside the dielectric, exactly
in the middle between the ground plane and the metallic strip. The magnitude of the

excitation pulse is shown in the upper graph in Fig. 4.24 and indicated with (Ï). The

transient behavior of the Gaussian pulse for a matched termination (Silver-Müller ABC)
of the microstrip is depicted in the middle graph of Fig. 4.24. The first pulse ® represents

the original pulse, the pulse © indicates the reflection from the termination, and ©

denotes the pulse after the reflection from the source. It can be observed that both,
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Figure 4.23: Sketch of the microstrip model Source and termination plane are assigned to a

Silver-Muller ABC except for a rectangular area (dark grey) with the dimension W h below

the metallic strip The excitation is impressed in the source, whereas the termination is used

in a first simulation as Silver-Muller ABC, and in a second simulation as PEC

source and termination (with Silver-Muller ABC) cause a reflection at a level of —45 dB

demonstrating the inherent absorbing characteristic of the source If the termination

rectangle is defined as PEC, a total reflection at the termination occurs, as illustrated

in the lower graph of Fig 4 24 In this case the pulse is only absorbed by the source,

and multiple reflections at the same level can be observed These findings for both

terminations are confirmed by observing the energy inside the computational space In

Fig 4 25 the dashed line depicts the energy for the simulation where the termination

is modeled as Silver-Muller ABC, and the dotted line for the simulation with a short-

circuited termination The vertical lines indicate the points in time, where the pulse is

reflected either by the termination, or the source

This investigation demonstrates the capability of the FVTD source plane to absorb

impinging waves at a level of —45 dB in TEM structures However, the absorption

capacity of the source plane is limited by the ABC that is employed In case of a Silver-

Muller ABC the reflection coefficient grows from —20 dB to —10 dB for incidence angles
between 30° and 60° as shown in Fig 3 6 This means that a noticeable reflection occurs

from the source plane in non-TEM structures as, for example, waveguides In order to

prevent those reflections a more appropriate ABC has to be employed in such structures

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter different FVTD excitation schemes used to couple electromagnetic energy

into the computational domain were introduced In general, the source mechanisms can

be divided into point sources and constrained fields

Point sources impress the excitation function in a single point in the mesh, either in
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Figure 4.24: The magnitude of the excitation pulse is shown in the top figure; the center graph

displays the time-evolution of the pulse with the termination defined as Silver-Müller ABC;
the lower graph shows the time signal, if the microstrip is short circuited.

a hard or a soft way. If used correctly, soft face center point sources are demonstrated

to produce the lowest error compared to simulation results of an analytical reference

solution.

The constrained fields excitation scheme presents a further development and gener¬

alization of the face center point sources. The constrained fields impress the excitation

function on an extended surface: the source plane. A mode template vector specifies
the amplitude of the excitation mode in all mesh points of the source plane. From this

perspective constrained fields are an accumulation of several adjacent point sources ex¬

hibiting different excitation amplitudes. Constrained fields were demonstrated to be the

most practical, versatile and accurate excitation scheme.

Thereafter, the possibility to perform monochromatic and broadband simulations in

FVTD was demonstrated. The necessary excitation time functions and the parameters

required to control the excitation were introduced.

In FVTD full advantage of the unstructured mesh can be gained since source planes are

not restricted to the Cartesian axis, but can be oriented arbitrarily in the computational
domain. This characteristic is achieved by a coordinate transformation employing both,
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Figure 4.25: The energy in the microstrip model is observed over time for a Gaussian pulse
excitation. The dashed line depicts the result of a simulation where both, the source and the

termination are assigned to a Silver-Müller ABC. The dotted line displays the energy when

the microstrip is short circuited. The reflection of the pulse, both at the termination and the

source is denoted by vertical lines.

a translation and a rotation. The extraction of the three Euler angles that describe

the coordinate rotation was shown with specific implementation characteristics for the

available excitation schemes.

The common problem of spurious reflections from a source plane is alleviated in FVTD

through a novel combination of excitation function and absorbing boundary condition in

the source plane. With this approach reflections from the source plane can be achieved

as low as —45 dB for perpendicular impinging TEM waves.
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5 Full-Wave Extraction of Scattering Parameters

Abstract— This chapter introduces a novel field-based scheme for the extraction of the generalized-

scattering matrix This extraction algorithm exploits the flux-splitting algorithm of FVTD introduced

in Chapter 2 The separation of the fluxes through the cell face k is based on a plane-wave approach

that only considers waves propagating in positive direction of the normal vector nk Hence, if all tri¬

angular faces in a port plane are oriented perpendicular to the propagation direction in a waveguide,

the incident and reflected wave can be associated uniquely to the incoming and outgoing fluxes in

the port Therewith a new definition of power waves is introduced on the basis of the separated

fluxes This approach does not rely on transmission line parameters like voltage and current, but is

solely based on field-based magnitudes However, since the flux separation is based on a plane-wave

approach, the flux matrix F needs to be adapted in the case of non-TEM structures Modified wave

velocities are introduced that match the plane wave condition in order to yield correct S-para meters

The correction of the flux matrix is generally applicable and produces accurate results in TEM as

well as in non-TEM waveguides with homogeneous and with inhomogeneous cross sections The

modified flux matrix is only locally used for the extraction of the scattering parameters and does not

affect the core FVTD algorithm Although the flux separation, forming the basis of the S-parameter

extraction scheme, originates from finite-volume techniques, the introduced S-parameter extraction

scheme can be applied to any numerical scheme which computes the transversal field components

in a port plane

5.1 Definition of ports

A port plane used for the extraction of scattering parameters must provide a reference

position to enable an unambiguous determination of the phase of incident and reflected

waves. In methods using structured meshes e.g., cubic cells in FDTD, the side walls of

the elementary cells may be used to build a port reference plane that is perpendicular
to the direction of wave propagation. In FVTD special care must be taken to define

port planes, since the method is applied in unstructured, inhomogeneous meshes. In

general, the tetrahedral cells themselves do not form a planar surface, and therefore an

artificial port plane has to be introduced in the model. Such a plane can be realized

in two different ways, either as a discretized surface embedded in the mesh, or by an

interpolation procedure of the electromagnetic field onto a predefined regular grid. Both

possibilities, implemented and tested successfully, are explained in the following two

paragraphs.

5.1.1 Discretized port plane

In order to force the tetrahedral elementary cells in the mesh to be aligned at one side,
and thus to form a reference plane, an artificial port plane is introduced in the meshed

97
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(a)

boundary p

discretized

bulk port

(b)

interpolated

bulk port

Figure 5.1: Inserting a (a) discretized and (b) interpolated port plane in the unstructured mesh.

Port planes can be either located on the computational boundary (boundary port), or in the

computational bulk (bulk port). The definition of back and front side of a port determines

the direction of incident wave a and reflected wave b.

model. This plane is incorporated perpendicularly to the propagation direction in the

waveguide and meshed with triangles. Such a plane can be either located on the boundary
of the computational domain (boundary port), or inside the computational bulk (bulk
port) as depicted in Fig. 5.1 (a). Boundary ports can additionally be employed as

• ABC where the incoming fluxes are forced to zero preventing unwanted reflections

from the boundary,

• source planes impressing a certain field distribution as incoming fluxes.

For the extraction of the scattering parameters, the tangential field values Utk and U3k
on both sides of a port plane are used. Employing a MUSCL scheme these fields are

computed on the basis of the electromagnetic fields in the barycenters of the adjacent
tetrahedra i and j

Utk = Üt + VÜt-dltk (5.1)

U3k = Ü3 + VÜ3 dljk (5.2)

front

side

side
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In the case of boundary ports, impressed fields (source or ABC) are replacing the face

center values on the back side of the port

source: Ulk = Us,
(5.3)

ABC: Utk = 0.

It should be noted that on port (and source) planes it is the only occasion that the face

center field vectors Utk are known a priori and do not need be estimated with MUSCL.

However, even if the mode template vector Us of the analytical mode in the waveguide
is known (as described in Chapter 4), it might not resemble the numerical mode in the

waveguide. The reason for this is that the boundary conditions of the numerical model

of the waveguide can be slightly different from the original problem because of the finite

discretization.

5.1.2 Interpolated port plane

Alternatively to a discretized plane, ports can be defined by interpolating points on a

regular planar grid (Fig. 5.1 (b)). Field values in the barycenter of the neighboring
tetrahedral cells are used as data for interpolation, and therewith interpolated port

planes are defined only in the bulk. The output of the FVTD algorithm yields the field

values in the barycenter of the tetrahedra. From these 3-D scattered FVTD data, a

linear fitting scheme with quadratic functions yields data on the 2-D port grids. The

employed linear fitting procedure is identical to the one described in section 3.4.

In order to compute the incident and the reflected waves the flux-splitting algorithm
is applied to the interpolated scattered data Uk in the port plane sampling points

Utk = Ü]k = Ük . (5.4)

5.2 Orthogonality of modes

The total field in a waveguide can be represented by a superposition of single modes

p and decomposed into transversal and longitudinal parts [50]. For the extraction of

scattering parameters only the tangential fields in the port plane are of interest. Thus

e.g., the total, time-dependent tangential electric field at position k can be expressed
as [51]

Êt(k,t) = J2A'p(t)-ëp'(k), (5.5)
p

where A' (t) is the time-dependent amplitude of mode p and ëp'(k) is the mode-template

vector associated to the E field at position k containing the tangential field distribution

of mode p. The mode-template vector

/
.

\

(5.6)
er.

\hP J
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is determined for mode p according to the procedure outlined in Chapter 4. In addi¬

tion, an appropriate normalization must be applied as described in the following. The

normalized mode template vectors are denoted with a prime
' and a double prime ",

respectively.
In a port plane, the position k corresponds to either a center of a triangular face

(Fig. 5.1 (a)) or to a fitting point location (Fig. 5.1 (b)). In guides with a homogeneous
cross section, the following orthogonality relation holds

K 0 q^p
Y,zq'(k)-ëp'(k)Fk=l , (5.7)
k=1 1 q = p

where the mode-template vector is adequately normalized

K

Y,\^m2-Fk = \. (5.8)
k=\

For a discretized port plane, Fk is given by the area of the triangular face k, and in

the case of an interpolation port by the ratio of the total area of the port plane to the

number of interpolation points.
The mode-template vector must be determined either analytically or from an eigen-

mode analysis at all K points of a port plane. In order to determine the amplitude of a

certain mode p, the total field and the mode-template vector are used

K

4W = E (Ét(k,t) ëp'(k)) Fk . (5.9)
k= \

Similar expressions to equations (5.5)-(5.9) can be found for the JT-field. However, they
are not necessary, since for the extraction of the generalized .^-matrix only the electric

field values are used. The above shown mode projection (5.9) relies on the orthogonality
of modes and is valid only for TE and TM modes in homogeneous guides. For hybrid
modes in inhomogeneously filled guides, the following orthogonality relation holds [40, 52]

K
/ \

0 q^p
]T (eq"(k) x hp"(k)) HkFk=l , (5.10)
k=1 1 q=p

where eq"(k) and hp"(k) are the mode template vectors. Thus, the mode amplitude can

be found as

K

4'W = Y, (Êt(k,t) x hp"(k)^j HkFk . (5.11)
k=\

Obviously, if the wave impedance is constant over the cross section of a port, equa¬

tions (5.9) and (5.11) are equivalent apart from a constant, namely the wave impedance.
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It is interesting to note that even in the case of an inhomogeneous waveguide loaded with

a dielectric (er,po), equation (5.9) holds if the hybrid mode degenerates to a TE mode.

The procedure of mode projection can be exploited both, for minimizing numerical noise,
and for the extraction of generalized scatting parameters in a multi-mode environment.

5.2.1 Numerical noise

For a correct extraction of .^-parameters with a high dynamic range it might be necessary

to use a discretization that is much smaller than the commonly used A/10 resolution.

On the one hand because of the convergence of the FVTD algorithm, the use of small

cells reduce the numerical noise of a simulation, but on the other hand smaller cells

result in higher computational cost regarding memory and CPU time. This can be

partly compensated for by applying a local-time stepping scheme. However, to further

increase efficiency, it is desirable to minimize the number of cells in a model and a trade¬

off between dynamic range and simulation time has to be found. A way to increase the

dynamic range of the scattering parameters without decreasing the mesh size in the model

is the use of mode projection. An example of the computation of ^-parameters with and

without mode projection in a coaxial torus resonator will be shown in section 6.1.1.

5.2.2 Multi-mode environment

In a multi-mode environment, each electromagnetic mode on a physical port is assigned
to one electromagnetic port p. After separating the total field into an outgoing and

incoming part following the previously described approach of wave separation, the am¬

plitudes Ap of the incident and reflected waves of mode p can be determined using

equation (5.9) or (5.11). With these mode amplitudes, the incoming a and outgoing b

waves in a port can be computed in order to extract the generalized scattering matrix.

5.3 Field-based wave separation

Assuming the same media on both sides of the port plane, the separated fluxes through
the point k (defined as a face of a tetrahedron, or as a sampling point for the scattered

data interpolation), can be written as

ek = F+(Hk)-Ütk+F-(Hk)-Üjk, (5.12)

where in the case of an interpolated port the tangential fields in k are the same on both

sides Uk = Utk = Ujk- The normal vector Hk = (nkx,nky,nkz) of the port plane points
in direction of the propagation of the incident wave in a port plane. It thus defines a

front and a back side of the port. Therewith, the indices i and j denote the tetrahedra

on the back and the front side of the port plane. This configuration is shown in a 2-D

representation in Fig. 5.2, for (a) a discretized port as well as for (b) an interpolated

port.

The relationship between the incident wave a and reflected wave b and the separated
fluxes is done with respect the front tetrahedron i.
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n

front side

point k

reflected wave b

Figure 5.2: 2-D representation of a port plane. The normal vector n of the port plane points in

the direction of the reflected wave, (a) Discretized port with the adjacent tetrahedra i and j,

the outgoing and incoming fluxes are computed on the basis of Ulk and Ujk. (b) Interpolated

port with the sampling point fc, both fluxes are computed on the basis of the fitted field

vector Uk.

• The incident wave a is computed on the basis of the outgoing flux <F+ (ft).

• The reflected wave b is connected to the incoming flux $_(n).

The incoming and the outgoing fluxes through face k with respect to cell i are determined

using the separated flux matrices

%k

jk

F+(H)-Utk

F-(H)-Ujk

(5.13)

(5.14)

where the matrix for the outgoing fluxes F+(n) is given by (2.25). The matrix F~(ftk),
associated with the incoming wave, can be expressed on the basis of the outgoing matrix

according to

F"(n) = -F+(-n) . (5.15)

It should be noted that a port plane can be located in the bulk as well as on the

computational boundary. Hence in the second case the cell i does not exist, and the

impressed field (5.3) replaces Ut.

The crucial point of the ^-parameter extraction exploiting the flux-splitting scheme

is the basic assumption that plane waves are travelling through the face center k in

direction of the normal vector ft. Hence, the outgoing and incoming fluxes contain only
information about the tangential field values of a plane wave

f
^

$
%k

\

$

-nk x H+k

%k \ Hk x Ê+
(5.16)

/
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and

' *" l '
~nk x Hjk

*ok =
%k

= a-1

\^k J

(5.17)

\ Hk x Ejk J
Knowing the outgoing and incoming fluxes, the corresponding tangential fields can be

reconstructed. These tangential fields are used to compute the incident and reflected

waves in a port plane. Since the fluxes deliver only correct results for the tangential
fields in the case of TEM modes, a correction factor has to be introduced in the flux-

splitting matrices F+(n) and F~(H) for non-TEM structures as explained in the next

section.

5.4 S-parameter extraction scheme

In this section, a novel scheme to perform a fully field-based approach to extract gen¬

eralized scattering matrices is introduced. The extraction scheme is based on the flux-

separation approach explained in the previous section. It can be applied in any numerical

method that makes use of volume discretization, and it does not require the support from

auxiliary transmission line parameters.

For comparison, another approach using modal voltage and currents on a transmission

line is adapted to the FVTD technique and shown additionally in the last part of this

section.

In the following, frequency domain values, obtained by a Fourier transformation per¬

formed on the fly during the FVTD simulation, are denoted with a hat ".

5.4.1 Full-wave approach for guides with homogeneous cross section

For the extraction of scattering parameters, the tangential field distribution of the desired

modes needs to be known in the port plane. From the FVTD simulation the total

electromagnetic field in the barycenters of the tetrahedral cells in the numerical model

is obtained
.
The total field in the port plane is then determined either

• from the adjacent tetrahedra using the MUSCL algorithm,

• or by a fitting procedure using the fields in the tetrahedra in a predefined neigh¬
borhood.

Applying the flux-splitting scheme, the flux through the port can be separated into an

outgoing $^ (5.16) and an incoming $~~fc (5.17) part. With an adequate choice of the

orientation of a port plane (in other words the definition of the front and the back side of

a port plane as depicted in Fig. 5.1), the outgoing flux can unambiguously be connected

to the incident wave a, and the incoming flux to the reflected wave 6 in a port.

Since the flux-splitting scheme is based on plane waves travelling through the cell's

faces in direction of the face's normal vector, the relation between the electric and the
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magnetic parts of the flux is given by the intrinsic impedance r\

H x <F
E+ H+

or

\$l

\$m

-77$

= -f] =

P^H+ (5.18)

(5.19)

In contrast, the relation between the electric and magnetic field in the barycenter of a

tetrahedral cell yields the wave impedance Zp

\_E[

\H\
Zp and \H[ -Y„ (5.20)

that is associated to the mode p. For a TEM mode, equations (5.18), and (5.20) both

deliver the same impedance Zp = r\. In a non-TEM waveguide, however, this is not the

case and the separated fluxes do not yield proper power waves in a port plane.

Modified fluxes

To assure correct results for the fluxes in the port, the flux matrix given in (2.25)
needs to be corrected locally. This correction is only performed in the frame of the

extraction of the scattering parameters and does not affect the general algorithm of the

electromagnetic field in the computational domain!

The definition of the outgoing flux $^ (2.40) and the incoming flux $~~fc (2.41) has

been explicitly given in Chapter 2. For the purpose of the .^-parameter extraction they
are rewritten a in slightly different way. However, the indices ik and jk are omitted in

the following for a simplified notation.

$4 ep

and

—n x nx E n x -H
e

ft x —Ê — Hx I ft x H

p \ Jëp

(5.21)

$"

nx nx -E

ep

n x -H
e

V
Hx —Ê + ftx [Hx H

, .

p V a/em / /

(5.22)

In a configuration with an incident and a reflected wave, the electric and the magnetic
field can be written as

E = (l+T)Emc

a = (i-r)/?mc,

(5.23)

(5.24)
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^ -15

-25

V Simulation

— Theoretical

22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.3: The reflection coefficient in an empty WR28 waveguide computed on the basis of

the separated fluxes without correction factor. The FVTD simulation result is depicted with

triangles, and the theoretical solution from (5.27) with a solid line. The correct solution

would be Su —> — oc.

where Y is the reflection coefficient, and Emc and Hmc are the incident electric and

magnetic field in the port plane. The separated fluxes together with (5.20), (5.23) and

(5.24) become

f -(i-r)(i + ecz
1 + r

^
pi-r

^ (1 + r) n+pcYp^
and

/

*" = -a"*
"(1 1 — ecZn

\ (l+T)ll-pcYp^

ft x Hu

I x Eu

H x Hmt

H x Êmt

(5.25)

(5.26)

/

If the reflection coefficient was computed as S'il = 3> /^+ using the fluxes (5.26) and

(5.25), the following reflection coefficient would be obtained

S'il
(i + r)zp-(i-r)77

(i + r)zp + (i-r)»7
(5.27)

which is definitely wrong for non-TEM modes.

The insight that fluxes without a correction factor yield the wrong S-parameter is

confirmed by a simulation of the return loss in an empty, infinitely long rectangular
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WR28 waveguide (a = 7.112mm and b = 3.556mm). Since no reflection (r = 0) occurs

in an empty waveguide the return loss according to (5.27) would be given by

Su
Zn V

Zn V
(5.28)

The simulation of the reflection coefficient in the empty waveguide is performed in a

broadband simulation from 22 GHz to 40 GHz. Fig. 5.3 depicts the simulation result of

Su (triangles) computed with the fluxes (5.21) and (5.22). Additionally, the analytical
result of equation (5.27) is plotted (solid line) following exact the simulation results.

The result of Su (5.27) shown in Fig. 5.3 shows the need for a correction factor that

addresses the mentioned discrepancy between (5.18) and (5.20).

Correction factor

In order to determine the required correction factor to be introduced in the flux ma¬

trices, the example of an infinitely long structure is further investigated. In this case

no reflection occurs, and hence only an incident wave exists: the reflected wave is zero.

Equation (5.22) can be rewritten as

/

<F = -a

2

(1 - ecZp)

^
{t-pcYp)

Hx H

nx E

\

J

(5.29)

In order to satisfy S\\ = 0 /0+ the following corrected fluxes </?+ and 0 are introduced

Vi = —a

and

/

fP

1

(1 +echZp) [ftxH

\ (1 + pceYp) (nx Êj I

\

(5.30)

(1 - echZp)

, (1 - pceYp)

ft x H

ft x E J
with the modified wave velocities

et = c/ip

Therefore the correction factor £p is determined by

Çp C • £ • Zip

i

eZp
1

pYp

1
7
_Zv

c p f]

(5.31)

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)
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1
-|eVI-*T1

lp
ivi

v TEM TE TM

coaxial cable (fundamental mode) 1 - -

microstrip* (fundamental mode) 1 - -

rectangular waveguide - W'-Gf)' ^-m*

circular waveguide - W'-Gf)' ^-m*
Table 5.1: Correction factor £p for the most common structures For the coaxial cable and the

microstrip line the existence of the fundamental mode is assumed

Generally, using (5 20) the correction factor can be written as

ep=|P rj-\ (5 35)
IVI

where ep' and hp' are the mode template vectors that were introduced in section 5 2

The correction factor £p solely depends on the intrinsic impedance and the mode

template vector Therefore the modified fluxes can be computed without significant
additional computational effort since all required information is already known It is

very important to note, that the modified fluxes are only applied in the frame of the

extraction of the S-parameter As a matter of course the separated fluxes (2 40) and

(2 41) that are employed in the mam core of the FVTD algorithm remain identical The

correction factor £p for the most common modes is given explicitly in Table 5 1*

The correction factor £p was derived on the basis on the incoming flux in an infinitely

long waveguide Without loss of generality, this correction factor can be applied to the

*One remark has to be made regarding microstrip lines It is important that the incident and the

reflected waves in a microstrip port plane exhibit the same mode distribution, i e that the ratio of

the power of the electromagnetic field in the port (dark-grey rectangle in Fig 4 13 (a)) to the power

in the surrounding plane is constant for incident and reflected waves This is true if the microstrip

ports have the same dimensions and material characteristics Calculating the scattering parameters

in a structure employing different port geometries, the mode template (4 58) might not be sufficient

and an eigenmode analysis of the microstrip profile (bounded with PMC walls) becomes necessary

In this case, a correction factor Çp for the computation of the incident and reflected waves needs to

be introduced for the computation of the tangential fields of the incident and reflected waves in the

port plane
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flux equations (2.40) and (2.41) yielding the corrected fluxes </?+ and 0

(

fP

\

*?

0E+

I \
0H'

(
Hk x H + Hk x (Hk x --E)

ip'H

Hk x E - Hk x (Hk x ÇpfjH)

(5.36)

fp

Vp
I V

Hk x H - Hk x (Hk x -—E)

ip'n

Hk x Ê + Hk x (Hk x ipf]H)

(5.37)

/

Now, the relation between the corrected fluxes is given by the wave impedance

Wp

wr\
= —Zn and

m

\0$-
Zr, (5.38)

The modified flux matrix that is used in the frame of the S-parameter extraction can be

written as

/

fp+(n)

a3c/£p -aAc/^p -a5c/£p 0 nz/e -ny/e

-aAc/ip a2c/ip -aßc/ip -nz/e 0 nx/e

1 -azc/ip -ae,c/£p a\c/ip ny/e -nx/e 0

2
0 -nz/p ny/p a3c£p -aAc£p -a5c£p

nz/p 0 -nx/p -aAc£p a2c£p -a&c^p

\

-ny/p nx/p -a5cÇp -aec£p a^cCp

(5.39)

and the corrected flux matrix of the incoming flux is again obtained by f (ft) = —fp(—ft).

Tangential fields

For the determination of the generalized scattering matrix, the tangential fields in the

port plane are required. With the help of (5.16) and (5.17), the tangential fields of the

incident wave (+) and the reflected wave (—) can be retrieved from the corrected fluxes

Ht

k

+/-
t

+/-

n x ef
h+/-

-n x pip
E+/-

(5.40)

(5.41)
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A'p+ = £(4+(*) ëp'(k))Fk (5 42)
k=\K

A'v~ = E(^"W ëp'(kj)Fk (5 43)

Generalized scattering matrix

In order to determine the generalized scattering matrix, the incident wave ap and the

reflected wave bp have to be determined in each port p Here, the denotation "port p"
does not indicate the physical port plane, as explained in section 5 1, but rather denotes

an electromagnetic port p that is associated with a particular mode of propagation in

a physical port plane The incident and reflected wave ap and bp can be calculated on

the basis of the tangential fields in the port p Unfortunately, the FVTD simulation

delivers with (5 41) and (5 40) only the total tangential fields, and hence these fields

have to be disassembled into single modes p as explained in section 5 2 Applying the

mode projection with the help of the mode-template vector ep ,
the mode amplitude of

the incident and the reflected wave of mode p can be determined

K

E
k=\K

E
k=\

With the mode amplitudes A+ and A~ it is possible to determine the power waves of

the incident and the reflected waves For example, the incident wave ap and the reflected

wave bq are given by

aP = ~k= K = -k=> (5 44)
V P V^q

where Zp and Zq are the wave impedances following the definition in (5 20) Eventually
the (q,p) entry in the S matrix is given by

Sqp =
^

(5 45)
ap

In order to yield the full S matrix, the procedure is accomplished for each mode couple

(q,p)

5.4.2 Extension to guides with inhomogeneous cross section

In guides exhibiting an inhomogeneous cross section, the wave impedance is normally
not constant over the port plane This means that the ratio between the electric and

magnetic field changes with the location in the port plane Therefore the correction

factor £p has to be defined individually in each port sampling point k

ep(*) = tt3St rt*)"1 (546)
IV wl

In this case, the mode template vectors ep"(k) and hp"(k), as well as the intrinsic

impedance n(k) are a function of the location k in the port plane
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Additionally the transverse field distributions change with frequency / in inhomoge¬
neous guides. This fact can be accounted for by using multiple mode template vectors at

different frequencies ep"(f,k) and hp"(f,k). The amount of frequency points required
is a question of accuracy and depends on how drastically the template vectors change
with frequency.

The mode amplitude Ap of the incident and reflected wave has to be calculated

with the approach given in (5.11) for inhomogeneously filled guides

K

A'p+'~ = E (4+/~(*0 x hp"(f, k)) -HkFk. (5.47)
k=\

However, the mode template vectors usually do not change dramatically with frequency.
Thus it is usually sufficient to employ only one template in (5.47) at a certain frequency

[53]. An example of a simulation of an inhomogeneous guide can be found in sec¬

tion 6.1.5, where the S-parameter computation of a rectangular waveguide filter loaded

with dielectric slabs is presented.

5.4.3 Transmission-line approach

The concept of wave separation using power waves on the basis of voltage and current

was introduced by Kurokawa in 1965 [54]. Following this approach, the incident power

wave ap and the reflected power wave bp can be written as

ap=
Vp + ZpIE= and bp =

Vp ~ ZpIp=
. (5.48)P

2^\Re{Zp}\
P

2^\Re{Zp}\

The square of the magnitude of the power waves determine the incident and the reflected

power on a transmission line. To calculate these power waves, the mode voltage Vp and

current Ip and the impedance Zp have to be determined, resulting from an integration

of the tangential electric Et and magnetic Ht field in the port plane. Unfortunately,
the path integrals are only unambiguously determined in TEM structures. Addition¬

ally, Kurokawa's definition of power waves makes it impossible to address evanescent

modes, since the resulting reflection coefficient in the presence of imaginary characteris¬

tic impedances yields Y'p = 1 independently of the physical situation [53]. An extension

to this approach, using integral quantities, is presented in [53] by Gwarek and Celuch-

Marcysiak. In this scheme, modal voltage and current on a port are defined as

K

Mt) = Ev^V)^"^))-^ (5.49)
k=\

K

h^) = ]T (ëp"(k) x H(k,t)) -HFk, (5.50)
fc=i

where ëp" is the electric and hp" the magnetic mode-template vector (the same as intro¬

duced in section 5.2). This approach is also applicable to inhomogeneous guides. The
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(a)

backside

cell i

(b)

backside

D

>-n

front side

Figure 5.4: Port definition used for the transmission line approach. Two sets of data in a distance

of D are needed for a finite difference approximation of the derivative d/dn. (a) Discretized

port, the fields in the barycenter have to be shifted to the reference planes, (b) Interpolated

port, the scattered data has to be fitted onto the reference planes.

FD values of voltage Vp and current lp are obtained by a DFT on the fly during the

FVTD simulation. For the extraction of a generalized scattering matrix, the following
definitions of the incident and reflected waves are used

Vp -\- Zp lp
(5.51)

and

va - zri„
(5.52)

The entry at Sqp of the scattering matrix is again given by (5.45). The impedance Zp
is calculated with

»7VI

LP

'Vp-dVp/dn

lp dlp/dn
(5.53)

The derivative along the propagation direction (denoted by d/dn) of voltage and current

are determined using a standard finite-differencing scheme

dV

dn D
and

dl If - L
f

dr D
(5.54)

The voltages V) and Vf, (and the current If and j&) on the front and the back side of

the port plane are determined on two auxiliary planes. These planes are chosen equally

spaced on both sides of the port plane at a distance D of each other. This distance

is chosen as a fraction of the typical distance between barycenter and face center of
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flux splitting voltage and current

d/dn - ++

DFT ++ +

[ dS

Js
+ ++

Cp, lip + +

Table 5.2: Qualitative comparison in terms of complexity of flux-splitting and voltage-current

approach for the extraction of the scattering parameters.

the tetrahedra in the vicinity of the port plane. Figure 5.4 depicts the setting of these

auxiliary planes for (a) a discretized port and (b) an interpolation port. In the case of

a discretized port plane, the determination of voltage and current is based on the field

values in the tetrahedra adjacent to both sides of the port plane. As a result of the

unstructured nature of the tetrahedral mesh, these barycenters are first of all located

at different distances to the port plane, and second they are not aligned with the two

auxiliary planes. In order to obtain the tangential field values on the two auxiliary planes
a MUSCL is employed. The field vectors U in the barycenter of the tetrahedra i and j,
as depicted in Fig. 5.4 (a), are shifted onto the auxiliary planes by

Üb = Üt + VÜt (dÜ -

y
H j (5.55)

Üf = U0+ VU0 • (dljk +
j

H J . (5.56)

In the case of an interpolated port, the scattered data in the vicinity of the port plane
is fitted onto the two auxiliary planes in a similar way as explained in section 5.1.2.

Additionally, the tangential field values required for the determination of voltage and

current must be known directly in the port plane. This is accomplished by an arithmetic

average between the field vectors Uf and t76.

5.5 Conclusion

A novel field-based scheme for the extraction of the generalized scattering parameters was

introduced in this chapter. The proposed method exploits the flux-separation algorithm
in order to separate the incident and the reflected waves in a port. The flux splitting
is based on a plane wave approach which employs modified flux matrices in the frame

of the scattering parameter extraction. The propagation velocity of the electric and the

magnetic field has to be corrected by a factor £p. This correction factor depends only
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on the mode p m the port and is implicitly available with the mode template vectors ëp
and hp Therewith, the wave-based S-parameter extraction scheme is advantageously

applicable in the scope of the FVTD method since all required parameters, including the

split fluxes, are already known or naturally included in the algorithm However, it can

be noted that the scheme can be applied to any volume-discretizmg numerical method

both in time- and frequency-domain The corrected fluxes are only applied in the scope

of the S-parameter extraction, and hence the core FVTD algorithm is not affected

In addition, this chapter has described a scattering-matrix extraction scheme based

on transmission line theory adapted to the FVTD method This approach requires

derivatives of the electromagnetic field in order to calculate the mode impedance, and

thus field data on both sides of the port plane is required
A qualitative comparison in terms of complexity of the flux-sphttmg and the voltage-

current approach is shown in Table 5 2 The plus (+) sign denotes higher and the

minus ( —) sign lower computational costs Whereas the flux-sphttmg approach needs

to perform more DFTs, the complexity of the voltage-current approach is higher with

respect to the determination of integrals and derivatives Both schemes require the mode

template vectors ëp and hp in a similar manner A comparison of the two approaches in

terms of accuracy is made in section 6 1
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6 Examples

Abstract— This chapter illustrates the applicability and the accuracy of the FVTD method on

the basis of simulations of various real-world examples For this purpose, the FVTD results are

compared to reference solutions obtained by commercial electromagnetic simulation tools, and by
measurements if available The investigated structures are chosen to demonstrate the advantages
of the FVTD modules introduced in the previous chapters

In the first section the accuracy of the novel S-matrix extraction scheme is confirmed for different

geometries with homogeneous and inhomogeneous cross sections, supporting both TEM and non-

TEM modes The achievable dynamic range and therewith the overall accuracy of the FVTD method

is addressed in the subsequent section High-end problems are chosen to demonstrate the accuracy

of the FVTD method applied to complex structures

Having verified the accuracy of the method, the FVTD scheme is applied to the simulation of

demanding real-world problems The chosen problems are advantageously treated with FVTD since

they exhibit curved and oblique surfaces combined with small details in close proximity to an overall

large structure The examples investigated here include dielectric resonator antennas, a broadband

double-ridged horn antenna, and fractal antennas

6.1 Waveguide discontinuities

The accurate extraction of scattering parameters using the flux-splitting scheme is de¬

monstrated for TEM and non-TEM waveguides, featuring both, homogeneous and in-

homogeneous cross sections. The correction factor £, which adjusts the velocity of the

electric and magnetic fields in the flux matrix F is employed according to the scheme

proposed in chapter 5. In all examples, the results obtained by the FVTD method

are successfully compared to reference solutions either obtained from a Mode Match¬

ing (MM) approach or by CST Microwave Studio® (Microwave Studio (MWS)).

6.1.1 Coaxial-torus resonator

This first example presents a simple two-port TEM structure of mainly academic rele¬

vance. The purpose of this example is twofold: On the one hand it shows the general

applicability of the flux-splitting scheme for the extraction of scattering parameters. On

the other hand it demonstrates the advantage of the mode-projection procedure even in

a monomode environment [55, 56].
A TEM coaxial-torus resonator is fed by a coaxial line with an inner conductor radius

of r\ = 1.25 mm and an outer radius of r2 = 3.4 mm. Together with a permittivity of

the dielectric material of er = 2.2 a characteristic impedance of Z = 61.1 il is achieved.

The partly cut-open model of the resonator is depicted in Fig. 6.1, where the tetrahedral

volume mesh is not shown for better visibility of the geometry. The bending radius of the

torus is R = 40/ii mm. In one direction however, the torus is extended by an additional
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Figure 6.1: Cut-open geometry of a coaxial torus. Only the triangular surface mesh is shown.

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 6.2: Reflection and transmission coefficient of the coaxial torus. The results of the FVTD

simulation are compared to MWS results used as a reference.

coaxial section with the length d = 10mm. A Gaussian pulse covering a bandwidth

from / = 0.01 GHz to / = 4.5 GHz is used for the excitation of port 1. In this frequency
band the coaxial-torus resonator exhibits two resonances at fr\ = 2.01GHz and fr2 =

4.02 GHz. The reflection and transmission coefficients of the torus resonator are plotted
in Fig. 6.2. Results obtained by the FVTD's flux-splitting scheme are compared to a

reference MWS solution showing a very good agreement over the whole frequency range.

A magnification of the second resonance of the coaxial torus resonator is depicted in
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Figure 6.3: Magnification of the second resonance of transmission coefficient. The mode-

projection scheme (solid line) shows a higher dynamic range compared to the extraction

without mode projection (dashed line).

Fig. 6.3. The result of S21 obtained by a FVTD simulation employing mode projection

(solid line) is plotted together with the transmission coefficient computed without mode

projection (dashed line). In order to guarantee comparable results both simulations are

performed in the same mesh. Figure 6.3 clearly demonstrates that a mode projection
is advantageously employed even in a monomode environment since it suppresses the

computational noise in a simulation. Whereas the result obtained with the conventional

scheme (no mode projection) shows a level of S21 around —20 dB, the mode projection
enables the accurate resolution of a sharp resonance at —40 dB.

In general, S-parameters computed with the help of the mode-projection scheme are

characterized by a much larger dynamic range compared to the conventional extraction

scheme.

6.1.2 Coaxial balun

The second example of the S-parameter extraction for TEM modes is performed by
means of a structure taken from [57]. A coaxial balun representing a part of the feeding
section of a broadband cavity-backed Archimedean spiral antenna is investigated [58, 59].
The balun transforms waves from an unbalanced coaxial cable to a balanced two-wire

line. In the feeding structure of the spiral antenna, the balun additionally transforms

the 50 il impedance of the coaxial cable to the antenna impedance. Figure 6.4 shows

a 3-D view of the balun model used in the simulation. Basically the balun consists of

a coaxial cable that feeds a balanced paired-strip line which is connected to a two-wire

line. Displayed in the inset of the figure is the transition from the coaxial cable to the

paired-strip line. The center conductor of the coaxial cable is lead through a hole in
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Figure 6.4: Detailed model of the balun. The inset shows the feed through the substrate of the

inner conductor that is terminated in a stub.

Figure 6.5: Balun details with surface discretization; (a) coaxial feeding section containing the

port plane, (b) the top part of the balun forms the transition between paired strips and a

two-wire line that is soldered to the strips.

the substrate of the paired-strip line and is terminated with a stub. The stub provides
a symmetrical transition from the coaxial cable to the paired-strip line. The length
of the stub is approximately a quarter wavelength at the center frequency. The outer

conductor of the coaxial cable is connected on both sides to the paired-strip line and to

a cavity that is surrounding the feed section (not shown in Fig. 6.4). In the magnified
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(a)

Figure 6.6: (a) Balun geometry including the inner conductor of the coaxial cable and the cavity

enclosing the balun (black solid lines). Wave transition inside the balun at (b) 5 GHz and

(c) 16 GHz.

view of the coaxial feed in Fig. 6.5 the fine triangular mesh employed in the model is

visible. Figure 6.5 (a) illustrates that the thickness of the outer conductor is taken into

account in the model. The port plane is located at the beginning of the coaxial cable.

The paired-strip line is tapered along the balun length in order to provide the impedance
transformation. The transition of the paired strips to the two-wire line is shown in detail

in Fig. 6.5 (b) that displays the soldering of the two-wire line to the paired strips. In the

FVTD simulation of the balun the two-wire line is terminated with an ABC. The balun

geometry including the inner coaxial conductor and the stub is depicted in Fig. 6.6 (a).
The figure displays a cross section of the coaxial line, the paired strips and the two-wire

line soldered to it, all enclosed by a cavity (solid black line). The balun is investigated
in the broadband frequency range of 1 to 20 GHz. As examples, Fig. 6.6 shows the wave

transition inside the balun at (b) 5 GHz and (c) 16 GHz.

The broadband FVTD simulation result of the return loss is shown in Fig. 6.7 and

compared to measurements. The rippled structure of the measurement is resolved well

by the simulation, and the overall agreement between simulation and measurement is

good. The origin of discrepancies around 8 GHz is seen in the different (imperfect)
matching conditions in the simulation and the measurement at both ends of the balun

(coax and two-wire line). The bandwidth for practical operation of the balun obtained

in the simulation is agreeing with the measured performance, e.g. a —10 dB bandwidth

between 2.5 and 16.5 GHz.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison between the simulated and measured Su of the balun.

6.1.3 Asymmetric waveguide H-plane step discontinuity

In this example the flux-splitting scheme proposed in section 5.4 is tested in a multimode

non-TEM environment. The example serves as test case for two important aspects:

first, how does the proposed S-parameter extraction scheme compare to established

extraction methods, and second, how accurate is the proposed scheme? For this purpose

a waveguide JT-plane discontinuity with a step in one sidewall is investigated. A MM

analysis serves as a reference solution and is compared to results obtained with the

FVTD flux splitting (FS) scheme.

The employed geometry of the discontinuity is depicted in Fig. 6.8, showing the tri¬

angular surface mesh. The feeding guide 1 is a WR75 waveguide with the dimensions

a\ = 19.05 mm and b = 9.525 mm. Waveguide 2 has the width a2 = 15.2 mm and the

same height b. The port planes are located at the same distance on each side of the dis¬

continuity (/ = 1.5mm). A broadband Gaussian pulse is used to excite the fundamental

TEio mode.

The reflection coefficient Su (1,1) for the fundamental mode is shown in Fig. 6.9.

The solid line displays the MM analysis, and the triangles the result obtained from the

FVTD analysis. A good agreement is achieved over the whole frequency range. The

transmission coefficient S2i(l,l) for the fundamental mode is plotted in Fig. 6.10.

Figure 6.11 depicts the reflection coefficient Sn(2,1) from the incident fundamental

mode to the reflected TE20 mode. Again, the agreement between the FVTD result

and the MM analysis is good. Also the reflection from the incident TE10 to the TE30

mode shows a good agreement, as can be seen in Fig. 6.12. The slight offset of the

FVTD results compared to the MM result for / > 30 GHz is due to the coarse mesh
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Figure 6.8: Geometry of the asymmetric waveguide iï-plane step discontinuity including all

necessary parameters.

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 6.9: Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the reflection coefficient Sn(l,l)
for the fundamental mode at the asymmetric H-plane step discontinuity.

discretization in the waveguide at higher frequencies.

6.1.4 Waveguide H-plane step discontinuity in both sidewalls

A waveguide JT-plane discontinuity with a step in both sidewalls is investigated in a sec¬

ond example to investigate the scattering parameters in a multimode non-TEM structure.

Here, the scattering parameters are computed using both, the flux-splitting procedure
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Figure 6.10: Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the transmission coefficient S21 (1,1)
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the reflection coefficient 511(2,1)
from incident TE10 into reflected TE20 mode at the asymmetric iï-plane step discontinuity.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison between FVTD and results of the reflection coefficient S'il (3,1) from

incident TEio into reflected TE30 mode at the asymmetric ïï-plane step discontinuity.

(section 5.4) and the scheme adapted from FDTD using modal voltage and currents

(section 5.4.3). A MM analysis serves as a reference solution.

The investigated JT-plane step discontinuity is depicted in Fig. 6.13. It consists of

a transition from a waveguide with the dimension a\ = 38.1mm and b = 9.525 mm to

a WR75 waveguide with half the width a2 = 19.05 mm and the same height b. The

transition is asymmetrical, i.e. the WR75 waveguide is displaced by d = 5 mm with

regard to the first waveguide. The port planes are located at the same distance on

both sides of the discontinuity (/ = 1.5 mm). A Gaussian pulse covering the necessary

bandwidth is used for the excitation of the fundamental TE10 mode in the first waveguide.

The reflection coefficient Sn(l, 1) for the fundamental mode is presented in Fig. 6.14.

The solid line displays the MM analysis, and the squares and crosses the results obtained

from the FVTD analysis using flux splitting (FS), and the voltage and current (UI)
scheme respectively. Both, FS and UI extraction approaches deliver very similar results

and both are in very good agreement with the reference solution. This is also the case

for the phase of Sn(l, 1) (Fig. 6.15) which is very sensitive to simulation inaccuracies.

While the previous investigations were focused on the fundamental mode only, the

present one takes into account also higher order modes. Here the mode-projection
method is used to generate the generalized scattering matrix. Figure 6.16 depicts the

reflection coefficient Su (2,1) from the incident fundamental mode to the reflected TE20

mode. Again, the agreement between the FVTD results and the MM analysis is good.
Also the reflection coefficient Sn(3,1) from the incident TE10 to the TE30 mode shows

a good agreement (Fig. 6.17). The transmission coefficient S2i(l, 1) for the fundamental

mode is plotted in Fig. 6.18. Figure 6.19 and 6.20 depict the transmission coefficients

S2i(2,1)| and S2i(3,1)| from the fundamental mode to the TE20 and TE30 mode, re¬

spectively.
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Figure 6.13: Geometry of the ïï-plane step discontinuity in both sidewalls. Only the triangular
surface mesh is shown. The port planes are located in a distance I = 1.5 mm from the

discontinuity.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the reflection coefficient |<Sn(l, 1)
for the fundamental mode at the ïï-plane step discontinuity in both sidewalls.

6.1.5 Inhomogeneously filled waveguide

A rectangular waveguide filter incorporating dielectric slabs centered in the JT-plane is

used as an example of a guide with an inhomogeneous cross section. The structure

investigated here is taken from [53], where it also serves as a testing structure for the

correct extraction of S-parameters in inhomogeneous guides. Figure 6.21 shows the cut-

open geometry of the waveguide filter. The surface triangulation is not shown for a
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Figure 6.15: Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the phase of the reflection coefficient

<Sn(l, 1) for the fundamental mode at the ïï-plane step discontinuity in both sidewalls.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the reflection coefficient <Sii(2,1)
from incident TEio into reflected TE20 mode at the ïï-plane step discontinuity in both

sidewalls.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison between FVTD and results of the reflection coefficient Su (3,1) from

incident TEio into reflected TE30 mode at the ïï-plane step discontinuity in both sidewalls.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the transmission coefficient S21 (1,1)
for the fundamental mode at the ïï-plane step discontinuity in both sidewalls.
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Figure 6.19: Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the transmission coefficient £21 (2,1)
from incident TEio into transmitted TE20 mode at the ïï-plane step discontinuity in both

sidewalls.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison between FVTD and MM results of the transmission coefficient S2i(3,1)
from incident TEio into transmitted TE30 mode at the ïï-plane step discontinuity in both

sidewalls.
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port 2

Figure 6.21: Cut-open geometry of the waveguide filter [53]. The triangulation of the surfaces

is not shown. The distance between port 1 and port 2 is 14 mm.

— MWS

> FVTD

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 6.22: Reflection Su and transmission S21 coefficient of the waveguide filter with an

inhomogeneous cross section. The results of the FVTD simulation are successfully compared
to results obtained by MWS.
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better visibility The dimensions of the waveguide are a = 5 mm and 6 = 2 mm The

filter is constructed with four dielectric slabs that are centered with regard to a and that

extend over the full height b of the waveguide The filter is longitudinal symmetric, and

all slabs have the same width t = 1 mm At the input port 1 and the output port 2, the

dielectric slabs exhibit a relative permittivity of er\ = 9 7 and their distance to the next

dielectric slab is d\ = 2 mm The two slabs located in the middle of the filter (denoted
with a light gray color in Fig 6 21) are / = 2 mm long and have a relative permittivity
of er2 = 7 They are separated by d2 = 4 mm The input port 1 and the output port 2

are equidistantly displaced from the filter center by 7 mm

Figure 6 22 presents the scattering parameters of the waveguide filter Results of the

FVTD simulation are compared to results obtained by a MWS simulation, which are

used as a reference solution A good agreement is found for the whole frequency range,

showing that the proposed FS extraction scheme is also applicable in inhomogeneous
structures

6.2 Low cross-polarized horns

The purpose of this example is to demonstrate the accuracy of the FVTD method For

this purpose structures are investigated which require a high dynamic range and for

which reliable references are available [60] A comparison with other computational
methods will show the quality of the FVTD calculations Different circular-waveguide-
fed horn antennas exhibiting a very low cross-polarization are chosen as test problems
the corrugated horn [61], the Potter horn [62], and the choked waveguide [63]
Low cross-polarization levels are employed in satellite antennas because of their small

return loss and the requirement of two channels for the up- and downlink The cross

polarized components can be used as measure for the quality of an electromagnetic
simulation As reference solution, a MM based approach is used, since several MM for¬

mulations have proven highly accurate for this type of problems [64, 65] MM provides
fast and accurate results when the formulation's coordinate system is a natural fit to the

analyzed structure e g ,
narrow-flare corrugated horns with corrugations perpendicular

to the axis of symmetry are easily handled by MM formulations in cylindrical coordi¬

nates However, it is well known that variations of these antennas (eg, if structural

details do not fit in one and the same coordinate system) are best handled by general

electromagnetic field solvers, provided they are able to meet the accuracy requirements

The FVTD method is uses an unstructured mesh and thus is able to approximate

complex geometries naturally without additional effort In contrast, methods using

structured meshes, eg a classic staircasing FDTD approach, may need to incorporate

artificial treatment of boundaries to meet certain accuracy requirements An example
for this is the PBA [66] incorporated in the FIT in MWS

For validation purposes, the results of the FVTD simulation are compared to the MM

reference solutions In addition, results obtained from commercially available field solvers

based on the FDTD method with staircasing and, alternatively, FIT with build-m PBA

(MWS) are presented Furthermore, a qualitative assessment regarding convergence

rates and computational costs is made based on the capability of the different approaches
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Figure 6.23: Cut-open geometry of the conical corrugated horn antenna.

to yield accurate cross-polarization levels for the antennas investigated.

6.2.1 Conical corrugated horn

The cut-open geometry of the conical corrugated horn is depicted in Fig. 6.23. The

antenna is designed for a very low cross-polarization level. The image shows the cross

section of the corrugated horn, where the incorporation of the wall thickness in the

model is visible (the same is true for the other two horn models presented later). The

horn includes 15 corrugations, the first three of which constitute a TEn-to-HEn mode

converter while the remaining corrugations support the converted mode along the horn

length. In the design frequency bands, the horn supports the hybrid HEn mode where

the electric and the magnetic fields are balanced in order to produce both pattern sym¬

metry and low cross polarization. To accomplish that, the aperture electric fields have to

be nearly linear which can only be achieved by hybrid modes [63]. Assuming a sufficient

number of corrugations per wavelength, the azimuthal electric field E^ is nearly zero on

the top of the corrugation teeth. The azimuthal magnetic field H<p vanishes, since there

is no current flow in axial direction. The corrugations may be seen as a short-circuited

transmission line that is transformed into an open circuit if the corrugations have a depth
of approximately a quarter wavelength at the center frequency.

Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the co-polarized radiation patterns in the two principal

planes at </> = 0° and </> = 90°. The agreement between the results obtained by MM,
MWS and FVTD is very good. Comparing the pattern shapes in the E- and the JT-plane
demonstrates the desired pattern symmetry. The cross polarization (following the third

definition of Ludwig [67]) is zero in these two planes.
The highest cross-polarization level for this type of antenna is located in the </> = 45°

plane. In Fig. 6.26 the radiation patterns of the co- and the cross-polarized fields are

plotted in this plane. The results obtained from FVTD compare well to the reference MM

approach (typical linear dimension of the tetrahedrons is A/10), both for co-and cross-

polarization. The staircase approximated FDTD scheme (mesh size A/20) shows signifi¬
cant deviations from MM and FVTD for the cross-polarization, while for co-polarization
no differences occur. The limited accuracy of the FDTD simulation is directly related

to the way the corrugation edges are represented. If the edges are approximated us-
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Figure 6.24: Co-polarized far-field radiation pattern at <j> = 0° of the conical corrugated horn

at 20 GHz.
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Figure 6.25: Co-polarized far-field radiation pattern at <j> = 90° of the conical corrugated horn

at 20 GHz.

ing staircasing - rather than modeled in an appropriate (conformai) way
- non-physical

cross-polarized fields arise from these approximations that do not exist in the actual

hardware. In contrast, FVTD inherently uses a conformai mesh and thus non-physical
solutions due to staircase meshing are avoided. Implementing the PBA scheme into FIT

(MWS) shows again good agreement for both co-and cross-polarization with the ref¬

erence solution. Comparing the MWS solutions with FVTD shows agreement with the

reference solution to within ±2 dB. Figure 6.27 depicts the cross-polarization suppression
within the angle window 0° — 30° from broadside as a function of frequency, demonstrat¬

ing that both FVTD and PBA-corrected FIT are capable of accurately computing field

levels down to —45 dB.

MM

MWS

FVTD
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Figure 6.26: Co- and cross-polarized far-field radiation patterns at <j> = 45° of the conical

corrugated horn at 20 GHz.

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 6.27: Cross-polarization suppression in the frequency range of 15 to 25 GHz.

Comparing the CPU times that are needed for the simulation of one real-world nano¬

second by the different field solvers, the ratio between staircasing FDTD, MWS, and

FVTD is roughly 1 : 2 : 4. From this, two conclusions can be drawn:

• In order to increase accuracy of the staircasing FDTD simulation, the number of

elements could be doubled to result in the same CPU time needed by MWS. This

can be translated into a decrease of the linear dimensions of the elements by a

small factor of approximately \/2, which is not expected to improve the accuracy

noticeably.

• The CPU time of the FVTD simulation is two times higher than that of MWS

yielding both the same accuracy. The author believes that this performance differ-
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Figure 6.28: Return loss of the circular corrugated horn antenna. The FVTD simulation results

are compared to the Su obtained with MWS and the reference MM simulation tool.

ence will reduce significantly if the in-house FVTD code is optimized with respect

to computational efficiency

A comparison of convergence rates of the simulations (defined by the time needed until

the normalized energy in the computational domain decreases below a level of —50 dB)
becomes even more difficult, since the employed models of the different solvers exhibit

different computational domains (different boundary shapes) and a different broadband

Gaussian pulse excitation. Nevertheless a qualitative assessment indicates a slower de¬

crease of energy for the staircasing FDTD simulation than for the others. This might
be explained by non-physical trapping of energy in the staircased-approximated corru¬

gations.

The return loss of the circular corrugated horn antenna is plotted in Fig. 6.28. The

simulation results obtained with FVTD (solid line) and MWS (dashed line) are displayed

together with the reference MM solution (dotted line) and a good agreement is found

between all three methods.

6.2.2 Potter horn

The Potter horn is a dual-mode conical horn, where the dominant TEn mode and the

higher-order TMn mode superimpose in phase in the aperture to form a nearly linear

electric field distribution. The TMn mode is excited in the throat region by variation

of the cross section, including changes of the flare angle. In his paper Potter [62] focuses

on beamwidth equalization and sidelobe suppression but not on low cross-polarization
characteristics of the antenna. This property was addressed later when low cross polar¬
ization became important for dual-polarization operation. Although the Potter horn has
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Figure 6.29: Cut-open geometry of the Potter horn.
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Figure 6.30: Co- and cross polarized far-field radiation patterns at <j> = 45° of the Potter horn

at 20 GHz.

a clear advantage of simplicity of construction (manufacturing costs) compared to the

corrugated horn, there is a trade-off with its narrow bandwidth [63]. Figure 6.29 depicts
the cut-open geometry of the Potter horn.

The single-mode frequency range of the input waveguide extends from 17.77 GHz to

36.95 GHz. The waveguide sections up to the first flare operate in the dominant mode

and merely serve to provide good impedance match. It is only the section between the

flares that excites the higher-order mode. The short flare section immediately following
the impedance transformer serves to increase the operating bandwidth slightly. The

lengths of this flare section, of the higher-order mode waveguide and of the outer flare

section provide the necessary relative phasing of the TEn and TMn modes.

The far-field radiation pattern is plotted in the </> = 45° plane in Fig. 6.30. The

co- and cross-polarization pattern obtained from the FVTD agree again very well with

the reference MM results. The results of MWS also show a high accuracy, whereas the

accuracy of the results obtained with the staircased FDTD method is again demonstrated
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Figure 6.31: Return loss of the Potter horn antenna. The FVTD simulation results are compared
to the Su obtained with MWS and the reference MM simulation tool.

to be insufficient to resolve the low cross-polarization level.

The comparison between the results of the return loss with FVTD (solid line), MWS

(dashed line), and MM (dotted line) is displayed in Fig. 6.31.

6.2.3 Choked waveguide

Coaxial feeds such as the choked waveguide are mostly employed for illumination of re¬

flectors with short focal lengths, yielding high aperture efficiency and low spillover losses.

Adding an outside choke to a radiating circular waveguide provides improvements of sev¬

eral radiation characteristics. For a radius of the waveguide around half a wavelength,

equal E- and JT-plane beamwidths and a common phase center can be achieved. The

cross polarization is reasonably low and the back-radiation level is reduced [63]. The

choke is fed through the waveguide aperture. The circularly symmetric pattern is a

consequence of appropriate superposition of the TEn mode in the waveguide aperture

and the coaxial TEn mode excited in the choke. Thus the field in the aperture is ap¬

proximately linearly polarized [68]. The cut-open geometry of the choked waveguide
is depicted in Fig. 6.32. The central circular waveguide is surrounded by one short-

circuited conductor with a circular cross section (choke). The co- and cross-polarized
far-field radiation patterns at </> = 45° are plotted in Fig. 6.33. A very good agreement
for the co-polarization between all four methods is clearly seen. For the cross-polarized

patterns, the FVTD and the MM results are perfectly matching for elevation angles up

to 9 = 45°, whereas for larger angles 9 the agreement between MWS and MM is slightly
better. In this example, the results of the staircased FDTD simulation show reasonable

accuracy. This can be understood since the mode superposition is physically occurring
in front and around the waveguide aperture and therefore is not sensitive to the FDTD's
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Figure 6.32: Cut-open geometry of the choked waveguide.
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Figure 6.33: Co- and cross polarization at <j> = 45° of the choked waveguide at 20 GHz.

staircasing approximation of the circular waveguide walls.

Figure 6.34 plots the simulated return loss for the choked waveguide. The results

obtained with FVTD (solid line), MWS (dashed line) and MM (dotted line) are in very

good agreement.

6.3 Dielectric Resonator Antennas

Dielectric resonator antennas DRAs have been extensively studied since their first intro¬

duction in the mid-1980s [69]. They are particularly attractive radiating elements due

to many advantages such as low conductor loss, small size and weight, low cost, as well

as the possibility to choose between different shapes and feeding mechanisms [70]. A

simple DRA consists of a dielectric resonator on a conducting ground. Provided that

the antenna is intended to operate in its fundamental mode, it is excited by either a

coaxial probe close to the periphery of the antenna, or by an aperture at its center. The

fundamental mode [71] exhibits a radiation Q-factor as low as 30 and therefore the DRA
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Figure 6.34: Return loss of the choked waveguide antenna. The FVTD simulation results are

compared to the Su obtained with MWS and the reference MM simulation tool.

is a very efficient radiator.

The FVTD method is a excellent tool for the investigation of DRAs, since the inhomo¬

geneous mesh is advantageously used to approximate the antenna structure: Any shape

may be used for the DRA design, however predominantly geometries like rectangles,

cylinders, rings, and hemispheres are used. Additionally, even small details such as air

gaps caused by inaccurate manufacturing can be resolved by FVTD [72]. Two exam¬

ples of DRAs are studied in this section with respect to near-field distribution, return

loss and radiation pattern in order to demonstrate the ability of the FVTD method to

handle this type of problems with large dielectric contrasts, curved surfaces and small

feed dimensions [72]. The first investigation is performed with a probe-fed hemispherical

DRA, and the second with a slot-fed cylindrical DRA.

6.3.1 Probe-fed hemispherical DRA

The coaxial probe-fed hemispherical DRA [73] is characterized by a large dielectric con¬

trast and small feed dimensions. The cross section of the DRA including all required

geometrical parameters is sketched in Fig. 6.35. The results presented in the following
are obtained for a hemisphere with radius R = 12.5 mm and a dielectric permittivity

erci = 9.5 similarly as in [74]. The feed structure for excitation of the resonant TEm
mode has the following geometrical characteristics: b = 6.5 mm, lp = 6.5 mm. The coax¬

ial cable has the inner and outer radii r\ = 0.63 mm, r2 = 2.25 mm and a permittivity of

its isolator erc = 2.33. The DRA is placed on a finite ground plane (circular plate with

diameter 120 mm).
Figure 6.36 depicts the triangular mesh of the boundary surfaces of the DRA (the

tetrahedral volume mesh is not shown in the representation). The picture permits to ob-
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Figure 6.35: Geometry of the probe-fed hemispherical DRA.

Figure 6.36: Discretization of the hemispherical DRA. Only the surface triangulation is shown.

The typical ratio of volumes between free-space cells and cells in the feed region is 1000 : 1.

The coaxial probe is visible through the cut in the DRA surface.

serve the large difference in cell densities between inside and outside meshes of the DRA

dielectric. An even finer mesh is required for the precise modeling of the feed structure.

The size of the tetrahedral cells adapts smoothly to the various discretization sizes of the

enclosing surfaces. Small cells (compared to the dielectric wavelength of interest) will

require small time steps for stability of the computation. However, the use of local-time

steps together with the inhomogeneous mesh will avoid a 3-D explosion of computational
costs caused by fine geometrical structures or large dielectric contrasts [75].
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Figure 6.38: Snapshot of the steady-state iS-field distribution in the iS-plane at 3.6 GHz.

The resonance frequency corresponding to the fundamental TEm mode of the struc¬

ture is expected at around 3.6 GHz [73]. The full 3 — 6 GHz range is simulated in a single

computational run using a Gaussian pulse with an appropriate bandwidth. The obtained

return loss is represented in Fig. 6.37, where the FVTD simulation results are compared
with results obtained by HFSS (High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS)). The
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Figure 6.39: Comparison of the normalized radiation pattern of the DRA close to resonance

(3.6 GHz) between the FVTD results (solid line) and the HFSS results (dashed line), LHS:

iS-plane, RHS: _ff-plane.

overall agreement between the two methods is fairly good. The discrepancy at larger

frequencies may be explained by the coarser grids compared to the wavelengths [76].
Figure 6.38 is a representation of the near-field distribution obtained with FVTD. The

steady state results were obtained using a sinusoidal excitation near the fundamental

mode (/ = 3.6GHz). The observation of the near-field distribution gives practical
information on the excitation of a particular mode.

A good agreement between the far-field patterns computed with the FVTD method

and those obtained with HFSS is observed. Figure 6.39 displays the radiation pattern

close to the fundamental resonance with quasi-broadside characteristics in the (a) E-

plane and in the (b) IT-plane [77].

6.3.2 Slot-fed cylindrical DRA

Feeding a DRA through an aperture in the groundplane (slot coupling) is particularly

advantageous, as it provides isolation between the microstrip and the DRA and thus

prevents spurious radiation from the feed line interfering with the DRA modes. The

geometry of the DRA is illustrated in Fig. 6.40, where a rectangular aperture of length

Ls = 10.5 mm and width Ws = 0.5 mm couples energy from the microstrip to the

cylindrical antenna of relative permittivity erd = 10.2, height h = 6.35 mm, and radius

R = 10 mm. The disc resides on the 120 minx 120 mm ground plane of the open-ended

microstrip, which is a 50 il line of width Wm = 2.4 mm printed on a Duroid substrate

of permittivity ers = 2.2 and thickness t = 0.7874 mm. The stub length P = 12.6 mm of

the microstrip is designed to ensure impedance matching. The DRA is optimized using
the commercial software HFSS [45].
The numerical model underlying the FVTD simulation is displayed in Fig. 6.41, where
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.40: Geometry of the investigated DRA; (a) cross section of the antenna with substrate

and DRA on top of it; (b) top view showing all necessary dimensions of the feeding (dashed
line: microstrip, solid line: slot aperture), and the cylindrical DRA.

microstrip line

port plane

-source plane

Figure 6.41: Cut through the numerical model showing the triangulated surfaces of the source

and port plane, the microstrip, the ground plane, and the DRA. The substrate is omitted for

clarity.

only the triangular surface mesh is plotted for better clarity. The simulation is exploiting
the symmetry of the configuration by placing a PMC image plane through the center of

the microstrip line, the source and port plane, the slot and the DRA. As observable in

Fig. 6.41, the source and the port plane are separated in the DRA model. The reason
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Figure 6.42: Comparison of the reflection coefficient between measurement (solid line), and the

simulated results obtained with FVTD (dashed line) and HFSS (dotted line).
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Figure 6.43: Radiation pattern in the two cuts 0 = 0° (top) and <j> = 90° (bottom) at / =

4.66 GHz obtained from measurements (solid line), as well as from FVTD (dashed line) and

HFSS (dotted line) simulations.
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for this is that a correct ^-parameter extraction requires the real mode distribution on

the microstrip, including frmgmg fields, to be established in the port plane, whereas a

linear field distribution is assumed in the source plane (see section 4 2 3)
A comparison between the return loss obtained with the FVTD (dashed line) and the

HFSS simulation (dotted line) as well as measurement results (solid line) is shown in

Fig 6 42 As illustrated, the agreement between measurements and FVTD results is

very good Also the HFSS results are in very good agreement except at the resonance

frequency where HFSS results are too optimistic

The radiation patterns at / = 4 66 GHz for two cuts at </> = 0° and </> = 90° are

plotted in Fig 6 43 at the top, and at the bottom respectively Also here, the FVTD

results (dashed line) agree very well with measurements (solid line) and HFSS (dotted
line) simulations

6.4 Double-ridged horn antenna

In order to show the FVTD's ability to handle complex geometries, a broadband double-

ridged horn antenna is simulated with the FVTD method The antenna's curved and

oblique surfaces as well as the fine structural details are treated accurately fully exploiting
the capability of the FVTD algorithm to work in an unstructured tetrahedral mesh In

a single simulation run, the near-field data, the radiation patterns and the scattering

parameters of the antenna are calculated for a frequency range of 1-18 GHz [78]
Horn antennas are widely used since they have a simple construction, are easy to

excite and exhibit a large gam They are employed eg as feed elements in satellite

tracking systems or communication dishes and they serve as a standard antenna for

calibration, gam measurements and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) testings Since

they exhibit limited bandwidth, great efforts have been made to enlarge the operational
bandwidth Ridges on the side flares are introduced to extend the bandwidth, similar

to ridges in a waveguide that expand the separation between the cut-off numbers of its

dominant and first higher order mode The design of the double-ridged horn antenna

reaches back to the late 1950s [79, 80, 81]

Figure 6 44 shows a 3-D view of the simulation model of the double-ridged horn an¬

tenna The geometry of the horn can be decomposed in several parts There is the feed

section (part no 1 in Fig 6 44, details are shown in Fig 6 45) consisting of a coaxial line

and a cavity Two exponentially shaped ridges (no 2 in Fig 6 44 and Fig 6 45) reach

from the feed section to the horn aperture and are aligned with the i?-plane (y-z-plane)
The lower part (with respect to the aperture of the horn) can be seen as a ridged i?-plane
sectoral horn The flaps of this part (no 3) are tilted in the JT-plane (x-z-plane) Two

wedges (no 4) are located between them The upper part is essentially a pyramidal
horn The upper flaps (no 5) with a different tilt angle in the JT-plane are attached

to the lower flares The flaps tilted in the i?-plane are replaced by two copper straps

(no 6) per side which control the width of the radiation pattern for frequencies below

4 GHz [82] It should be noted, that the wall thickness is included in the model The

dimensions of the aperture are 184 x 130 mm2 and the total antenna height is 126 5 mm
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Figure 6.44: Tilted front view of the antenna model. 1: feed section, 2: ridge, 3: lower flare,
4: wedge, 5: upper flare, 6: copper strap.

Figure 6.45: 1: Feed section of the doubled-ridged horn, 2: ridge, 7: cavity, 8: coaxial feed,
9: source plane, 10: port plane. Wedges and other parts are removed for better visualization.

Figure 6.45 shows the feed section (part no. 1 in Fig. 6.44 and Fig. 6.45) of the double-

ridged horn antenna. For better visibility the side flaps are removed and only the ridges

(no. 2) with the feeding and the cavity (no. 7, partly cut open) are shown. The input feed

consists of a type N input connector followed by a coaxial line (no. 8). This connector is

specially manufactured to prevent the excitation of higher order modes and to support

a power level up to 5kW.

The inner conductor of the coaxial line is led through a hole in the first ridge and is

connected to the second ridge forming a short circuit. The cavity located below the input
section serves as a transformer between the coaxial TEM-wave and the ridged-horn field

pattern. The transversal source plane (no. 9) and the transverse port plane (no. 10) are
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Figure 6.46: Mesh inhomogeneity in the feed region.

= 17 X at 18 GHz

Figure 6.47: Cut-open computational boundary (with ABC). The horn antenna is visible inside.

embedded in the coaxial cable mesh.

Figure 6.46 shows the surface mesh of the antenna. The strong inhomogeneity of the

mesh can be observed in the inset that shows a magnification of the feed section. The

transition from the small cells on the coaxial cable to the large cells on the antenna

surface is accomplished over a short distance. Thus the total number of cells is reduced

significantly compared to a homogeneous mesh. The surface of the coaxial feed is dis¬

cretized with Amm/25, the antenna surface and the outer computational boundary are

meshed with Amm/8 and Amm/5, respectively (wavelengths at 18GHz). Therewith the

volume ratio of the small tetrahedrons in the feed region and the large tetrahedrons in the
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Figure 6.48: Simulated and measured return loss of the double-ridged horn antenna.

outer computational area is approximately 1 : 125. Like in all time-domain techniques,
the smallest cell determines the applicable time step for ability, but the 3-D explosion
of the number of cells is avoided in the inhomogeneous mesh, and the constraint to use

a single short time step is alleviated by the local-time stepping scheme.

In Fig. 6.47 the cut-open computational boundary is shown with the double-ridged
horn visible in the inside (the volume-filling tetrahedra are not shown). The upper part

of the boundary consists of a hemisphere, whereas the lower section is a truncated cone

(frustum). The hemispherical shape is chosen to provide a perpendicular incidence of

the radiated waves to the front of the antenna. In the back of the antenna the cone

is adapted to the antenna geometry in order to minimize the number of cells. Still

the overall computational domain is very large, considering that the hemisphere has a

diameter of 17 wavelengths at 18GHz.

The characteristics of the above described antenna are obtained in the 1-18 GHz fre¬

quency range using the FVTD algorithm. The radiation patterns, the return loss and

the gain are discussed in the following and compared to measurements [83].

6.4.1 Return loss

In Fig. 6.48 the simulated return loss is compared to measured results. The overall

agreement is good, however the simulation does not resolve all of the resonances that

the measurement reveals. In this regard it is important to note that the double-ridged
horn antenna is extremely sensitive with respect to even small geometrical changes. Not

every manufacturing detail of the physical horn antenna has been taken into account in

the simulation model, e.g. the gaps that in reality exist between the lower and the upper

flares are not resolved in the model.
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Figure 6.49: Simulated and measured iS-plane radiation pattern at four frequencies.

6.4.2 Radiation pattern

Figure 6.49 and Fig. 6.50 show radiation patterns of the double-ridged horn antenna in

the i?-plane and JT-plane, respectively. Results at 2 GHz, 4 GHz, 8 GHz and 16 GHz are

displayed normalized to the pattern maximum over all directions.

The FVTD simulation results are compared to measurements taken from [82] that were

performed in an anechoic chamber. The measured radiation patterns are normalized

to the simulated ones in broadside direction (9 = 0°). The overall agreement between

simulation and measurement is very good over the entire frequency range. All simulation

results for all frequencies have been obtained in a single computational run. Although
for low frequencies the mesh is very fine (~ Amm/140), the computational boundaries

(with ABC) are placed very close to the radiator in terms of wavelengths. That may

explain the small difference between the simulation and measurement results at 2 GHz

caused by an increased reflection from the ABC. For higher frequencies the mesh of the

horn antenna model is coarser (~ Amm/8) but the computational domain is larger (in
terms of wavelengths).

From the experimental side, the antenna under test must be irradiated by a plane wave

(uniform amplitude and phase). To nearly realize plane wave illumination, the receiving
test antenna must be located in the far-field (Fraunhofer) region of the emitting antenna.
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Figure 6.50: Simulated and measured iï-plane radiation pattern at four frequencies.

To fulfil the far-field condition, the two antennas have to be separated by a distance R

R>
2D2

A
(6.1)

where D is the largest dimension of the antenna. At a distance R given by (6.1) the

maximum phase deviation in the receiving antenna area between the incident wave and

a plane wave is tt/8. In the measurement of the double-ridged horn antenna the plane-
wave far-field condition (6.1) is violated for frequencies larger than / = 12 GHz. This

problem is believed to be the reason for the discrepancy in Fig. 6.49 and Fig. 6.50 at

16 GHz between the simulation and the measurement.

After successfully validating the simulation results with measurements, full 3-D radi¬

ation patterns are illustrated in Fig. 6.51 in logarithmic scale for the frequencies 2 GHz,
4 GHz, 8 GHz and 16 GHz. Considering only the main E- and JT-plane radiation pat¬

terns, a major drawback of this class of horn antennas at high frequencies remains

undetected [82]. At lower frequencies the radiation patterns show, as expected, a main

lobe in broadside direction. For / > 11 GHz higher-order modes deform the pattern

and four side lobes appear in the diagonal planes of the horn aperture. With increasing

frequency, these side lobes become even larger than the broadside lobe.
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Figure 6.51: 3-D logarithmic radiation pattern from —20 dB to OdB at four frequencies.
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Figure 6.52: Simulated and measured broadside gain (lossless) of the double-ridged horn an¬

tenna. In comparison the simulated maximal gain is plotted.

6.4.3 Gain

Figure 6.52 shows the comparison between the measured broadside gain and the cor¬

responding simulated broadside gain (lossless) of the horn antenna. In addition the

simulated maximum gain (i.e. over all directions) is displayed. The reflection coefficient
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Su that is extracted in the simulation is taken into account in the computation of the

simulated antenna gain to reproduce the experimental conditions.

For five discrete frequencies (4, 9, 14, 15, and 16 GHz) the 3-D radiation patterns in

linear scale are depicted as well. At 4 GHz the radiation pattern shows the expected
well-behaved single-lobe shape, whereas already at 9 GHz a slight degradation of the

pattern can be observed. A strong deformation of the radiation pattern is apparent in

the frequency range of 10 GHz < f < 14 GHz and / > 16 GHz. In this frequency range

the broadside and the maximum gain are not coincident, since the main radiation occurs

in the "side" lobes and not anymore in the broadside lobe. At 15 GHz the broadside

lobe is showing up again causing the maximum gain to return to the broadside direction.

For higher frequencies the broadside lobe disappears again. The discrepancy between

broadside simulated and measured gain for frequencies / > 16 GHz maybe caused by
the above mentioned degradation of both measurement and simulation towards high

frequencies. Additionally manufacture-caused gaps between the single antenna compo¬

nents (e.g. lower and upper flaps), that are not considered in the model, might play a

significant role at high frequencies as investigated in [82].

6.5 Sierpinski fractal antenna

The previous examples demonstrated the accuracy of the FVTD method by comparing
the simulation results with measurements and with results obtained from commercial

numerical solvers. Hence, in the following, it is justifiable to perform investigations of

further structures solely on the basis of FVTD simulations. For this purpose fractal

antennas are chosen as an interesting object that contain both, oblique surfaces and

repeated large structural scalings.
The connection between fractal geometries and electromagnetism started in the early

1990s of the last century. The two main motivations for the design and development of

fractal antennas are

• compact size and

• multiband behavior.

Different authors claim to be the first using the terms fractal radiators and fractal an¬

tennas [84, 85]. An elaborate overview of fractal antennas was done by D. H. Werner

in [86]. By the knowledge of the author, at the moment there are two companies who

offer fractal antennas commercially [87, 88].

Compact size

Fractal-shaped wire antennas show special space-filling properties. As an example shown

in Fig. 6.53, a Koch monopole can be designed to have an arbitrary length, although
the Koch fractal can be constrained to fit in a limited area [89, 90]. However, when the

wire is highly convoluted, there is a cross-talk between the lines, i.e. the electromag¬
netic wave does not follow strictly the wire, but will also shortcut adjacent wires [91].
Thus, the lower resonant frequencies, that ideally would use the whole wire length, will
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Figure 6.53: The Koch fractal curve in different construction stages, exhibiting different overall

length on a constant constrained area

increase because of those shortcuts Beside the wavelength-shortening cross talk, there

is a second phenomenon that can be observed It can be shown that antennas having a

differently shaped non-Euclidean geometry show similar or even improved performance
over their fractal-antenna counterparts as the Koch monopole [89] The significant fac¬

tor that determines the resonant behavior of this kind of antennas is not the fractal

antenna geometry, but the physical properties such as total wire length, wire diameter

and antenna area

Multiband behavior

Broadband behavior of radiators can be achieved by frequency-independent antennas, for

which the characteristics where explained first by Rumsey in 1966 [92] Those antennas

show the ability to keep the same shape under certain scaling transformations [93], and

thus they are called self-similar Generally an object is referred to as self similar, if it

looks roughly the same at any scale Self-similar objects can be described by a power

law

N = (6 2)

where the exponent d = In N/ In s is called the dimension, N is the number of self-similar

pieces and s the magnification factor In particular, fractals are an important type of

self-similar structures

A well-known representative of a fractal geometry is the Sierpinski triangle as depicted
in Fig 6 54 In order to illustrate its fractal dimension d, for example the Sierpinski

triangle in construction stage 1 may be considered It consists of N = 3 self-similar

pieces that have to be scaled by the factor s = 2 to yield the total fractal body Thus

the fractal dimension is d « 1 585 according to (6 2) Theoretically, fractal geometries

exhibit a self-similar nature only if the process of construction is carried out an infinitely
number of times Practical implementations of fractals, and hence fractal antennas, only
show a certain degree of self similarity over a finite number of scales In literature they
are therefore referred to as prefractals Fractal antennas take advantage of the different
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Figure 6.54: Construction stages of the Sierpinski fractal. The fractal dimension of the Sierpinski

triangle is d = 1.585.

resonance frequencies of each of the fractal self-similar pieces and thus they are expected
to show a multiband behavior with equally distributed resonance frequencies. Because

of the limited number of self-similar pieces, fractal antennas always exhibit a limited

number of operating bands.

In this section the Sierpinski fractal antenna is investigated in detail. It is first de¬

scribed by Sierpinski in 1915 [94], but appears already in Italian art from the 13th cen¬

tury [95]. As illustrated in Fig. 6.54 the construction of a Sierpinski gasket starts with

an equilateral triangle, where the central triangle with vertices located at the midpoint
of each side of the original triangle is removed.

In this investigation it is shown, that the radiation characteristic of the Sierpinski
antenna is not determined by the fractal geometry, but rather by the periodic place¬
ment of the four main gaps along the central vertical axis that separate the self-similar

pieces of the antenna [96]. This knowledge has lead to the development of the modified

Sierpinski gasket exhibiting the same radiation characteristics as the original Sierpinski

triangle [89]. Furthermore it is shown that better radiation characteristics are obtained

with a simple bow-tie monopole. In order to achieve an axially symmetric radiation

pattern, these two simplified antennas are extended to a conical shape [97] yielding the

conical modified Sierpinski gasket and the classical unipole antenna.

6.5.1 Fractal, multiband and broadband antennas

In the following the six different investigated antenna structures are introduced briefly.
The simulations of the first four antennas, the Sierpinski triangle with and without

infinitesimal connections between the elements, the modified Sierpinski gasket and the

bow-tie monopole are performed in one and the same numerical model consisting of one

mesh with slight modifications in the definition of the material boundaries. The same

is true for the conical modified Sierpinski gasket and the unipole antenna. This fact

enables a comparison of the antennas without the impact of different meshes, and is

possible because the property of a surface is defined only in the simulation. However, an

appropriate construction of the surfaces is necessary to produce the desired configuration.
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l\ = 152.4 mm

(a) (b)

Figure 6.55: Triangular mesh of the Sierpinski fractal antenna, the horizontal lines denote

the parts of the antenna responsible for the five distinct resonance frequencies, (a) Model

with infinitesimally thin connections between the metallic triangles (dark), (b) model with

expanded connections between the metallic triangles (dark).

Sierpinski fractal antenna

The basic design of the investigated fractal gasket antenna presented here is based on the

design given by Best in [97]. The original design is based on a pure metallic structure;

in the design investigated here the gasket is printed on a Cuclad 250 substrate having a

thickness of d = 1.588 mm and a permittivity of er = 2.5 [98]. The Sierpinski triangle is

designed to exhibit five distinct resonances in the bandwidth of 50 MHz < f < 12 GHz.

The basis element of the Sierpinski gasket is a triangle with a height of h\ = 9.525 mm;

four iterations are performed yielding a Sierpinski gasket consisting of five self-similar

pieces, each with the particular height hn, n = 1,..., 5. The overall height of the gasket is

hs = 152.4 mm. The total Sierpinski gasket is depicted in Fig. 6.55 where the horizontal

lines indicate the parts of the antenna responsible for the resonance frequencies. Two

different versions of the Sierpinski antenna are investigated as shown in Fig. 6.55 (a)
and (b). The first type of represents a true prefractal in the sense of the fractal's

construction. This means that two adjacent triangles are connected exactly in one of

their vertices resulting in infinitesimal connections between the triangles. The second

type of construction employs expanded planar connections between adjacent triangles

improving the electric contact.

The Sierpinski fractal antenna is mounted as a monopole on an infinite ground plane, as

depicted in Fig. 6.56. The inset shows a magnification of the feeding section. The ground

plane is partly removed in order to uncover the coaxial feeding line. The metallization of

the Sierpinski structure is soldered to the inner conductor of the coaxial cable, whereas

the substrate supporting the fractal metallization is in contact with the isolator of the

coaxial cable.
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Figure 6.56: Model of the Sierpinski gasket. Only the triangular surface mesh is shown. The

inset shows a magnification of the coaxial feed, the gasket is soldered to the center conductor

of the coaxial cable; the substrate supporting the fractal is connected to the dielectric of the

coaxial line.

Figure 6.57: A NFFF surface (light grey), and a spherical ABC surface (dark grey) are sur¬

rounding the Sierpinski triangle. The circular ground plane is treated as a PEC image plane
and therefore operates as an infinitely extended ground plane.

Figure 6.57 depicts the NFFF surface and the outer spherical ABC boundary sur¬

rounding the Sierpinski fractal. The triangles on the NFFF surface have a side length
of approximately Amm/10 at the highest frequency fmax = 12 GHz, whereas the ABC

sphere is discretized rather coarse at Amm/5 in order to minimize the number of required
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19.05 mm

9.525 mm

Figure 6.58: The modified Sierpinski gasket. The self-similar parts of the antenna of the original

Sierpinski fractal are reduced to four horizontal slots that define five resonant parts.

tetrahedra. The infinitely extended ground plane is simulated by treating the circular

ground plane as a PEC image plane (see section 3.7).

Modified Sierpinski gasket

In [97], Best states that the periodic multiband behavior of the Sierpinski fractal antenna

is primarily a function of the four main gaps located along the central vertical axis of

the structure. It is shown that a modified Sierpinski antenna (that does not exhibit

a fractal geometry) exhibits the same radiation characteristic as the original Sierpinski
fractal antenna. Figure 6.58 depicts the modified Sierpinski gasket, where the Sierpin¬
ski's inherent self-similar structure is reduced to a triangular sheet disrupted by four

longitudinal gaps [99].
These gaps divide the antenna into five resonant parts that result, as will be shown

later, in the same electrical characteristic as the original Sierpinski structure. This is

true, even though the geometry of the slotted gasket is much simpler and therefore also

cheaper to manufacture than the Sierpinski fractal.

The modified Sierpinski gasket represents a log-periodic structure and therefore ex¬

hibits more degrees of freedom in its design. Since the locations of the vertical gaps are

not restricted to a fractal geometry anymore, the resonance frequencies of the antenna

can be chosen arbitrarily to a certain extend.

Bow-tie monopole

An even much simpler broadband antenna was proposed already in the 1950s. The tri¬

angular sheet antenna, or bow-tie monopole, was investigated experimentally by Brown

and Woodward [100] and is depicted in Fig. 6.59. The bow-tie monopole is a variation of

the biconical antenna (or unipole antenna) that is introduced in section 6.5.1. The bow-

tie monopole does not show a radiation characteristic that is as broadband as the one
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152.4 mm

Figure 6.59: Triangular sheet antenna mounted, which if mounted over an infinite ground plane
is equivalent to a bow-tie antenna.

of biconical antennas, but it exhibits the advantage of a more compact and low-profile

geometry compared to conical antennas. Here, a triangular sheet antenna having the

same dimension as the original Sierpinski antenna is simulated.

Slotted conical antenna

In [97] a proposal is made to improve the radiation pattern symmetry of the modified

Sierpinski antenna. The 2-D shape of the modified Sierpinski gasket is transformed

into an axially symmetric 3-D shape. This is achieved by an extension of the modified

Sierpinski gasket to a slotted conical antenna. Performing the same extension from the

original Sierpinski gasket would result in difficulties taking into account the complex

shape of the two-dimensional Sierpinski fractal. The modeled slotted conical antenna is

depicted in Fig. 6.60. It has the same height and the same periodic slot placement as

the modified Sierpinski gasket introduced in section 6.5.1. Therefore it should yield the

same multiband behavior with nearly the same resonance frequencies.

Unipole antenna

A simple device to obtain a broadband radiation characteristic is the biconical an¬

tenna [100]. The ideal biconical antenna consists of two infinitely extended cones with

a common apex, i.e. with input terminals at their common tips. Between the cones, a

voltage U is applied that produces spherical waves radiating from between the two cones

as shown in Fig. 6.61 (a). In this perspective, the antenna can be seen as a uniformly

tapered transmission line.

For practical implementations, the cones of the biconical antenna have to exhibit a

finite length. A possibility to minimize the size of antenna is to replace the lower cone

by a conducting ground plane. Such a device is called a unipole antenna. Ideally the

ground plane extends to infinity, however in practice it can be electrically large but must
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Figure 6.60: Slotted conical dimensions exhibiting the same resonances as the modified Sierpin¬
ski gasket but with a symmetric radiation pattern.

Figure 6.61: (a) Biconical antenna, with a voltage U applied between the two cones resulting
in radiated spherical waves, (b) Model of a unipole antenna mounted on a circular ground

plane.

be limited. Figure 6.61 (b) shows the model of a unipole antenna mounted on a circular

ground plane. The unipole consists of a thin metal sheet formed to a hollow cone. The

tip of the cone is soldered to the inner conductor of a coaxial cable. An infinite ground

plane is employed in the simulation.
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Figure 6.62: Comparison of the return loss of the Sierpinski fractal antenna modeled with

infinitesimal connections between the triangular elements (dashed line), and with expanded
electric connections (solid line).

6.5.2 Return loss

In this section the simulation results of the six different proposed antenna types are

presented in terms of the reflection coefficient. The results demonstrate that fractal

antennas do not provide a significant improvement over the classical broadband antennas

as the bow-tie monopole or the unipole antenna.

Sierpinski fractal antenna

Figure 6.62 depicts the return loss of the Sierpinski fractal antenna, comparing the

simulated results of the two models shown in Fig. 6.55 (a) and (b). The dashed line

displays the model where the connections between the single metallic triangular elements

of the fractal are infinitesimal, and the solid line shows the return loss of the model having

expanded connections between the elements.

From the return loss it is obvious that the antenna with infinitesimal connections does

not operate as expected since the punctual connections yield very large series resistances

on the antenna surface and thus the surface currents can not propagate properly along the

antenna. In contrast, the Sierpinski antenna exhibiting expanded connections between

the triangular elements shows a return loss that is characterized by five resonances.

The center frequencies and the 10 dB bandwidths of the resonance bands are listed in

Table 6.1. The bandwidth BW is defined by

BW =

h h
(6.3)
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/res (GHz) BW (%)

h = 0-31 48

h = 1.02 30

h = 2-10 19

h = 4.12 12

h = 8.ii 21

Table 6.1: Resonance frequencies of Sierpinski fractal antenna obtained in a FVTD simulation.

where /mm and fmax of each band are defined where S'il drops below 10 dB. /res denotes

the center resonance frequency in each band. Figure 6.62 confirms the multiband behav¬

ior of the Sierpinski fractal antenna. It can be operated at five distinct frequencies. In

between these operational bands however, the antenna shows an inadequate reflection

coefficient at levels up to 2 dB.

Comparison of the three different gasket antennas

The return loss of the original Sierpinski fractal (depicted in Fig. 6.55 (b)), the modified

gasket antenna (Fig. 6.58), and the bow-tie monopole antenna (Fig. 6.59) are plotted

together in Fig. 6.63. As expected the resonant frequencies of the Sierpinski fractal

and the modified slotted gasket are nearly identical, and also the bandwidths of the

resonance bands are coincident. The dashed-dotted line in Fig. 6.63 depicts the return

loss of the bow-tie monopole. It exhibits a broadband behavior, whereas the other both

gaskets show a multiband behavior. However the return loss of the bow-tie monopole

up to 2 GHz exhibits the same resonances as the Sierpinski fractal and modified gasket.
The reason for this can be seen in Fig. 6.66 (a) and (b) where the near-field distribution

at the first two resonances is plotted. At 0.31 GHz and 1.02 GHz all three antennas

show the same resonance behavior, whereas at higher frequencies the bow-tie monopole
is large compared to the resonance wavelength and therefore it shows a frequency inde¬

pendent behavior. It should be noted, that the return loss of the bow-tie antenna with

a level around 8 dB can be further optimized by a better matching of the coaxial cable

impedance to the antenna input impedance.

Modified gasket and conical antenna

In this paragraph the modified gasket and its counterpart with a conical shape are com¬

pared. The extension from a flat triangular to a voluminous conical shape is performed
to obtain a symmetric radiation pattern as will be shown in section 6.5.4. The return
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Figure 6.63: Comparison between the return loss of the Sierpinski fractal antenna (solid line),
of the modified gasket (dashed line), and of the bow-tie monopole (dashed-dotted line).

loss of those two antennas is depicted in Fig. 6.64. The resonance frequencies of the two

antennas agree over the whole frequency band, however the first three lowest frequencies
of the slotted conical antenna are slightly shifted towards higher frequencies. In the fre¬

quency range up to 7 GHz, the conical antenna shows a better performance, but above

7 GHz the slotted conical exhibits a higher return loss. Overall it can be stated, that

both antennas shows qualitatively the same behavior.

Conical and unipole antenna

The unipole antenna is a classical and well-known broadband antenna. In Fig. 6.65

the return loss of the unipole antenna is compared to the conical antenna. The real

broadband performance of the classical unipole in contrast to the multiband behavior of

the slotted conical is immediately noticeable. The unipole antenna shows a flat return

loss that is well above 10 dB in the whole frequency band.

6.5.3 Near field

Similar resonance behavior of the Sierpinski fractal, the modified gasket and the bow-tie

monopole is demonstrated in this section. For this purpose the magnitude of the electric

field is depicted for the three antennas at the five resonance frequencies in Fig. 6.66.

The three rows in the figure show, front left to right, the electric field distribution

of the Sierpinski fractal, the modified gasket and the bow-tie antenna. For clarity the

geometry of the antennas is traced with white lines. Figure 6.66 (a) shows the magnitude
of the electric field at /i = 0.31 GHz. It can be seen clearly that the entire geometry
is resonant for all three antennas. The shape of the electric field distributions shows
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Figure 6.64: Return loss of the conical antenna (solid line), and the flat modified gasket (dashed
line).

Conical

Unipole

0123456789 10 11 12

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 6.65: Return loss of the conical antenna (solid line), and the unipole antenna (dashed
line). The unipole is a classical broadband antenna and exhibits in the operational band a

return loss above 10 dB at all frequencies.

similar characteristics in all three cases: The maximal fields occur along the full edge

length of the largest triangle yielding the lowest resonance frequency. The magnitude of

the electric field at the second resonance at f2 = 1.02GHz is depicted in Fig. 6.66 (b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6.66: The magnitude of the electric near-field distribution. Left: Sierpinski antenna;

middle: modified gasket; right: bow-tie monopole. Each row represents the electric field at

one of the resonance frequencies: (a) /i = 0.31 GHz, (b) f2 = 1.02 GHz, (c) f3 = 2.10 GHz,

(d) U = 4.12 GHz, (e) /B = 8.11 GHz
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The main radiation is caused by the resonant lower half of the antennas, the shape of the

magnitude of the electric field is again the same for all three antennas. Figure 6.66 (c),
(d), and (e) show the near field of the antennas for the other three resonance frequencies,

f3 = 2.10 GHz, /4 = 4.12 GHz and /5 = 8.11GHz. Also for these frequencies the

same characteristic of the magnitude of the electric field is observed. Hence, it can be

stated that the resonance behavior of the antennas as a first qualitative approximation
is independent of the employed geometry.

6.5.4 Radiation pattern

In this section the radiation pattern of the investigated antennas are compared. It is

stated in [98] that the Sierpinski fractal antenna shows similar behavior in terms of return

loss and radiation pattern in each resonance band. In that paper it has been shown that

a strong similarity between the radiation patterns at 2, 4, 8, and 16 GHz exist for the

investigated antenna. It is significant that these frequencies are not corresponding to the

resonance frequencies specified by the return loss [96]. In other words, the claimed degree
of self similarity of the radiation pattern does not exist in the distinct operational bands

of the Sierpinski gasket. In order to demonstrate the same behavior of the antennas

investigated here, their radiation patterns at the lowest, the center, and the highest

frequency in each resonance bands are investigated in the following.

Sierpinski fractal antenna

In order to find the limits and the center frequencies of the operational bands a magni¬
fication of the return loss at each resonance band is shown in Fig. 6.67. The frequency
resolution of the NFFF transformation performed in the simulation is A/ = 0.05 GHz.

The sampled frequency closest to the resonance frequency of the considered band is cho¬

sen as the center frequency fres regarding the presentation of the radiation pattern. The

lower limit /mm and upper limit fmax of the band are chosen symmetrically around this

center frequency. Since the sampled frequencies are not corresponding perfectly with the

resonance frequency, it is possible that /min and fmax are not coinciding exactly with

the 10 dB limit of the return loss.

Figure 6.68 and Fig. 6.69 show the radiation pattern at the lower, the center, and

the upper frequency of each resonance band for two cuts at </> = 0° and </> = 90° (see
coordinate system in Fig. 6.56). Three characteristics can be observed:

• Inside a band (rows in Fig. 6.68), the radiation pattern is changing from the lowest

to the highest frequency. As an exception, the patterns of the first resonance stay

constant, since the resonance wavelength is large enough in order not to be affected

by the fractal geometry. Hence the antenna exhibits at the lowest resonance a

radiation characteristic similar to a Hertzian dipole. At higher frequencies a more

complex pattern can be observed.

• No self-similarity of the radiation patterns can be observed through the different

bands (columns in Fig. 6.68)) in contrast to the statement in [98].
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• Because of the flat geometry of the Sierpinski fractal antenna, no azimuthal sym¬

metry of the radiation patterns exist as can be observed in Fig. 6.68 and Fig. 6.69.

Modified gasket

The radiation patterns of the modified gasket are displayed in Fig. 6.73. The column

on the LHS shows the patterns at </> = 0°, and the RHS at </> = 90°. Only the radiation

patterns at the center resonance frequencies /res are depicted. Again no self-similarity
between the resonant bands can be observed. Comparing the radiation patterns of

the Sierpinski fractal and the modified gasket antenna both radiation patterns show a

similar behavior. This can be expected because of the similar current distributions on

the antennas.

Bow-tie monopole

Figure 6.70 shows the radiation pattern of the bow-tie monopole. The left column shows

the patterns at </> = 0°, and the right column at </> = 90°. Only the radiation pattern at

the center frequency of each band is shown. Again, due to the similar current distribution

on the antenna, the patterns show almost the same shape as the one of the original and

the modified Sierpinski antenna.

Conical antenna

To improve the azimuthal symmetry of the radiation pattern the modified gasket can be

extended to a conical slotted antenna. The radiation patterns of the conical antenna are

depicted in Fig. 6.71. The radiation pattern of each band is similar to the pattern of a

monopole antenna. As expected the patterns at </> = 0° (LHS), and at </> = 90° (RHS)
show a nearly perfect symmetry.

Unipole antenna

The radiation patterns of the unipole antenna are shown in Fig. 6.72. The patterns

remain similar throughout the displayed frequencies, additionally the shape of the pat¬

terns exhibit the characteristic of a dipole radiation pattern. An azimuthal symmetry is

evident, and there is an obvious similarity between the radiation patterns of the slotted

conical and the unipole antenna. However, the unipole antenna shows a real broadband

behavior, whereas the slotted conical displays a multiband characteristic.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated the broad applicability of the FVTD method. Appropri¬
ate examples were chosen in view of investigating different aspects of the FVTD scheme.

The investigations started with the verification of the flux-splitting based .^-parameter
extraction scheme. The scattering parameters were computed both in monomode TEM

and in multimode non-TEM structures. The considered ports exhibited homogeneous as
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Figure 6.67: Magnifications of the return loss in the region of the five resonance bands of the

Sierpinski fractal antenna (solid line) and the modified gasket antenna (dashed line) The
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withm the accuracy of the NFFF transformation frequency resolution
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Figure 6.68: Radiation pattern of the Sierpinski fractal antenna in the plane <j> = 0°. Each row

displays three cuts within one resonant band. The middle column corresponds to the center

frequency /res of the five resonance bands.
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Figure 6.69: Radiation pattern of the Sierpinski fractal antenna in the plane <j> = 90°. Each row

displays three cuts within one resonant band. The middle column corresponds to the center

frequency /res of the five resonance bands.
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Figure 6.70: Radiation pattern of the bow-tie monopole antenna. The LHS depicts the patterns

at <j> = 0°, and the RHS at <j> = 90° according to the coordinate system given in Fig. 6.56.

The frequencies correspond to the center frequencies /res of the five resonance bands of the

Sierpinski fractal antenna.
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Figure 6.71: Radiation pattern of the conical antenna. The LHS depicts the patterns at <j> = 0°,
and the RHS at <j> = 90° according to the coordinate system given in Fig. 6.56. The frequencies

correspond to the center frequencies /res of the five resonance bands.
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Figure 6.72: Radiation pattern of the unipole antenna. The LHS depicts the patterns at <j> = 0°,
and the RHS at <j> = 90° according to the coordinate system given in Fig. 6.56. The frequencies

correspond to the center frequencies /res of the five resonance bands.
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Figure 6.73: Radiation pattern of the modified gasket antenna. The LHS depicts the patterns

at <j> = 0°, and the RHS at <j> = 90° according to the coordinate system given in Fig. 6.56.

The frequencies correspond to the center frequencies /res of the five resonance bands.
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well as inhomogeneous cross sections. The demonstrated accuracy in terms of the scat¬

tering parameters between FVTD and reference results was very good throughout all ex¬

amples and it was concluded that the flux splitting (FS) .^-parameter extraction scheme

is universally applicable. In particular the results of this investigation demonstrated that

the novel FS and the established voltage and current (UI) scheme yield similar results.

However, the FS scheme is especially suited for use in the FVTD method since it exploits
the inherent structure of the algorithm and does not require the knowledge of additional

parameters.

The accuracy of FVTD was demonstrated in the second investigation. For this purpose

circular horn antennas exhibiting a very low cross-polarization level were examined. A

high dynamic range of the numerical tool is required to resolve the cross-polarization

suppression of —45 dB of these antennas. A Mode Matching (MM) approach, that proved

highly accurate for this type of problems, was applied to yield the reference solution.

The FVTD results demonstrated a good accuracy in terms of both radiation pattern

and return loss. Additionally it was shown that conformai meshing is necessary to

obtain the required dynamic range of the simulation, and in particular that a stair¬

casing approximation of the curved surfaces does not yield sufficient accuracy.

Further examples of dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) were chosen to be inves¬

tigated with the FVTD method. Dielectric resonator antennas are perfectly suited for

modeling with the FVTD method because of two reasons. First they can have an arbi¬

trary shape, e.g. hemispherical or cylindrical. Second they are characterized by a large
dielectric contrast within adjacent materials. The results obtained for a coaxial probe-
fed hemispherical DRA and for a slot-fed cylindrical DRA were compared to results from

HFSS and to measurements. The agreement between the HFSS reference solution

and FVTD was found to be very satisfactory, showing in particular a nearly perfect
match of the FVTD results to measurements.

Another challenging problem for FVTD modeling is the broadband double-ridged
horn antenna. This antenna is composed of small structural details embedded in a

very large overall structure. Especially the extremely broadband nature of the horn

puts additionally stringent requirements on the employed mesh. The results showed the

technique's ability to properly handle complex geometries. Curved and oblique surfaces

as well as fine structural details of the feed were treated accurately exploiting fully the

capability of the unstructured tetrahedral mesh. In a single simulation run, the near-

field data, the radiation patterns and the scattering parameters of the antenna were

calculated for a broadband frequency range of 1-18 GHz. A good agreement was found

with the measurement data, showing the accuracy and versatility of the FVTD method

applied to practical problems.
In the last example of this chapter, the Sierpinski fractal antenna was investigated.

Since the reliability of the FVTD method was validated before, this simulation proofs
the generality of the FVTD method and its applicability to structures difficult or im¬

possible to model with other techniques. The Sierpinski fractal was compared to other

related types of multiband and broadband antennas. It was shown that the radiation

characteristics of the Sierpinski gasket is mainly dependent on the resonance frequencies
of the different parts of the antenna and not of the fractal geometry itself. A modified

Sierpinski gasket, where simple horizontal gaps replaced the fractal geometry, showed
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the same electric behavior as the original Sierpinski triangle Moreover it was found that

both original and modified Sierpinski fractal antennas were outpaced by classic broad¬

band antennas such as the bow-tie monopole and the umpole antenna In contrast to

the multiband nature of fractals, these antennas show a broadband behavior over the

desired frequency band Additionally, they are easier and cheaper to produce
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7 Conclusion

The implementation of a 3-D numerical electromagnetic field solver based on the FVTD

method was presented in this thesis. The FVTD method is applied in an unstructured

and inhomogeneous tetrahedral mesh with a cell-centered formulation. The algorithm
exhibits two characteristics: first, the triangular faces of the tetrahedral cells coincide

with the model's boundaries and second, all electromagnetic field components are collo¬

cated in the barycenter of the tetrahedra. In the beginning the derivation of the FVTD

technique, based on the hyperbolic Maxwell's equations written in a conservative form,
has been recalled. In this representation, the curl of the electromagnetic field is denoted

as a flux through the four tetrahedral cell faces. This notation is chosen in analogy of

expressing a conservation law by equating a net flux over a surface with a loss or gain of a

quantity within the surface. The employed one-sided monotonie upwind scheme for con¬

servation laws (MUSCL) inherently exhibits a dissipative behavior. However convergent
results are obtained for sufficiently small tetrahedra. In the theoretical treatment, spe¬

cial attention has been paid to the flux-splitting algorithm, that separates the flux into

an outgoing and an incoming part through the cell boundaries. The separation of the

fluxes is based on characteristics theory and a plane-wave approach, and it is exploited
in the FVTD scheme for different important purposes: implementation of the absorbing

boundary condition, of the excitation procedure, and of the .^-parameter extraction.

In Chapter 3, important modules accompanying the core FVTD algorithm were intro¬

duced: the absorbing boundary condition, the discrete Fourier transformation, the near

field to far field transformation, and symmetries. These procedures are implicitly used in

almost every simulation and contribute importantly to a successful operation. The ap¬

plicability of the modules was demonstrated through thorough investigations regarding
the reliability, the accuracy and the introduced error.

The different excitation schemes used in FVTD were discussed in Chapter 4. The

source mechanisms were formally divided into point sources and constrained fields. Point

sources impress the excitation function in a single point in the mesh, either in a hard

or a soft way. It was shown that, if employed correctly, the soft face center point

source produces the lowest error when comparing the simulation results to an analytical
reference solution. Consequently, as a generalization of the face center point sources,

the constrained fields excitation has been proposed: the excitation function is impressed
in an extended source plane instead of in a single triangle. Mode template vectors

were introduced specifying the electric and magnetic amplitude of the excitation mode

in all mesh points in the source plane. In general, constrained fields demonstrated

to be the most practical, versatile and accurate excitation scheme. By introducing a

general coordinate transformation allowing arbitrary orientation of a source plane in the

computational domain, it is possible to take full advantage of the unstructured mesh,
since the source planes are not bound to the Cartesian coordinate system in FVTD.

The common problem of spurious reflections from a source plane is alleviated in FVTD
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through a novel combination of excitation function and absorbing boundary condition

in the source plane.
In Chapter 5 a novel field-based scheme for the extraction of the generalized scattering

parameters was introduced. The proposed method exploits the flux-splitting algorithm
in order to separate the incident and the reflected waves in a port plane. The separation
of incident and reflected waves in a port plane is based on modified flux matrices that

are exclusively used in the frame of the scattering parameter extraction and hence do

not affect the general numerical algorithm. In the port flux matrixes, the propagation

velocity of the electric and the magnetic field is adapted to match the plane-wave con¬

dition. The correction factor depends only on the considered mode in the port, and

is inherently given in the mode template vectors. Additionally, an .^-matrix extraction

scheme based on transmission line theory has been adapted to the FVTD method. A

qualitative comparison in terms of complexity of the flux-splitting and the transmission-

line approach showed that the flux-splitting approach requires a higher cost in terms of

DFTs, whereas the complexity of the voltage-current approach is higher with respect to

the determination of integrals and derivatives. In general, the wave-based ^-parameter
extraction scheme is judged superior in the scope of the FVTD method since all required

parameters, including the flux matrices, are already known or naturally included in the

algorithm. However, the proposed ^-parameter extraction scheme can be applied to any

volume-discretizing numerical method, both in time- and frequency-domain.
Several simulations demonstrating the broad applicability of the FVTD method were

shown in Chapter 6. Various examples were chosen in order to analyze specific aspects of

the FVTD scheme. The investigations started with the verification of the flux-splitting
based ^-parameter extraction scheme. The demonstrated accuracy of the scattering pa¬

rameters obtained with FVTD in comparison to reference results was convincing through¬
out all examples and it was concluded that the ^-parameter extraction scheme is uni¬

versally applicable. Subsequently, the accuracy of FVTD was demonstrated by means

of the simulation of circular horn antennas exhibiting a very low cross-polarization level.

A high dynamic range of the numerical tool is required in order to resolve the cross-

polarization suppression of —45 dB of these antennas. The FVTD results demonstrated

a good accuracy both, in terms of radiation pattern as well as return loss. Additionally it

is shown that a conformai meshing is necessary to obtain the required dynamic range of

the simulation, and in particular that a staircasing approximation of the curved surfaces

does not yield sufficient accuracy. The last three simulations at the end of Chapter 6

were performed with examples taken from the real world: DRAs, a double-ridged horn

and fractal antennas. Dielectric resonator antennas are perfectly suited for an investiga¬
tion with the FVTD method since they exhibit an arbitrary shape, e.g. hemispherical
or cylindrical, and they are characterized by a large dielectric contrast within adjacent
materials. The agreement between the HFSS reference solution and FVTD was found

to be very satisfactory. Another challenge posed for the FVTD method was the sim¬

ulation of a broadband double-ridged horn antenna, that incorporates small structural

details embedded in a very large overall structure. The results showed good agreement

with measured data demonstrating the technique's ability to properly handle complex

geometries. As a final example, the simulation of the Sierpinski fractal antenna was per¬

formed. There, the FVTD was applied for the first time independently, i.e. without a
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validation with a reference solution. In the investigation it was shown, that the radiation

characteristics of the Sierpinski gasket is mainly dependent on the resonance frequencies
of the different parts of the antenna and not of the fractal geometry itself.
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8 Outlook

The implementation of a numerical electromagnetic field solver is a challenging task and

exhibits many different aspects. In this thesis, a fully operational 3-D field solver based

on the FVTD method was developed. This CEM tool is capable of successfully simulating
even highly complex structures. All procedures necessary to obtain the parameters

important for an electrical engineer, such as .^-parameter and radiation patterns, have

been implemented in the framework of FVTD. Nevertheless, there is still enough work

to do. The possibilities for further improvements are uncountable, and there will always
be enhancements to be made, new ideas and promising directions to be explored [101,
102]. Beside the implementation of additional features, such as lossy and dispersive

materials, or improved ABCs, there are also more fundamental aspects of the FVTD

method which look very promising. In this scope, three starting points for possible
future work regarding the following topics are proposed here: source excitation, ABCs,
and numerical efficiency [103].
At present using the constrained fields approach, the impression of electromagnetic

energy into the computational domain is limited to structures where an analytical solu¬

tion, or an appropriate approximation, of the excited electromagnetic mode is available.

The employment of a 2-D eigenmode analysis in order to determine the mode template
vectors would enable the possibility to excite of electromagnetic modes in an arbitrary

source-plane geometry. Following this approach, the general excitation scheme proposed
in this thesis would stay unaffected. The first steps in the direction of an eigenmode
solver based on the finite-volume method have already been made in [104, 105].
The computationally very efficient Silver-Müller ABC is advantageously applied in

the scope of antenna simulations. When the computational boundary is placed in a

sufficiently large distance from the radiating structure, and hence a perpendicular wave

incidence is nearly satisfied, reflection coefficients of —50 dB are achieved. However for

some applications, such as the simulation of waveguide structures, boundary conditions

with a superior performance for non-perpendicular incidence angles are required. An

approach along this direction, employing an artificial absorbing layer, was initiated by

Berenger [106]. This technique has attracted much research interest and has become a

standard in FDTD. Recently, the perfectly matched layer (PML) technique was adapted
to a 2-D version of the FVTD method [107], and efforts are under way in order to develop
a 3-D implementation.

A one-sided difference scheme, such as MUSCL, inherently exhibits a dissipative char¬

acteristic. Convergence can be achieved when employing sufficiently small elements.

However, small elements deteriorate the overall efficiency of a numerical method, and

hence it is desirable, on the one hand to minimize the amount of small cells, and on

the other hand to use cells with a volume as large as possible. Different approaches in

order to increase the numerical efficiency exist, out of which three are suggested in the

following. First, Remaki [3] proposed a FVTD scheme with a collocated field vector and
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a leapfrog time scheme that does not show a dissipative behavior. The adaption of this

scheme to the FVTD implementation used in this thesis would particularly constitute

a big challenge for the redesign of the local-time stepping scheme. However, investi¬

gations in the direction of the scheme proposed by Remaki showed the emergence of

non-physical oscillations and of spurious modes. Second, a hybridization with other nu¬

merical methods could increase the computational efficiency In regions where small cells

are used to resolve fine details, unconditionally stable schemes could be applied with the

fundamental time step given by the desired accuracy instead of by the stability crite¬

rion [108]. Third, an alternative approach is represented by the Discontinuous-Galerkin

Time-Domain (DGTD) method [109] that has only recently become popular as a method

for solving electromagnetic problems [110] and it provides a practical framework for the

development of high-order accurate methods using unstructured grids. The discontin¬

uous Galerkin technique is somewhere in between a finite-element and a finite-volume

method and seem to gather beneficial features of both.
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